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Abstract

The research activity of my doctoral project was mainly carried out at
Elettra, Trieste, the Italian national synchrotron radiation (SR) labora-
tory. It was integrated into the activities of the local Atomic and Molec-
ular Physics group, which aims at studying the electronic structure of
isolated systems of increasing complexity such as atoms, molecules and
clusters in the gas phase. The GasPhase and Circular Polarization beam-
lines of the Elettra storage ring cover a wide spectrum of advanced pho-
toionization methods for a thorough description of both energetics and
dynamics of isolated systems. The research activity involved an active col-
laboration with national and international research groups (Assoc. Prof.
Vitali Zhaunerchyk, University of Gothenburg, Prof. Stefano Falcinelli,
University of Perugia, Prof. P. Decleva, University of Trieste, Dr. M,
Alagia, CNR-IOM Institute) and with the research staff of the GasPhase
and CiPo beamlines. The collaboration with the department of physics
of the Gothenburg University (Sweden) resulted in a series of experiment
on gas-phase molecular chiral recognition at the FELIX facility situated
in Nijmegen (The Netherlands).
This doctorate thesis reports on a variety of experimental investigations
aiming to advance the understanding of fundamental processes in molecules
and clusters by exploiting the properties of Synchrotron and FEL ra-
diation: photoionization dynamics, double ionization, dissociation and
molecular recognition were subject of investigation. The emphasis of the
thesis lies on the application of advanced light sources in the study of
photoionization processes in simple gas-phase molecules, with particular
attention on chiro-optical properties of chiral systems.
The valence photoionization dynamics of a chiral molecule, namely the
epichlorohydrin molecule, was studied for the first time and a peculiar
electron correlation effect was observed. The experimental data were sup-
ported by state-of-the-art theoretical calculations. VUV direct double
ionization was studied for the methyl oxirane chiral molecule by the use
of Photoelectron-Photoion-Photoion Coincidence spectroscopy using syn-
chrotron radiation.
The chiral recognition mechanism of 1-methoxy-2-propanol oligomers was
studied by FEL based IRMPD-VUV vibrational spectroscopy, a technique
that exploits the nature of the photoionization process in order to apply
the IRMPD spectroscopy to systems of arbitrary structure.
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The collaboration between the Sapienza University of Rome, the CNR-
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Atoms and molecules are the fundamental building blocks of matter. They
are the smallest units responsible for the characteristic properties of gases,
liquids and solids. For this reason a deeper understanding of their elec-
tronic structure and dynamics is of extreme importance for the compre-
hension of the properties of matter. The discovery of x rays by Röntgen
on November 8, 1895, marked the introduction to mankind of a totally
new and unexpected phenomenon in nature, ionizing radiations. The
original findings were followed rapidly by the discovery of radioactivity
and sources of ionizing radiation with properties different from those of
x-rays. Ionizing radiation research and use became an extraordinary tool
in understanding the nature of matter and its connection with the atomic
structure. Photoionization studies of atoms, molecules and clusters by
means of VUV and soft X-ray radiation have greatly benefited from the
advance in new experimental methods. In particular new generation high-
brightness light sources such as Synchrotrons and Free Electron Lasers
(FEL) have increased the variety of experiments and also the range of ac-
cessible phenomena. Nevertheless a parallel development in experimental
techniques and readout systems was needed as well.
The unique features of Synchrotron radiation were exploited with spe-
cially designed experimental setups in order to measure total photoion-
ization cross sections, photoelectron angular distributions, the mass and
the kinetic energy distributions of ions produced in the photoionization
process, as well as their state-selected distribution.
Gas-phase small molecules are suitable model systems in photoionization
studies: their simple structure, and the fact that they are isolated molec-
ular systems, are unique conditions for a better understanding of a such
a complex process as photoionization, where multi-electron correlation
effects can play an important role. Moreover, their limited number of
constituent atoms makes them a useful benchmark for the development
of state-of-the-art theoretical models.
Among the large number of molecular classes, chiral molecules received
a special attention since their discovery. The property that most charac-
terizes these chemical species, and which differentiates them from other
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molecular systems, is their ability to interact selectively with each other
and/or with other systems on the basis of a certain chirality form. The
concept of chirality has therefore always had a wide interest in the field of
chemistry, physics and natural sciences; its study has led to scientific and
technological progress in various areas, from the pharmaceutical industry
to nanotechnology. A well established physically based method for prob-
ing molecular chirality, namely, chiroptical spectroscopy, relies upon the
interaction between circularly polarized light and chiral molecules[11, 12].
In particular, circular dichroism rests on the differential interaction with a
circular polarized light and implies measuring the difference in absorption
by a chiral molecule of right-handed and left-handed helicity radiations.
Although very small, this effect is well documented in the case of both
electronic and vibrational transitions. Because of their limited magni-
tude (usually of the order of less than 1% of the total absorption), these
methods are mostly limited to condensed phase. More recent is the obser-
vation, in the gas phase, of the photoelectron circular dichroism (PECD),
described in Chapter 2, which is several orders of magnitude greater than
conventional absorption, making PECD spectroscopy a suitable tool for
studying isolated chiral species in the gas phase. Moreover, there are at-
tempts to explain life’s homochirality by asymmetric processes induced
by astronomical sources of circular polarized light. PECD, as an asym-
metric photon-induced process, could play a role in the origin of life’s
homochirality. Furthermore, the interaction of cosmic rays, as well as
VUV and X-rays radiations, with small organic molecules can trigger ion-
molecule reactions, which are very important in the evolution process of
interstellar clouds, where chemical reactions between neutral species are
hindered by the critical physical conditions characterizing these environ-
ments. These processes could be of great interest in the perspective of
an induced extraterrestrial homochirality of initial organic matter. For
instance, both UV and charged particle irradiation of simple gas mixtures
of H2O/CH3OH/NH3/CH3CN were shown to produce up to 26 racemic
amino acids, diamino acids, and N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine[13].
The chemistry of chiral systems is not limited at the atomic scale or at
a single molecule, but aspires to understand the processes behind molec-
ular interactions. Most of the chemical approaches are based on chiral
discrimination, that is the difference in behavior of the two enantiomers
of a chiral molecule when interacting with a chiral surrounding. As pre-
viously mentioned such phenomenon plays a key role in life chemistry.
The peculiar enantioselectivity displayed in most of the processes involv-
ing the interaction of a chiral ligand, such as a drug with enzymes or
protein receptors, has been explained in terms of formation of weakly
bound contact pairs involving specific interactions[14]. The combination
of supersonic jets and electronic, vibrational, or microwave spectroscopy
has led to a great number of experimental results that, in conjunction
with quantum chemical calculations, brings information on the structure
of weakly bound complexes of chiral molecules and the nature of the inter-
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actions responsible for chiral recognition. Due to the fact that electronic
spectroscopy can only bring indirect structural information, vibrational
spectroscopy is nowadays largely applied in the study of molecular com-
plexes: the use of ionizing VUV radiation allows the study of molecular
systems of arbitrary structure. The fragmentation mechanisms of chiral
molecules after the interaction with energetic radiations has also recently
gained attention as a tool for the direct determination of absolute molec-
ular stereochemistry by means of ion imaging[15, 16, 17], highlighting the
importance of molecular dissociation upon photoionization.
In the light of these considerations, the development of new possible
methodologies in the study of properties of chiral molecules, with par-
ticular interest in enantiomeric recognition and chiro-optical properties of
new molecular systems, is of considerable interest in the context of basic
and applicative research , both at national and international levels. The
aim of this doctorate thesis is to apply advanced light sources, such as
synchrotron radiation sources and Free Electron Lasers, in order to study
the the electronic structure, dissociation mechanisms, and structural in-
formation brought by the photoionization process of small gas-phase chi-
ral molecules, supporting the experimental results with state-of-the-art
theoretical calculations. Small gas-phase chiral molecules are a suitable
model system in photoionization and photofragmentation studies: they
are usually liquids with high vapor pressure, making easier their charac-
terization in the gas-phase, and their limited number of constituent atoms
makes them a very good benchmark for testing state-of-the-art theoret-
ical models. For such reason we have chosen small model organic chiral
molecules, the methyl oxirane and its derivative, the chloromethyl oxirane,
as our subjects of study. The methyl oxirane photodissociation by VUV
double ionization is of great astrochemical interest, since it was the first
chiral molecule discovered in space. The presence of the chlorine atom
in the chloromethyl oxirane, on the other hand, makes this molecule a
suitable candidate for the study of the photoionization dynamics of chiral
molecules in the Cooper minimum region.
The photoionization process was also exploited in the study of chiral recog-
nition of small oligomers of enantiomers, namely those of the 1-methoxy-
2-propanol molecule, by applying the FEL radiation based IRMPD-VUV
spectroscopy.
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Chapter 2

Photoelectron Spectroscopy

2.1 Introduction

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES) is the spectroscopic technique related
to the study of the abundances, energies, and angular distributions of
the electrons emitted from matter when it is exposed to sufficiently ener-
getic electromagnetic radiation[18, 19]. PES is based on a physical process
that has been discovered more than a century ago, the photoelectric effect,
i.e. the emission of electrons (photoelectrons) when light of appropriate
wavelenght shines on a material. In Photoelectron Spectroscopy elemental
identification and the information on chemical bonding can be directly de-
rived from the measured electron energy and energy shifts in the binding
energies, making this techniques suitable for chemical analysis. Depend-
ing on the light sources used, PES can be divided into three main experi-
mental branches: X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Ultraviolet
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS) and Synchrotron Radiation Photo-
electron Spectrosocpy (SRPES). Nowadays, photoelectron spectroscopy
is extensively used in many areas of science, and it’s considered as one of
the most important tools in the study of the electronic structure of free
atoms, molecules and clusters, as well as solids, liquids and surfaces.
A simple picture of the photoelectron emission process (photoionization)
can be define as follow: if an atom or molecule absorbs a photon with
an energy hν sufficiently large to excite it to an energy level above the
first ionization limit of the neutral species (the continuum states), the
molecule/atom will be ionized and an electron (called photoelectron) will
be emitted. A schematic representation of the photoemission process is
shown in fig.2.1. As specified by eq.(2.1.0.1), as the photon energy hν
is varied and either the ion or the electron is detected, a photoionization
spectrum is obtained. If hν is held fixed, and the e−(KE) is scanned, the
peaks in the e−(KE) spectrum correspond to successive energy levels of
the cation. This is known as photoelectron spectroscopy (PES).

AB + hν → AB+ + e−(KE) (2.1.0.1)
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2.2 Historical background

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the photoemission process.

2.2 Historical background

The development of photoelectron spectroscopy began over than a century
ago[20]: in 1887, the German physicist H. R. Hertz was experimenting
on the production and detection of electromagnetic waves, whose exis-
tence was predicted by Maxwell[21], using a high voltage induction coil
(a Ruhmkorff coil) to cause a spark discharge between two pieces of brass
(the electromagnetic wave transmitter), and a small detector circuit as
receiver. Hertz found that the small receiver spark was more vigorous
if it was exposed to ultraviolet light from the transmitter spark[22]; it
was the first observation of the photoelectric effect. The next year Wil-
helm Hallwachs continued to work on the observations made by Hertz,
but under a much simpler experimental condition[23]: he observed that
if a zinc plate is mounted on an insulating stand and wired to a gold leaf
electroscope, which is then negatively charged, the electroscope lost its
charge very slowly. However, if the zinc plate is exposed to ultraviolet
light, the charge leaked away quickly. Moreover, if the plate is positively
charged, there is no fast charge leakage, indicating the involvement of a
sort of negatively charged particle in the phenomenon. Independently,
the same year, also the Italian physicist Augusto Righi was working on
the link between these new electric phenomena and the UV radiation: he
was the first scientist to use the term ”photoelectric”[24]. The discoveries
of X-rays by Rontgen (1895)[25] and the electron by Thomson (1897)[26]
enabled many of these results to be understood in a more complete way.
In 1902 Lenard used a carbon arc lamp to study the light intensity de-
pendency of this new photoelectric effect[27]. In his experimental setup,
the ejected photoelectrons hit another metal plate, called the collector,
winch is connected to the cathode with a wired sensitive ammeter, that
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2.2 Historical background

one may measure the produced current. To determine the kinetic energy
of the emitted electrons, the collector was negatively charged, in order to
repel the incoming electrons: in this way only the photoelectrons with a
kinetic energy sufficient to overcome this potential barrier would produce
an electric current. He discovered that there was a well defined minimum
voltage capable to cease any electron and, with his surprise, Lenard dis-
covered that this ”stop” potential does not depend on the light intensity.
The effect of increasing the light intensity was only to produce more elec-
tron, but was not affecting their kinetic energy. Moreover, he observed
that this stop potential (and hence the photoelectrons kinetic energy)
was indeed depending on the light wavelenght; the lower the wavelength,
the higher the energy of the emitted electrons. Only in 1905 Einstein
showed that the new Planck’s quantum theory of radiation[28] could be
used to explain the photoelectric effect[29]. The radiation is thought as
quanta (”packets”) of energy hυ, the absorption of such a quantum with
appropriate frequency causes the emission of one electron, following the
relation:

E = hν − φ (2.2.0.1)

where E is the maximum energy of the emitted electron, h is the Plank’s
constant (6.626x10−34 J·s), ν is the photon frequency, and φ is the work
function, i.e. the minimum energy required to extract the electron from
the material.
In 1907 P. D Innes, working together with J. J. Thomson, performed what
can be considered the first XPS experiment[30]. In his experiments Innes
used three main components: i) an X-rays source (a Rontgen tube), ii)
an electron energy analyzer (the electrons were deflected, and hence ve-
locity selected, by the magnetic field produced by a Helmotz coil), iii) an
electron detector (a photographic plate. Innes measured the velocity of
the photoelectrons emitted by different metals in order to understand if
the photoelectric effect was due to a process similar to those observed for
radioactive elements, or if the electrons are extracted by the impinging
X-ray radiation. He erroneously concluded that this phenomenon was due
to the atom disintegration, ignoring the work of Lenard and Einstein.
The work of Innes and other researchers on the relation between the pho-
toelectric effect and the atomic disintegration had almost surely attracted
the attention of E. Rutherford, who was studying the β- and γ rays emit-
ted from radioactive materials; three young scientist working in his lab,
H. Moseley, W. Rawlinson and H. Robinson, worked extensively on the
photoemission processes, contributing to the birth of the photoelectron
spectroscopy. Moseley was interested in the work done by Laue and Bragg
on the interference of X-rays reflected by crystals planes[31, 32, 33]. Be-
tween 1913 and 1914 Moseley designed and built a X-rays tube for his
experiments. In a vacuum tube a cathode filament produces electrons
that are accelerated towards the anode target by a high voltage, one or
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2.2 Historical background

more electrons are emitted from the anode due to the photoelectric effect
and, as a consequence of the atom internal relaxation process, X-rays are
emitted. The radiation then impinged on a crystal and the interference
pattern was observed on a photographic plate. Moseley discovered[34, 35]
that different metal anodes lead to different patterns, associated with a
different wavelength of the emitted X-rays, and soon realized that these
wavelengths were related to the element’s periodic table atomic number,
Z, and derived an empirical formula to relate the two quantities, also re-
lying on the new Bohr’s atomic model[36]. Moseley’s work did not only
give a physical meaning to the atomic number as the positive charge on
the atomic nucleus, but showed how it is possible to have an unequivocal
way to establish if a substance is a pure element or not. After the death
of Moseley in World War I, Rawlinson continued, together with Robin-
son, the work of Moseley. Robinson resumed the work of Innes: using
the apparatus built by Moseley, he measured the photoelectron spectra of
different metals[37], determining the velocity of the photoelectrons emit-
ted by the internal atomic orbitals, comparing the obtained experimental
results with theoretical calculations. In his paper Robinson wrote ”As
an accurate knowledge of the energies associated with the different elec-
tronic orbits within the atoms is essential to the further development of
the theory of atomic structure, it seemed well worth while to proceed with
this work, refining the experimental methods wherever possible...There is,
therefore, an obvious need for direct measurements of these levels, and in
many respects the study of the corpuscular spectra excited by X-rays of
suitable frequency is specially adapted to this purpose...”. Photoelectron
spectroscopy was thus established as a tool to study the electronic struc-
ture of atoms and molecules.
Photoelectron spectroscopy largely disappeared between the two world
wars due to the fact that it can not yet compete in accuracy with X-ray
absorption and emission spectroscopies. After WWII great technological
advances were made, in particular the experimental tools developed in
the study of nuclear physics were applied in other scientific fields, includ-
ing photoelectron spectroscopy. At the beginning of the 50’s Steinhardt
recognized that x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy could be used for the
chemical analysis of samples and developed an XPS spectrometer for the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the surfaces of solids that could
compete with X-rat emission and X-ray absorption based techniques[38].
This concept was significantly developed and exploited by the work of Kai
Seigbahn and his group in Uppsala. The Swedish physicist was partic-
ularly interested in the link between the variations in core-level binding
energies and the chemical environment of an element. Starting from the
late 50s, it took more than ten years to Siegbahn to refine the instruments
used in carrying on his experiments and developed a new technique for
chemical analysis, namely the Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analy-
sis (ESCA); the results of these studies are marked in his startling article
in 1967[39].
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

At the same time as ESCA was developed, an important work was be-
ing done on Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS) by Vilesov,
Price and Turner[40]. In the early 1960s Vilesov and his coworkers began
to study the photoionization of gases and vapors by vacuum ultraviolet
radiation[41, 42]. The same year Turner developed a Helium lamp as a
source of ultraviolet light, providing photons of 21.22 eV, and measured
the photoelectron ionization energies (IEs) for a large number of gas-
phase (or gaseous) molecules, establishing ultraviolet spectroscopy as a
new technique to study the electronic structure of free molecules[43, 44].
UPS experimental measurements of IEs and their comparison with the-
oretical molecular orbital energies from quantum chemistry, which was
also extensively developed in the 1960s, led to a better understanding
of the valence electronic structure of molecules, which contributes to the
unique chemistry of each substance. Photoelectron spectroscopy is nowa-
days considered the most powerful and versatile technique to study the
electronic structure of a large variety of systems.

2.3 Theory of photoionization

The quantum mechanical treatment of the the photoemission process can
be found in many text books[18, 45, 46, 47], in the following text I will
briefly introduce some key theoretical concepts useful for the comprehen-
sion of the next chapters presented in the thesis.
In photoelectron emission, the basic process is the absorption of a suffi-
ciently energetic photon of energy hν by a N-electron atom or molecule,
according to eq.(2.3.0.1).

Ψi
TOT (N), Ei

TOT (N)
hv−→ Ψf

TOT (N, k), Ef
TOT (N, k) (2.3.0.1)

Here Ψi
TOT (N) is the initial state N-electron wave function, associated

with a total energy Ei
TOT (N), and Ψf

TOT (N, k) is the kth final state N-
electron wave function with final energy Ef

TOT (N, k), in which the final
state wave function includes also the emitted photoelectron. The energy
conservation law implies that:

Ei
TOT (N) + hν = Ef

TOT (N, k) (2.3.0.2)

In the simplest case the index k labels the Kth one electron orbital from
which the photoelectron has been emitted. Since the cation and the pho-
toelectron In the final state are no more interacting with each other,
eq(2.3.0.3) can be rewritten as follows:

Ψi
TOT (N), Ei

TOT (N)
hv−→ Ψf

TOT (N − 1, k), Ef
TOT (N − 1, k)+

+ φf (1)χf (1), EKIN (2.3.0.3)
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where Ψf
TOT (N−1, k) and Ef

TOT (N−1, k) refer to the Kth (N-1)-electron
ionic state, while φf (1) and χf (1) are respectively the spatial and spin part
of a monoelectronic wave function describing the emitted photoelectron.
The energy conservation law of eq.(2.3.0.2) can now be written as:

Ei
TOT (N) + hν = Ef

TOT (N − 1, k) + EKIN (2.3.0.4)

and we can define the binding energy of the electron in the initial state
as (here the vacuum level reference is implicit):

Ev
b (k) = Ef

TOT (N − 1, k)− Ei
TOT (N) (2.3.0.5)

From eq.(2.3.0.4) and eq.(2.3.0.5) we obtain the classic formula for the
photoemission process, that relates the photoelectron binding energy, its
kinetic energy and the incoming photon energy.

Ev
b (k) = hν − EKIN (2.3.0.6)

The total wave function ΨTOT (N), describing the N-electron system and
the cation wavefuntion describing the cation final state, must satisfy the
time-independent Schrödinger equation.

ĤΨTOT (N) = ETOT (N)ΨTOT (N) (2.3.0.7)

ĤΨTOT (N − 1) = ETOT (N − 1)ΨTOT (N − 1) (2.3.0.8)

In principle, solving the Schrödinger equations allow us to determine the
binding energy of the Kth electron in the atom/molecule, but since we
have a N interacting electron, we cannot resolve exactly (analitically) the
equations, and observables can only be estimated by approximate models.
A strong simplification of the problem can be achieved by introducing the
independent-particle model, in which in a N-electron system the motion
of the i-th electron is considered to be independent from the motions of
the remaining N-1 electrons. One of the starting points when approaching
the many-body problem by the use of the independent-particle model, is
the non relativistic Hartree-Fock (HF) Self-consistent field (SCF) model.
In the HF theory the N-electron total wave funcion is approximated as an
antisymmetrized single Slater determinant of N mono-electron orthonor-
malized spin-orbitals.

ΨTOT (N) =
1√
N !

∑
p

(−1)pP̂

∣∣∣∣∣∣
φ1(1)χ1(1) ... φN(1)χN(1)

. . .
φ1(N)χ1(N) ... φN(N)χN(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.3.0.9)
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

By breaking up the electrons into individual wave functions, we can create
single-particle Hartree-Fock equations, which can be used as an operator
whose eigenvalue is the energy of a particle in a particular orbital.

F̂ φi(x) = εiφi(x) (2.3.0.10)

The Fock operator, F̂ , is an effective one electron operator that consists
of the one-electron Hamiltonian (kinetic energy and Coulomb potential
due to nuclei) plus a mean-field Coulomb potential created by all other
electrons. Unlike the case of truly non-interacting electrons, the total
Hartree-Fock energy is not the sum of one-electron energies, εi. One might
wonder whether the solutions of (2.3.0.10), that is orbitals φi and the
respective energies εi, have any physical significance. The answer is given
by Koopmans’ theorem[48] (KT) that states that the canonical Hartree-
Fock MOs (those that diagonalize the matrix of the Fock operator) can
be interpreted as the states from which an electron is removed in an
ionization process and the respective energies approximate the IEs:

EKT
b (k) = −εk (2.3.0.11)

There are, however, three main limitations in this approach, that are
source of error in the KT .Briefly, they consist in i) neglecting that the
best N/2 doubly occupied orbitals in the initial closed-shell N-electron
neutral system are not the best in descibing the N-1 electron cation sys-
tem in the electronic final state; ii) neglecting the electron correlation
energy difference in the neutral and cation states caused by the differ-
ent number of electrons in the two systems; iii) neglecting the relativistic
energy difference between the neutral initial and the cation finale states,
since the HF-SCF does not include relativistic effects. This latter effect,
however, is rather small and negligible for valence electron ionizations.
Despite these limitations, the simplicity and intuitive nature of the theo-
rem had contributed to set the basis of modern chemistry, it is applied in
many fields, not only spectroscopic, but also in Lewis acidity/basicity[49],
in the concepts of ”chemical hardness”, affinity and electronegativity[50],
among others.

2.3.1 Photoionization dynamics: partial cross sec-
tion and photoelectron angular distributions

The probability that the absorption of a photon of energy hν causes the
emission of an electron from an atom, or molecule, is related to the so
called photoionization cross section σ. If the direction of emission of the
photoelectron relative to the photon propagation direction and polariza-
tion is specified, a differential cross section can be obtained, indicated by
dσ/dΩ, where dΩ is the differential solid angle in which the electrons are
collected. The total angle-integrated cross section will hence be:
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

σ(hν) =

∫
dσ(hν)

dΩ
dΩ (2.3.1.1)

The measurement of the only photoionization cross section contains no in-
formation about the distribution of l-values of the ejected electron. How-
ever, other measurable observables of the photoionization event can pro-
vide information about its mechanism. The frequently measured quanti-
ties include the β asymmetry parameter, that describes the angular dis-
tribution of the ejected electron, providing crucial information on the
nature of the molecular orbital involved in the photoionization process.
The differential cross section, and other photoionization observables, can
be calculated by the use of the first-order time dependent perturbation
theory[51, 52, 53, 54].
The differential photoionization cross section can be written as

dσ

dk
=

σ

4π

[
1 +mrb1P1(cos θ) + (−1

2
)mrb2P2(cos θ)

]
(2.3.1.2)

A derivation of eq.(2.3.1.2) is given in appendix A.
In eq.(2.3.1.2) σ is the total, angle-integrated, photoionization cross sec-
tion, P2(cos θ) and P1(cos θ) are the second-order and first order Legendre
polynomial in cos θ respectively, whose values are

P1(cos θ) = cos θ (2.3.1.3a)

P2(cos θ) =
1

2
(3 cos2 θ − 1) (2.3.1.3b)

The detection angle θ is measured with respect to the laboratory frame
z-axys, which is the oscillation direction of the electric field vector for
linearly polarized (LP) radiation, and the propagation axis of the radiation
in the case of circularly polarized (CP) light.. The coefficient mr is the
photon helicity: in the case of linearly polarized light mr = 0, while for
circularly polarized light mr = ±1. The parameters b1 and b2 depend
upon the photoionization target orbital, and on the photon polarization.

Photoionization dynamics studied with linearly polarized light

If we integrate over all possible momenta k rather than the possible ori-
entations Ω, and consider the LP light case (mr = 0), we obtain the same
formula reported in the famous paper of Cooper and Zare[57].

dσ

dΩ
=

σ

4π
[1 + βP2(cos θ)] (2.3.1.4)

Here the laboratory frame Z-axis is along the polarization vector, and
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

Figure 2.2: Experimental setup to study the differential cross-section dσ/dΩ using linearly
polarized radiation. The polarization vector ε is parallel to the electric field E of the
radiation. The detection angle θ is defined with respect to the light polarization vector.

hence the detection angle θ is referred with respect to this axis, as shown
in fig.2.4. We can see that the b2 is the classical β asymmetry parameter
that describes the photoelectron angular distribution (PAD)[74]. This
parameter can vary between values β = −1, i.e. a pure sin2 θ distribution,
and β = −2, i.e a pure cos2 θ distribution; the value of β = 0 corresponds
to an isotropic distribution. This three cases are shown in fig.2.3
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

Figure 2.3: Polar plot showing the projection of the photoelectron angular distributions
(PADs), with respect to the linearly polarized photon polarization axis ε, for β = −1
(pink), β = 0 (black) and β = 2 (blue).
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Photoionization dynamics studied with circularly polarized light

In the case of circularly polarized light, both the b1 and b2 parameters
are present in eq.(2.3.1.2), and the laboratory frame Z-axis is defined as
the propagation direction of the the radiation. The condition for the
b1 parameter to vanish requires space-inversion symmetry, and does not
follow from any rotation invariance alone[75]. Consequently, this coeffi-
cient is expected to be relevant in the case of chiral molecules, that are
characterized by an extremely low molecular symmetry. Physically, the
absorption of a left or right polarized photon populates selectively a sin-
gle fine-structure level, according to the selection rules on the magnetic
angular momentum ∆m = ±1; if the the magnetic sublevels are inequiva-
lent due to the effect of a low symmetry molecular field, as in the case of
chiral molecules, the absorption of left or right CPL different gives rise to
different radial amplitudes in the matrix elements for the two cases, and
no complete cancellation occurs in the summation, and as a consequence
all the linear cos θ terms survives in eq.(2.3.1.2). The b1 is hence related
to the chiro-optical properties of the target molecular system, and is often
referred as ”dichroism parameter”, labeled as D[77, 78, 76, 79]. It is to
point out that this is true only when the sample has a predominance of
one chirality, i.e. is enantiopure, otherwise the b1 will vanish since for each
target molecule not in a parity eigenstate (for instance the R enantiomer)
there is a target molecule in the corresponding space-inverted eigenstate.
Thus, in the case of a racemic mixture, as well as for unoriented achiral
molecules, the dichroism parameter is canceled, and eq.(2.3.1.4) is recov-
ered.
The P1 Legendre polynomial introduces a cos θ term to the PAD that is
odd with respect to the inversion θ → π− θ, that is cos(π− θ) = − cos θ,
introducing a backward-forward asymmetry in the photoelectron angular
distribution, that can be a useful information for eneantioselective analysis
of molecules. The analysis the photon helicity and molecular handedness
in eq.eq.(2.3.1.2) leads to some useful relations.

b2(mr = ±1) = −1

2
b2(mr = 0) ≡ −1

2
β (2.3.1.5a)

b1(mr = +1) = −b1(mr = −1) (2.3.1.5b)

In particular eq.(2.3.1.5)b indicates that the forward-backward asymme-
try in the angular distribution is inverted. In the case of handedness
inversion, namely on going from one enantiomer to the other, the theo-
retical work by Ritchie[75] proved that the b1 preserves its value but with
the reversed sign.
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

Figure 2.4: Experimental setup for studying the differential cross-section dσ/dΩ using
circularly polarized radiation. The detection angle θ is defined with respect to the light
propagation vector khν .
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Cooper Minimum

Comparison between the experimental photoionization cross sections and
photoelectron angular distributions, studied as a function of photon en-
ergy, becomes extremely important when distinct features can be ob-
served, since one of the main purposes of theoretical support is to have
an appropriate description of the physical phenomenon and its behavior
as a function of photon energy rather than a point-by-point match be-
tween theory and experiment. One of the most informative and striking
effects observable in photoionization dynamics its the so called Cooper
minimum (CM). This phenomenon shows itself as minimum in the partial
photoionization cross section as the photon energy is increased from the
ionization threshold. Jointly with this σ(hν) behavior, the β parameter
displays in the same CM energy region a rapid oscillation characterized by
a maximum and a minimum. Originally Cooper[58] developed the theory
for this effect in the atomic case, and for simplicity the same will be done
in the following text. When an atomic orbital has a radial node, i.e. a
point at which the radial part in the wave function is zero (not including
the origin), the matrix element of eq.(A.0.0.6) describing the transition
moment, can change its sign on increasing the photon energy from the
ionization threshold. In fact, the radial dipole matrix element of the form
〈n′l′|r|nl〉 will change by changing the photon energy if the final state
n′l′ exists but is not occupied in the initial ground state[59]. In a simple
view, the radial part of both the initial and final state wave functions
change sign and shape depending on the occupiednl/n′l′ orbitals. There
will be an energy region in which the wave functions of initial and final
states interfere destructively, and consequently the dipole matrix element
approaches zero. If this matrix element plays an important role in the
overall photoionization cross section, a minimum will be observed in the
energy region where the matrix element change sign crossing the zero.
The number of radial nodes in an atomic orbital can be calculated from
the simple formula n − l − 1: for instance a 1s orbital has (1-0-1=) 0
radial nodes, and no Cooper minimum is expected. Conversely, for a 3p
atomic orbital, which has (3-1-1=) 1 radial node, it is expected to see
the effect of the Cooper minimum in the cross section. Lets consider as
an example the photoionization from the Ar 3p orbital[60] (neglecting
the spin-orbit coupling). The photoionization from the 3p orbital leads
to two continuum ionization channels (in the dipole approximation, the
selection rule for the angular momentum is ∆l = ±1), namely the ks and
kd channels. In fig.2.5 the radial wave function for the bound 3p orbital,
together with the kd continuum wave function at different photoelectron
kinetic energies, are shown. It can be noted that as the kinetic energy
of the emitted photoelectron in the kd continuum channel increases, the
kd radial wave function moves towards smaller radial distances and the
matrix element for the 3p orbital decreases in magnitude, becoming zero
when the positive and negative parts of the integrands are equal. It is
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2.3 Theory of photoionization

Figure 2.5: Argon bound 3p radial wave function together with the continuum kd radial
wave function for photoelectron kinetic energies of 0.1, 1.6 and 3.1 Ry (1 Ry = 13.6056923
eV). Figure adapted from ref.[60].

shown in fig.2.6 that in the case of Argon this happens at an energy of
approximately 30eV (∼ 2Ry) above the ionization threshold, giving rise
to a minimum in the partial photoionization cross section at a photon en-
ergy of about 50eV, as displayed in fig.2.7, together with the monotonic
ks continuum wave function.

Together with the cross section, also the β asymmetry parameter is strongly
affected. At the 3p CM energy region the contributions to the kd channels
are eliminated and only the ks channel is available, which has an isotropic
angular distribution, i.e. β = 0. Consequently the Ar 3p asymmetry pa-
rameter (shown in fig.2.8) is characterized by a strong oscillation in the
CM region, with a maximum and a minimum values of beta, underlying
that it is a much more sensitive experimental parameter then the cross
section in the determination of such CM dynamical effect. Unlike the
case of Argon, in the photoionization of Neon 2p orbital the radial ma-
trix element is always positive, i.e. never crossing the zero (see fig.2.6),
and no Cooper minimum is expected; as a matter of fact both the par-
tial photoionization cross section and the photoelectron angular distribu-
tion, shown in fig.2.9, simply increase monotonically from the ionization
threshold as the photon energy increase. Effects analogous to atomic CM
are expected also in molecules in which are present lone-pair molecular
orbitals, derived from those atomic orbitals known to exhibit the CM
effect, e.g. Cl 3p and S 3p. The CM effect has been observed in free
atoms and molecules[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] as well as in condensed
matter[71, 72, 73].
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Figure 2.6: Dipole matrix elements for p → d transitions in the case of Ar, Ne and Kr.
Figure adapted from ref.[58].

Figure 2.7: Partial photoionization cross section for the Ar 3p orbital. The solid curves
I and V represent the length and velocity calculation, respectively.The dotted curves L1
and V1 are the result of the single-particle Hartree-Fock calculation. The contribution of
the monotonic wave function for the ks continuum channel is also shown. Figure adapted
from ref.[61].
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Figure 2.8: The asymmetry parameter β plotted as a function of ejected photoelectron
kinetic energy for the Argon 3p orbital. The solid curves are the single-electron Hartree-
Fock length and velocity (HF-L and HF-V) calculations of Kennedy and Manson (Phys.
Rev. A 5, 227 (1972))”. The dashed curve is the RPAE calculation of Amusia et al. (Phys.
Lett. A 40, 15 (1972)). Figure adapted from ref.[62].

The Cooper minimum is an extraordinary probe of photoelectron dynam-
ics and the nature of atomic and molecular orbitals, moreover it can pro-
vide a strong experimental evidence of the many-body interaction effects
and can thus be a valuable guide in developing more accurate theoretical
methods.
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Figure 2.9: The asymmetry parameter β plotted as a function of ejected photoelectron
kinetic energy for the Neon 2p orbital. The full curves are the Hartree-Fock (HF) length
and velocity calculations of Kennedy and Manson (Phys. Rev. A 5, 227 (1972)) and the
broken curve is the RPAE calculation of Amusia et a1 (Phys. Lett. A 40, 15 (1972)).
Figure adapted from ref.[63].

2.4 Angle-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy

(ARPES)

The partial differential cross section and the photoelectron angular dis-
tribution can be determined experimentally by measuring the photoelec-
tron intensities iat different detection angles with respect to the polar-
ization axis of the monochromatic linearly polarized radiation. In Angle
Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments, the photo-
electron spectrometer is rotated with respect to the axis of polarization
of the LP light, collecting the photoelectrons at different emission angles.
Experimentally, since in eq.(2.3.1.4) there are two unknown variables, at
least two independent equations are needed, that is the photoelectron
intensities at two different angles must be recorded. If I(θ1) and I(θ2)
are the photoelectron intensities at two different detection angles, the β
asymmetry parameter can be calculated from:

I(θ1)

I(θ2)
= R =

(1 + βP2(cos θ1))

(1 + βP2(cos θ2))
(2.4.0.1)

For instance, if one choose two convenient angles, like θ1 = 0◦ and θ2 =
90◦, for which cos(0◦) = 1 and cos(90◦) = 0, the asymmetry parameter
can be easily calculated.

β =
2(R− 1)

R + 2
(2.4.0.2)
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Figure 2.10: Photoelectron angular distribution in polar coordinates for different values of
β. Magic angle has been indicated by a black point.

However, in ARPES experiments there is a much more convenient choice
of detection angles, which enables to obtain, within the same experi-
ment, not only the asymmetry parameters as a function of photon en-
ergy,, but also the partial photoionization cross sections. In fact, from
eq.(2.3.1.3) it can be pointed out that the term P2(cos θ) is exactly zero
if θ = 54.7◦ = θm, the so called ”magic angle” (MA). This is graphi-
cally showed in fig.2.10, where it can be seen that there are four points
at which photoelectron intensities are expected to be independent from
angular distribution effects. By choosing θ2 = 54.7◦ = MA, the pho-
toelectron intensity I(MA) will be directly proportional to the partial
photoionization cross section, and choosing the second angle as θ1 = 0◦

the asymmetry parameter will simply be

β = R− 1 (2.4.0.3)

Where R = I(0◦)
I(MA)

.

Thus, in such an ARPES experiment all the photoionization observables
that characterized the photoelectron dynamics can be measured as a func-
tion of photon energy, provided that a tunable monochromatic photon
source is used. This techniques has been extensively used in the study of
the photoionization dynamics of free molecules. An ARPES experiment
requires as ideal photon source a tunable linearly polarized synchrotron ra-
diation. It also requires a photoelectron analyzer, tipically a hemispherical
deflector analyzer. ARPES photoelectron analyzers collect emitted elec-
trons within a finite acceptance angle and energy resolution and binning
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Figure 2.11: Sketch of a classic gas-phase ARPES experiment. The photoelectron analyzer
rotates with respect to the polarization vector ε of the ionizing radiation (in the case of
LP light), and photoelectron spectra are recorded as a function of photon energy at two
different angles.

them according to their energy, with a preset energy resolution. Common
ARPES analyzers consist of three parts: input lens, which sorts the elec-
trons according to their ejection angle, hemispherical deflector analyzer,
which sorts the electrons by their kinetic energy and, as in the present
work, a 2D electron detector, which records the photoelectrons signal.
Nowadays, an energy resolution of 1 meV and angular resolution of 0.1◦

[80] can be achieved with state-of-the-art apparatuses. The acceptance
angle depends on the dimensions of the lens aperture and the distance
between the sample and the entrance slit. In a classic gas phase ARPES
experiment an effusive or supersonic beam of target molecules (or atoms)
intersects the monochromatic radiation and the resulting ionization vol-
ume is seen by the entrance slit of the analyze.The analyzer rotates with
respect to the polarization vector of the ionizing radiation (in the case of
LP light), and photoelectron spectra are recorded as a function of photon
energy at two different angles, as schematically shown in fig.2.11.
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2.5 Photoelectron Circular Dichroism (PECD)

One of the more recently developed techniques in investigating chiroptical
phenomena is photoelectron circular dichroism[81, 82, 83, 77, 78]. Due to
the fact that this technique is based on photoelectron spectroscopy, and
hence there are no restrictive selection rules, PECD can be applied to any
chiral species and does not require a specific chromophore to be present in
the molecule. Photoelectron circular dichroism arises from asymmetry in
the angular distribution of photoelectrons emitted upon ionization with
circularly polarized radiation of randomly oriented chiral molecules, as
stated in section 2.3.1. The dichroism parameter b1 of equation (2.3.1.2)
is the observable related to the chiro-optical properties of the target molec-
ular system. It can be experimentally determined, for instance, by mea-
suring the photoelectron intensity I(θ) at the magic angle, either in the
forwards or in the backwards hemisphere, using sequentially CP light of
both helicity states (I+ and I-)[84].

b1(hν) =
I+(θm, hν)− I−(θm, hν)

cos θm(I+(θm, hν) + I−(θm, hν))
(2.5.0.1)

The PECD effect occurs within a pure dipole approximation theory (E1),
in contrast with classic circular dichroism absorption spectroscopy , where
the observed weak dichroic effect is due to much smaller electric-dipole/magnetic-
dipole (E1-M1) and electric-dipole/electric-quadruple (E1-E2) interfer-
ence terms. It is for this reason that PECD asymmetries are found
to be typically two-three orders of magnitude greater than the conven-
tional absorption CD. The dichroism parameter can be used not only
for chiral recognition, but it is extremely sensitive also to its molecular
structure; in fact, the b1 parameter appears to respond sensibly to even
comparatively slight changes in the assumed molecular geometry, like in
the case of different substituents or even for different conformers of the
same molecule[85, 86, 87]. Continuum functions can be represented as an
expansion in partial waves of specific angular momentum l, to whom is
associated a phase shift resulting from quite subtle interaction with the
molecular ion potential[75, 88]. As a consequence, the relative phase shifts
between the adjacent l waves enter b1 as a sine function, rendering this
parameter much more sensitive to even small relative phase shifts, this
may be due to possibly little changes in molecular structure. The con-
tinuum nature of the final state in the photoionization process, combined
with the large typicale size and lack of symmetry of chiral molecules, pose
a challenging problem in the numerical evaluation of the b1 parameter.
The experimental study of gas-phase model chiral molecules serves as a
benchmark for the development of new theoretical model[77, 89], with
the aim of obtaining a more accurate description of the physical process
involving the emission of photoelectrons from chiral molecules interacting
with circularly polarized light. Experimentally, many types of setup have
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2.5 Photoelectron Circular Dichroism (PECD)

been emplyed in PECD studies, although most of them are based on the
use of VUV/X-rays synchrotron radiation. One approach is to employ
Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) design[90]]. The main advantage of this
method is the detection capability into the full solid angle of photoelec-
tron emission. With the same setup both asymmetry parameters and D
coefficients can be measured. However this technique is limited to a ki-
netic energy region of few eV, in order to maintain an acceptable spectral
resolution, this being a limit in the study of dynamical effect far from
the ionization thershold or in investigating inner shell processes. The use
of hemispherical electron analyzers can provide high resolution even at
higher kinetic energy.
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Chapter 3

3D Ion Imaging

3.1 Double photoionization study by molec-

ular dications fragmentation

The interaction of neutral molecules and atoms with energetic electro-
magnetic radiation, such as x-rays or Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) light,
can lead to the formation of multiply charged ions thorough different
mechanism, from Auger decay to direct double photoionization. Molec-
ular dications have been subject of study due to their role in upper
planetary atmosphere and interstellar medium (the reader can refer to
ref.[91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] and references therein), as well as a potential
key role played in plasmas and high energy environments. An important
process in the planetary atmosphere is the production of doubly charged
ions from direct double photoionization.
Double photoionization (DPI) is a phenomenon in which two electrons are
removed simultaneously from an atom or a molecule by the absorption of
a single photon, with the concomitant formation of a dication. Fundamen-
tal information about this process can be extracted from the analysis of
the emitted electrons and the ionic fragments arising from the dissociation
of molecular dications. In fact, many dication electronic states are purely
dissociative and their population results in the formation of traslation-
ally energetic monocations and neutral species[97]. In the case of a small
doubly charged parent ion AB2+, containing light elements, the thermo-
dynamic limit for the dissociation channel A+ +B+ usually lies below the
asymptotic limit for the A2+ +B formation. This allows the existence of
a metastable AB2+ configuration, whose stability is given by a potential
energy barrier on the pathway to the A+ + B+ formation, a barrier that
arises from the avoided crossing of the diabatic potential surfaces correlat-
ing with the A+ +B+ and A2+ +B asymptotes, as shown in fig.3.1. Direct
double photoionization is of interest not only because of the role of molec-
ular dications in the planetary atmosphere but also due to the fact that
it is a spectacular manifestation of electron correlation, and an extensive
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3.2 Electron-ion-ion coincidence measurements

theoretical[98, 99, 100, 101, 102] and experimental[103, 104, 105, 106] work
can be found in the literature on this phenomenon. In fact DPI would be
a forbidden process unless the electron-electron correlation is considered.
The reason is that, since the photoelectric operator is a single-particle op-
erator, the simoultaneous emission of two electrons by the absorption of
a single photon must arise purely from electron correlation effects, which
are not taken into account in the independent particle model. In the lit-
erature DPI is usually described as the result of two processes, a direct
simultaneous release of two electrons from the system and an indirect
process, where intermediate states are involved. However interference
between direct and indirect process must be present to some extent, as
they can lead to the same final state[107]. Direct DPI, which is the case
presented in this thesis, is sometimes modeled as a combination of two
different mechanisms: knock-out and shake-off[108]. The first mechanism
describes the correlated dynamics of the two electrons as they leave the
atom or the molecule, in which the primary electron is knocking out the
secondary electron; in such model the final-state correlation governs the
knock-out mechanism. Conversely, the shake-off mechanism accounts for
the fact that photon absorption may lead to a sudden removal of the pri-
mary electron without any direct interaction with the secondary electron.
This causes a change in the atomic field so that the secondary electron
relaxes with a certain non-vanishing probability to an unbound state of
the remaining ion (the second electron is said to be shaken off). In this
second process the initial-state correlation effects are dominant. Based on
the qualitative picture described above one may also distinguish knock-
out and shake-off by the different energy regimes where they dominate.
Shake-off is characterized by a sudden removal of the photoelectron and
therefore by a short time of interaction between the ionized electrons.
This situation is typical for the high energy regime with photons of short
wavelength. On the other hand, knock-out dominates for low photon en-
ergies, i.e. near threshold, when the electrons have little energy in the
continuum and therefore plenty of time for interaction[109]. Double pho-
toionization of molecules can be studied not only looking at the emitted
electrons but also at the product fragments arising from the dications, by
means of different ion coincidence spectroscopic techniques[110, 111, 112].

3.2 Electron-ion-ion coincidence measure-

ments

The ion fragments formed from the dissociation of multiply charged molec-
ular ions can be detected and correlated using the fact that they are born
at the same instant from the same photodissociation process. A coinci-
dence measurement is a method used to determine whether two or more
particles originate from the same event. In a coincidence experiment
both two - or more - product ions and the emitted photoelectrons can
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3.2 Electron-ion-ion coincidence measurements

Figure 3.1: Schematic potential energy curves for a diatomic dication AB2+.

be detected and correlated, giving an unique set of information on the
energetic and mechanism of the photodissociation process. Many experi-
mental methods based on coincidence spectroscopies have been developed
over the past decades[113, 114, 115, 116, 117], although the measurement
of the arrival time of each charged particle at the detector is the funda-
mental principle in a large number of coincidence spectroscopy techniques.
Among them, Photoelectron-Photoion-Photion Coincidence (PEPIPICO)
spectroscopy[118] has been extensively used in the study of multibody
dissociation[119, 120, 121, 122], and in particular in the case of molecular
dications[123, 124, 125]. In a PEPIPICO experiment an effusive or super-
sonic molecular beam crosses the ionizing radiation, usually synchrotron
radiation, and the electrons and ions produced in the extraction region are
accelerated towards the respective detectors by static electric fields and
analyzed separately. The arrival of an electron to the electron detector
triggers the time of flight of the ions. The extraction electrodes accelerate
the ions towards a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer and a position sen-
sitive detector. The arrival time of the ions depends on their velocity and
charge-to-mass ratio. Due to the fact that the arrival time of the elec-
trons is usually of the order of several ns, while the arrival time of ions
is of the order of µs, one can approximate the formation of the ion with
the detection instant of the electron. If two or more ions hit the detector
whithin a certain time interval, they are classified as ”in coincidence”, i.e.
coming from the same dissociation event. The electrons can be used as a
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3.2 Electron-ion-ion coincidence measurements

simple trigger or analyzed in coincidence with the detected ions, adding
information on the electronic states involved in the process. A description
of the ARPES 3D ion imaging apparatus used to collect the coincidence
data presented in this thesis is given in section 5.5.
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Chapter 4

IRMPD-VUV action
spectroscopy

High power far/mid-IR free electron lasers (FEL) facilities are used in the
application of infrared multi photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy
to the study of biologically relevant molecules in the gas phase, partic-
ularly in the case of ionic and protonated species[126, 127, 128, 129].
Recently[130], a new technique based on IRMPD spectroscopy was devel-
oped and successfully applied[131, 132] to gas phase molecules by ionizing
(and so probing) the molecular dissociation products with vacuum ultra-
violet (VUV) photons and analyzing them with a mass spectrometer.
The resonant absorption of multiple IR-FEL photons induces the molec-
ular dissociation of the target molecule and its oligomers, then a VUV
laser is used to ionize the fragments, that can be analyzed by their mass.
Probing these fragments as a function of the IR wavelengths allows the
reconstruction of the vibrational spectrum. This technique shows several
advantages in the study of jet cooled molecular cluster: i) it enables mea-
suring IR spectra for molecules of arbitrary structure, including molecules
that do not contain a chromophore, and ii) the spectra of monomers and
oligomers can be recorded simultaneously. In fact, vibrational spectra of
homo- and heterochiral oligomers in the far-IR region can provide infor-
mation about their structure, shedding more light on enantiomer-specific
interactions between the moieties. As a matter of fact, the spectral re-
gion in the interval of 400 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1, the so called fingerprint
region, usually contains a series of unique absorption bands, thus allow-
ing an unambiguous identification of molecular structures[133, 134, 135].
In an IRMPD experiment, the target molecules are confined in a small
interaction region overlapping with tunable IR radiation. When the IR
frequency νi coincides with the energy of a transition from the vibrational
ground state to an excited vibrational level, resonant absorption of the IR
pulse takes place. Between two or more IR excitation pulses Intramolecu-
lar Vibrational Redistribution (IVR) effect[136] takes place, redistributing
the acquired internal energy over different vibrational modes. If the pro-
cess is performed in absence of collisions in the interaction region, as in
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the case of supersonic jets, the acquired IR multi-photons internal energy
leads to molecular dissociation as it exceeds the fragmentation energy
threshold. The IVR process that takes place between two IR photons
absorption can be more or less efficient, depending on the nature of the
excited vibrational states. This implies that the multi-photon IR spectra
can be not equivalent to the corresponding spectra recorded using sin-
gle IR photon absorption; spectral lines can be broadened and shifted,
and line intensities can differ from those predicted by the calculated IR
spectrum. The study of such small protoype molecules in the gas phase
enables combining theoretical calculations with the experimantal mea-
surements, which allows a better understanding of the chirally-selective
molecular interactions.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methods

5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

5.1.1 Introduction

Among the various electron analyzers[137, 138], one of the most used and
commercially available analyzer in high resolution photoelectron spec-
troscopy experiments, is the hemispherical deflector analyzer (HDA). It
consists of two hemispherical capacitors, namely the inner sphere and the
outer sphere, of radii R1 and R2 respectively, with R1 < R2, a system of
electrostatic lenses that collects and focuses the emitted electrons at the
entrance of the hemispherical dispersive elements and an electron detec-
tion system.
An electrostatic electron analyzer, such as a HDA, acts in a similar way to
a prism: the electrons are deflected in the HDA electric field according to
their kinetic energy as a prism disperses light in its component depending
on the wavelength. If the entrance and exit points of the electron trajec-
tories are defined by slits apertures it is possible to select electrons with
different kinetic energies by scanning the voltage difference between the
two hemispheres; electrons with different kinetic energies will be made to
fly in a fixed trajectory through the hemispheres gap till the analyzer exit
aperture, positioned at 180◦ with respect to the analyzer entrance, where
a suitable electron detector collects all the incoming electrons. In another
scanning mode, the so called Constant Pass Energy mode, a constant ki-
netic energy is selected on the dispersive elements and the electrons are
accelerated or decelerated by a retarding-field potential applied on the
analyzer base plate, called the Herzog plate. In this way electrons of se-
lected kinetic energies are forced to follow the same central trajectory and
reach the detector with a constant energy resolution.
With both scanning modes is thus possible to record the number of de-
tected electrons as a function of their kinetic energy, that is a photoelec-
tron spectrum.
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

5.1.2 Ideal HDA

In an ideal 180◦ electrostatic deflector [139] a 1/r2 electrostatic field is
generated by a voltage difference between two concentric hemispherical
capacitors, the inner and outer spheres of radii R1 and R2 (R1 < R2). The
electrons enter the deflector at the entrance aperture and are deflected by
180◦ towards the exit aperture of the analyzer, following a trajectory along
the mean radius Rm = (R1 + R2)/2. A representation of an ideal HDA is
shown in fig.5.1. The electrostatic potential between the two spheres (the
inner sphere of radius R1 at potential V1, and the outer sphere of radius
R2 at potential V2), obtained from the solution of Laplace’s equation, is
given by

V (r, θ, φ) ≡ V (r) ≡ −k
r

+ c (5.1.2.1)

where

c = V2R2−V1R1

∆R

and

k = ∆V
∆R
R1R1

Figure 5.1: Scheme of an ideal hemispherical deflector analyzer.

Since the electric field (and hence the force on the particles) is proportional
to 1/r2, the trajectory of a particle in the potential V(r) is a Kepler orbit
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

[139, 140, 141]. The solution r(θ) of the trajectory of a particle of charge q
entering the HDA (r0, θ0 = 0) with kinetic energy Ek and entrance angle
α is:

r(θ) = r0

[
qk(1− cos θ)

2r0 cos2 α(Ek − qc+ qk
r0

)
+ cos θ − tanα sin θ

]−1

(5.1.2.2)

and the exit radius rπ at θ = π is

r(π) = r0

[
r0(Ek − qc) + qk

qk tan2 α− r0(Ek − qc)

]
(5.1.2.3)

The potential that must be applied to the sphere is:

qVi = Ek − E0

(
γ

ξ

)[
Rm(1 + ξ)

Ri

− 1

]
(i = 1, 2) (5.1.2.4)

In this formula the parameter ξ = R0/Rπ is called paracentricity and
characterized the asymmetry of the HDA, R0 and Rπ are the entrance
and exit aperture radii of the electron beam. The parameter γ is the
biasing parameter, i.e. a control parameter used to set the voltages of the
HDA. The term Ek is the kinetic energy of the electron, while E0 is the
energy in eV of the electrons traveling along the circle of radius Rm and
is called the pass energy: E0 directly depends on the potential difference
applied between the hemispheres.

E0 = Cq∆V ;C =
R1R2

γ
ξ
(1 + ξ)R0∆R

(5.1.2.5)

A conventional ideal centric HDA has ξ=1 and γ=1, and eq.(5.1.2.4) is
reduced to eq.(5.1.2.6).

qVi = Ek − E0

[
2Rm

Ri

− 1

]
(i = 1, 2) (5.1.2.6)

It follows from eq.(5.1.2.6) that the voltage difference between the two
hemispheres depends only on the pass energy and the ratio of the inner
sphere/outer sphere radii.

∆V = E0

[
R2

R1

− R1

R2

]
(5.1.2.7)

If X1 is the radial distance of an electron from the path of radius Rm,
at an angle α0 with respect to the axis perpendicular to the mid-plane of
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

the hemispheres, the conjugate point at which the electron will leave the
analyzer X2, after being deflected, is given by eq.(5.1.2.8)[142],

X2

Rm

= −X1

Rm

+
2∆E

E0

+ 2α2
0 (5.1.2.8)

where ∆E = E – E0. The first term in eq. (5.1.2.8) shows the magnifica-
tion of HDA, the second term shows the linear energy dispersion, and the
third term shows angular aberration. It is to point out that in real HDA
an additional quadratic term in ∆E/E0 should be taken into account, that
arises from non linear dispersion. Because the displacement X2 depends
in α0 on the second order only, the spherical capacitors exhibit first-order
focusing properties. The electron trajectory can also be expressed in term
of angular displacement X(θ)[142].

X(θ)

Rm

=

[
α0 sin θ +

X1

Rm

cos θ

]
+

[
α0 sin θ +

X1

Rm

cos θ

]2

+

α2
0(cos θ − 1)−

(
X1

Rm

)
(5.1.2.9)

The electrons entering parallel to the central trajectory (α0=0, θ=0) at a
distance X1 from it, will cross Rm at θ=π/2 emerging at X2= - X1.

The base energy resolution ∆E/E0 can be obtained from by calculating
the transmission of the electron beam as a function of kinetic energy. If
we assume equal entrance and exit aperture widths W, a triangular en-
ergy distribution function is obtained, with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of[142]:

∆E

E0

=
W

2Rm

+ (terms in α2
0) (5.1.2.10)

We can see from eq.(5.1.2.10) that the use of entrance and exit (mechan-
ical) slits can improve the energy resolution of the analyzer.

5.1.3 Real laboratory HDA: electrostatic input lens

In a real hemispherical analyzer[143], before entering the deflector, the
electrons pass through a system of apertures and electrostatic lenses,
which collect and focus the electron beam into the capacitors gap. In
an electrostatic lens at the boundaries between two different potential re-
gions V1 and V2, the electron beam is deviated of an amount proportional
to the distance of the particle ray from the optical axis, h, and to the in-
verse of the f-number, defined as the ratio between the focal length of the
lens and its pupil diameter. This effect is shown in fig.5.2.
Between the two sections energy conservation must be applied, that is:
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

eV1 =
1

2
mev

2
1 (5.1.3.1a)

eV2 =
1

2
mev

2
2 (5.1.3.1b)

And consequently:

v1

v2

=

√
V1

V2

(5.1.3.2)

Even if the potential changes at the boundary, there is no change in the
parallel direction to the latter, so that the tangent velocity component is
unchanged.

v1 sinα1 = v2 sinα2 (5.1.3.3a)

sinα1

sinα2

=
v2

v1

=

√
V2

V1

(5.1.3.3b)

Which is the Snell’s law of refraction, where (V)
1
2 can be considered as a

refractive index.

Figure 5.2: Schematic drawing of the focal properties of an electrostatic lens.

among the large variety of lens types, the use of cylinder lenses offers
several advantages: they are easy to make and mount, and small inter-
electrode gaps can be achieved, an important factor in keeping the po-
tential distribution in the gap at the inner electrode surface close to the
calculated one, in order to ensure a good screening from any stray electric
field around the lenses. The focal properties of three-cylinder lens depend
on two voltage ratios, namely, V3/V1 and V2/V1, giving to the lens a very
useful property, i.e. the overall voltage ratio V3/V1 can be varied while
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

maintaining constant values of object and image distance by a suitable
adjustment of the focusing voltage V2/V1. It is a very important property
since in practical situations the objects and images, e.g. particle sources,
detectors, and energy analzyers, are usually fixed in position. One of the
simplest lens geometry is the Einzel lens[144], a combination of the accel-
erating tube lenses with opposite polarity (see Fig.5.3). This lens system
has the property of a thick focusing lens for V2 > V1 as well as for V2

< V1. Passing trough an Einzel lens does not change the energy of the
charged particles. It should be anticipated that in the case of the electron
analyzer used to collect the data presented in this thesis, the electrostatic
lens system can be considered as a pseudo-Einzel lens, in which the three
elements are kept at three different voltages: the first element (the closest
to the ionization region) is kept at ground (V1), the second element is set
to a potential V2, and the third element, mounted on the Herzog plate,
has a potential V3 6= V1 that is equal to the accelerating/decelerating po-
tential of the Herzog plate. The focusing voltage V2 is the only optimized
parameter of our electrostatic lens system.

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of an Einzel lens.

To understand the importance of the lens system we can consider the
following example. Lets assume that we have an hemispherical analyzer
of mean radius 50 mm and entrance slit of 1mm in diameter, positioned
at 25 mm from the ionization region, collects a ray of isotropically emit-
ted electrons with a kinetic energy of 10eV. The electron yield will be
proportional to the acceptance solid angle.
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

Electron yield ∼ π(0.5)2

4π(25)2
∼ 0.01% (5.1.3.4)

If now we insert an electrostatic lens with f number f/8 and a diameter
of 8 mm (in such way the focal length is ∼ 25mm) we have:

Electron yield ∼ π(2)2

4π(25)2
∼ 0.16% (5.1.3.5)

As we can see with the use of an electrostatic lens the electron yield is 16
times better.

5.1.4 Real laboratory HDA: basic electron-optic re-
lations

An electrostatic lens produces images of the physical aperture that define
the electron beam. The behavior of the particles passing through the lens
system is described by the Helmhotz-Lagrange law[144, 145]. If V1 and
V2 are the voltages applied to two contiguous sections of the lens, with
entrance radius r1 and virtual window (image) radius r2. The Helmotz-
Lagrange law can be written as:√

V1

V2

= Mm (5.1.4.1)

Where M = r2/r1 is the linear magnification, and m = α1/α2 is the angular
magnification, in which α1 and α2 are the pencil angles of the object and
image points. This relation states that the electron beam brightness for
the object and the image is conserved between the entrance and the exit
of the particle trajectories. This law can thus be applied between the
entrance and exit slits of a focusing lens.

Figure 5.4: The schematic drawing explains Helmholtz-Lagrange Law: E1 = qV1 and
E2=qV2 are the electron kinetic energies at the object and image position, respectively.
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5.1 Hemispherical Deflector Analyzer

The Coulomb forces between the electrons in the high-intensity beam
going through the analyzer’s hemispheres create a self-field which acts
on the particles inside the beam. These macroscopic interactions are a
consequence of the fact that the electron beam can be considered as a
continuum cloud of negative charges, which creates an electric field su-
perimposed on the applied external field, altering the focusing properties
of the electron deflector. This space charge effect occurs only in dielectric
media, as the vacuum, and it is of importance only when the local beam
intensity is very high. One of the most important effects of space charge is
the fundamental limit on the current density that can be drawn between
two infinite parallel plane electrodes. The space charge-limit current J
can be derived from the Child-Langmuir law [146, 147] of eq.(5.1.4.2).

J =
4ε0

9

√
2e

me

V
3
2
a

d2
(5.1.4.2)

In the equation Va is the anode potential, d is gap between anode and
cathode, e and me are the electron’s charge and mass, respectively, and
ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant.

5.1.5 Real laboratory HDA: electron detection sys-
tems

The electrons are collected at the exit of the analyzer by suitable de-
vices. In both the cases of scanning the hemispheres voltage or accelerat-
ing/decelerating the electrons with the Herzog plate, electrons fly across
the analyzer’s mean radius towards the exit slit; by changing the hemi-
spheres voltage or the accelerating/decelerating (A/R) voltage, electrons
with different kinetic energies will be made fly across the mean radius
reaching the hemisphere exit slit. A single channeltron detector can be
positioned after the exit slit in order to collect the electrons. The main
disadvantages of using a single channeltron detector are that the major
part of the electrons are lost on the slit in the trajectories outside the
mean radius, and only one kinetic energy at the time can be recorded.
By removing the exit slit the entire kinetic energy dispersion, or a large
fraction of it, can can be recorded at the same instant. Imaging detectors
can collect the electron beam at the exit of the analyzer conserving its
kinetic dispersion and angular dispersion information[148]. The electron
is associated with its kinetic energy depending on the impact position
on the detector. Thus, in the case of an imaging detector, the photo-
electron spectrum is projected on the exit plane of the analyzer and in
such way entire portions of the spectrum can be recorded simultaneously.
This makes the Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) much more sensitive
to fringing field effects (see next section) and focusing distortions, like for
example the distortion of the image at the boundaries of the detector or
its rotation with respect to the detector plane.
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Figure 5.5: Representation of a classic setup for a hemispherical deflector analyzer equipped
with an imaging electron detector.
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5.1.6 Real laboratory HDA: fringing fields effect

The performances of a real hemispherical deflector analyzer, like the one
shown in fig.5.5 are limited by fringing fields at the boundaries of the elec-
trodes, particularly in the region between the A/R plate and the entrance
slit of the hemispheres. In particular, slits placed at the entrance and exit
of the analyzer, although improve its resolution, distort the 1/r2 field,
modifying the first-order focusing properties of the electron deflector, de-
teriorating the energy resolution. Moreover, at the entrance slit, as well as
at the exit slit, electrons pass from a constant potential to the spherically
symmetric potential. Depending on the radius R0, electrons therefore are
accelerated or decelerated upon entering the analyzer. These fringing field
effects are of great importance in the case of an imaging detector: the dis-
tortion of electrons trajectories and the effect of the pass energy being not
constant over the image (nonisochromaticity) are sources of image aber-
rations at the 2D detector, such as lost of resolution, defocusing effects,
non linear kinetic energy dispersion and image disalignments. Various
solutions have been proposed over the years; the Herzog correction[149] is
used in many spectrometers by introducing electrode-free space between
the electrode fringe and the entrance or exit slit. Other approaches are
the Jost correction[150], in which a pair of electrodes connected to the
plates of each capacitors are used, and the reduction of the deflecting an-
gle of the hemispheres by the use of tilted input lenses[151]. Baltzer et
al.[152] developed an electron analyzer equipped with two fringing field-
electrode strips, close to the inner and outer edges of the gaps between
the two main hemispherical electrodes. Zouros et al.[153, 154] proposed
the use of biased-paracentric entry. All these corrections of fringing fields
are summarized in fig.5.6.
In the development of the photoelectron spectrometer used in the ex-
periments presented in this thesis, we used a different approach, poorly
treated in the literature, based on a deflecting electrode positioned be-
tween the entrance slit and the inner hemisphere of the analyzer. This
subject will be discussed later in the text.

5.1.7 Ray tracing simulations: the SIMION soft-
ware

In many practical cases, the trajectories of an electron beam inside an
optical system can not be calculated from analytical equations, and com-
puted similations are needed. One of the most powerful and user-friendly
ion-optics simulation software is SIMION[156]. This SIMION Ion and
Electron Optics Simulator can be used in order to simulate the trajecto-
ries of charged particles flying in a setup consisting of electrostatic and/or
magnetostatic elements. In SIMION the object physical space is converted
to a 3-dimensional grid, and the potential at each grid point of the volume
is calculated for every element. In the case of a hemispherical electron
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Figure 5.6: SIMION calculations of electron trajectories for (a) Ideal field HDA, (b) real
apertures HDA, (c) HDA with Herzog corrector[149], (d) Jost corrector[150], (e) tilted input
lens[151], (f) end-terminal electrodes[152], (g)-(h) biased paracentric entry[153]. Image
from ref.[155]

analyzer, the electrons will be made fly in the 3-dimensional space by ex-
periencing the electrostatic forces of the estimated potential at each grid
point. SIMION provides extensive supporting functionality in geometry
definition, user programming, data recording, and visualization. For the
electron trajectories simulations presented in this thesis, SIMION v8.1
was used.

5.2 Photoelectron Detectors

The photoelectrons separated according to their kinetic energies can be
detected at the exit of the the electron analyzer by a large number of
detectors. A photoelectron current of the order of 10−14A is typically
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Figure 5.7: Schematic drawing of a channeltron detector.

recorded, this signal can be enhanced by the use of different devices. A
brief review of the photoelectron detectors used is presented in the next
section.

5.2.1 Channel Electron Multiplier (Channeltron)

One of the most common electron detector used in photoelectron spec-
troscopy is the single channel electron multiplier, also called channeltron[157].
This electron multiplier is a curved high resistance glass or ceramic tube
that acts as a continuous dynode system based on its semiconducting in-
ner surface. When a high voltage (∼ 3 kV) is applied between the terminal
of the glass capillary, a single electron produced at the low voltage end
will be accelerated down the tube and, at every collision with the tube
inner wall, will produce a cascade of secondary electrons that continue
that process. In this way the signal can be enhanced by a factor > 108.
A scheme of a channeltron device is shown in fig.5.7.
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5.2.2 Micro Channel Plate (MCP)

A microchannel plate is a specially fabricated plate that amplifies electron
signal, turning a single impinging particle into a cloud of electrons[158]. It
is composed by several million of independent channels and each channel
works as independent electron multiplier. The channel matrix is usually
fabricated from a lead glass, treated in such a way as to optimize the sec-
ondary emission characteristics of each channel and to render the channel
wall semiconducting in order to allow charge replenishment from an ex-
ternal voltage source. A schematic view of a typical MCP is shown in
fig.5.8. Glass composition and reduction processing conditions can con-
trol the MCP resistance, which is typically in the range between 20 and
1000 MΩ. For normal operation, a bias of about 1000 Volts is applied
across the microchannel plate, with the output at its most positive poten-
tial. By applying a strong electric field across the MCP, each individual
microchannel becomes a continuous-dynode electron multiplier. A parti-
cle or photon entering one of the channels through a small orifice will hit
the wall of the channel, being the latter at an angle with respect to the
MCP plate (usually from 5◦ to 15◦). The impact starts a cascade of elec-
trons that propagates through the channel, amplifying the original signal
by several orders of magnitude depending on the electric field strength
and the geometry of the MCP. After the cascade, the microchannel takes
time to recover before it can detect another signal. The electrons exit
the channels on the opposite side of the plate and are collected by an
anode. MCPs are characterized by unique properties, such as high gain,
high spatial resolution and high temporal resolution. They are used in
a large variety of applications including imaging spectroscopy, electrons
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. In general an MCP based detector
consists of three parts: a converter, the mechanism that converts initial
particles hit in electrons, an assembly of MCPs, to amplify the initial
particle event into electron pulse, and a readout device, in order to detect
the electron cascade. The converter is the mechanism that converts initial
particles hits in electrons: due to the fact that MCPs are directly sensitive
to ultraviolet light, X-rays, charged particles, as well as electron beams, in
these cases no converters are usually necessary. MCP’s assemblies consist
of single, double (called Chevron or V-stack) and triple (Z-stack) of single
MCPs adjacent to one another: for example Z-stack MCPs are used in
charged particle ion imaging techniques. The choice of electronic read-
out depends on the experimental requirements. For purely detection and
particle counting applications single metal anode can be used, while for
imaging applications with high temporal resolution state-of-the art anode
configurations are usually used, e,g. crossed delay anode detectors[159].
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Figure 5.8: Schematic structure of a microchannel plate detector. The ratio of the channel
length L to the channel diameter d, together with the inherent secondary emission factor
of the channel wall material, determines the gain of the MCP.

5.2.3 Position Sensitive Detectors (PSD)

The purpose of a position sensitive detector is to measure, with high ac-
curacy and speed, the position of light, or particles incident on its surface.
The are different systems for obtaining information on the position of a
particle impacting on the surface of an MCP: the most straightforward
system for the read out of a MCP output is a multianode array placed
behind a MCP stack; usually each anode is connected to an individual
amplifier and to processing electronics. If the anode takes the form of a
two-dimensional sheet of material having a uniform resistivity, the coordi-
nates of the charge cloud impinging on the anode can be determined from
measurement of the amounts of charge arriving at three or more points
around the periphery of the anode. In this resistive anode setup, the elec-
tric signals induced by the MCP electron clouds are picked up from few
contacts and the cloud center position is calculated from the relative pulse
heights[160]. Resistive anodes do not exhibit great performances in terms
of spatial resolution and counting rate, thus in time resolved experiments
delay line anodes detectors are preferred[161]. The position is obtained
by calculating the time between the start and stop signals coming from
the anode ends, making these systems intrinsically suitable for timing
information. Moreover, the recent availability of digital Time-to-Digital
Converters allows counting capabilities of the order of several MCounts/s.
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5.3 Synchrotron Radiation

When charged particles, such as electrons, are accelerated at relativistic
speed (i. e. the speed of light) and forced to move along curved trajecto-
ries by applied magnetic fields, they lose energy by emitting electromag-
netic radiation, the so-called Synchrotron Radiation (SR)[162, 163, 164].
Due to its peculiar characteristics, synchrotron radiation is one of the most
powerful tools for investigating the properties of matter in many differ-
ent fields, from molecular and atomic physics, to medical applications.
Many SR sources have been developed all over the world. In third gener-
ation synchrotron radiation sources electrons are generated by a Tungsten
filament in a linear accelerator (LINAC) and injected in a first circular
accelerator, called booster: here the electrons are accelerated through
radio-frequency (RF) cavities to a given energy and then are sent into a
storage ring, which is a structure made to circulate electrons for as many
turns as possible keeping the energy (and the current) stable. The energy
lost by the electrons when they emit radiation is recovered making the
particles pass into Radio-frequency cavities. The synchrotron light is pro-
duced when electrons pass through either conventional bending magnets,
or in so-called insertion devices, which are installed in the straight sections
of the storage ring. The bending magnets have a double function, keeping
the electrons in their trajectory and emitting light; every magnet applies
to each electron a Lorentz force perpendicular to its vector velocity that
causes a centripetal acceleration that changes the direction of the velocity.
The emission peak for a bending magnet in the laboratory frame is:

hνc ≈
hγ2eB

eme

(5.3.0.1)

where γ = 1√
1−β2

= 1√
1− v2

c2

is the Lorentz relativistic factor and B is

magnetic field of the bending magnet. The synchrotron radiation emitted
from a bending magnet is a broadband emission, including many differ-
ent photon energies and wavelengths, that can be filtered with suitable
monochromators.
Due to the limits of the bending magnets, in new generation synchrotrons
insertion-devices, such as wigglers and undulators, are preferred. A wig-
gler, consists in a periodic series of magnets, and is inserted in one of the
straight sections of the storage ring. The electrons passing through this
series of magnets are forced to ”wiggle” in the transverse direction, stim-
ulating the emission of synchrotron radiation. Due to the large amplitude
these “wiggles”, the narrow emission cone periodically enters and exists
the device, and the emitted light is observed as a series of short pulses, in
contrast to the single pulse from a bending magnet. A wiggler can be thus
seen as a combination of several bending magnets. For a wiggler, due to
the fact that each ”wiggles” have large amplitude and brings the narrow
emission cone in and out of the detector, an individual pulse of light is
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Figure 5.9: Time structure and emission spectrum counterpart for different types of light
sources. Top: short pulse and broad emission band from a bending magnet. Middle: series
of short pulses from a wiggler, again corresponding to a broad emission band. Bottom:
longer pulse from an undulator and narrower bandwidth. Figure adapted from ref.[164]

produced. Conversely, in an undulator, which has a similar structure to
the one of a wiggler, the “wiggles” are weak, that is their transverse os-
cillations keep the emission cone (of amplitude 1/γ ) within the detector.
As a consequence a single, long pulse replaces the pulse series. and the
bandwidth narrows and the emission is almost monochromatic, peaked at
an energy of:

hνc ≈ 2γ2nhc

Lu
(5.3.0.2)

where n represents the n-th order, and Lu is the ondulator period. The
main spectral features of bending magnets and insertion devices are sum-
marised in fig,5.9

5.3.1 ELETTRA Synchrotron

Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste[165] is a third generation italian storage ring
situated nearby the city of Trieste (Italy). It operates in top-up mode in
both 2 and 2.4 GeV user energies. Elettra, with his 28 beamlines, has been
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optimized to provide the scientific community with photons in the energy
range from a few eV to several tens of KeV with spectral brightness of
up to 1019photons/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1%bw and is continuously upgraded
in order to be competitive with the most recent sources.

5.3.2 The GasPhase Photoemission Beamline @ Elet-
tra

The Gas Phase Photoemission (GAPH) beamline[166, 167] of the ELET-
TRA Synchrotron is specifically devoted to research on gaseous systems
and offers a multi-technique approach for investigation of electronic prop-
erties of free atoms, molecules and clusters in the photon energy range
13-900 eV. The GAPH beamline is fed by an undulator which delivers
linearly polarized light in the range from 13.5 eV to well above 900 eV.
The monochromator is a Variable Angle Spherical Grating Monochroma-
tor, with fixed positions of the slits and a resolving power (> 10000). The
use of two refocusing mirrors provides a roughly circular spot at the sam-
ple (∼ 50×200µm). The beamline, other than the high-energy main-line,
has a branch line dedicated to low energies (∼ 20− 200eV ). The GAPH
beamline is equipped with more than 11 different experimental chambers,
each one designed for a specific experimental setup.

5.3.3 The Circular Polarization Beamline @ Elettra

The Circular Polarization (CiPo) beamline[168] of the ELETTRA Syn-
chrotron is characterized by its capability of providing synchrotron radi-
ation light of variable polarization (Circular to Linear) in a very broad
photon energy range, 11 to 900 eV. The insertion device of the CiPo beam-
line is the Electromagnetic Elliptical Wiggler (EEW), designed to provide
both linearly and circularly polarized radiation over the entire operation
photon energy range, and can operate in both undulator and wiggler
modes. The request for helicity switching led to a fully electromagnetic
design which combines the horizontal and vertical periodic magnets into
one open-side structure. In wiggler mode the EEW operates for different
values of the vertical and horizontal magnetic field providing an ellipti-
cally polarized radiation and a continuum emission spectrum from 40 eV
to more than 1000 eV. This insertion device also provides a spectrum of
harmonics in the low photon energy side (< 40 eV). The degree of circular
polarization changes with photon energy: from 40 % at 8.5 eV to 80%
at 575 eV. Full circular polarization condition (90%) is achieved when
the EEW works as a pure circular undulator, that is when the horizon-
tal and vertical magnetic fields are equal. The undulator mode allows
to produce also linearly polarized radiation with the polarization vector
parallel or perpendicular to the orbit plane. The beamline is equipped
with two monochromators: a low energies (5 - 35 eV) Normal Incidence
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Monochromator (NIM), and a Spherical Grating Monochromator (SGM)
for high energies.

5.4 Free Electron Laser (FEL)

A free electron laser (FEL) is an unique type of laser[169] and a suit-
able radiation source in many applications, including chemistry, structure
determination of molecules in biology, medical diagnosis, and nondestruc-
tive testing. The main characteristics of FELs are: continuous wavelength
tunability, high spectral brightness, narrow light bandwidth. which makes
them highly suitable for various applications. In conventional lasers stim-
ulated emission of radiation is achieved by creating a population inversion
between higher and lower excited states of an active lasing medium. The
emitted radiation, which has a frequency equal to the energy difference
between these two states, is amplified in the laser cavity and a coherent
laser beam with a narrow bandwidth is produced. The laser frequency
tunability is achieved by the use of nonlinear optical processes; the tuning
range is thus limited by the choice of the nonlinear media. Conversely, a
FEL does not have a principal limitation for the wavelength of emitted
radiation, as the active lasing medium in this case is represented by elec-
trons traveling with relativistic speeds. The electrons propagate through
a periodic magnetic field created by the undulator, an array of magnets
with alternating dipoles, and perform a wiggling motion due to Lorentz
forces, emitting radiation of wavelength:

λ =
λu
2γ2

(1 +K2) (5.4.0.1)

in which λu is the undulator period, K is a dimensionless parameter pro-
portional to the strength of the magnetic field, and γ is the Lorentz factor.
The wavelength of the radiation can be tuned by changing the energy of
the electrons, and the strength of the magnetic field B (by changing the
gap between the undulator magnets). The FEL principle allows achieving
laser radiation from microwaves to X-rays.

5.4.1 FELIX Facility

The FELIX (Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments)[170] light
source at Radboud University (Nijmegen, the Netherlands) exploits in-
tense, short-pulsed infrared and THz free electron lasers, and is suitable
for IR absorption spectra measurements in extremely diluted gas-phase
environment. The tuning region of the FELIX ranges from 3 to 150 µm
(3200-80 cm−1).
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5.5 ARPES 3D ion imaging end station

The ARPES end station, historically devoted to angular resolved pho-
toeletron spectroscopy, is now devoted ion imaging spectroscopy[171, 172,
173]. The chamber houses a differential pumping system, suitable for su-
personic molecular jets, and a two interchangeable molecular beam sys-
tems, namely a pyrolitic source and a hypodermic needle.
A schematic view of the 3D ion imaging experimental setup is shown in
fig.5.10. A detailed description can be found in ref.[174, 175, 176]. An
effusive or supersonic beam of the target molecule crosses the synchrotron
radiation at the extraction region. In the case presented in this thesis, an
effusive molecular beam is introduced in the interaction region through
a stainless steel needle, to whom can be applied a voltage in order to
compensate its electrostatic perturbation in the interaction region, which
has effects on the angular distribution of the emitted ions. The elec-
trons are accelerated towards an MCP detector, and are used as trigger
for the ions time of flight. The ions are extracted, accelerated towards
a field-free first-order Wiley-MacLaren TOF spectrometer[177] and mass-
selected. The electron clouds produced by the ion impacts on a MCPs
Z-stack are collected by a position sensitive detector formed by a XY
matrix of 32+32 strips anodes (see fig.5.11), 32 horizontal and 32 verti-
cal, each of one connected with an independent time-to-digital converter
(TDC). In our setup the vertical strips are related to the X direction of
the linearly polarized light and the horizontal ones to the Y direction.
The identification number of the vertical and horizontal stripes is directly
related to the X and Y impact coordinates of the ion. The stop signals
time distribution, processed by the 64 independent TDCs, is triggered by
the same electron extracted and detected by a single anode MCP Z-stack
electron detector, producing in this way a mass spectrum with the same
time origin for every anode strip.
The use of 64 independent TDCs allows the measurement of several ion
fragments and electrons (up to 5 particles in coincidence) coming from
the same photoionization event. In addition, each of the 64 independent
detector channels is connected to a discriminator. When an event occurs
the signal from the TDC is read by a VME (Versa Module Eurocard)
computer and sent to the acquisition computer that controls the experi-
mental acquisition setup and registers the data. The ion detector records
the x and y coordinates of each particle hit so that for each ion two space
and one temporal coordinates are determined. For every start electron the
measured ions are sorted in groups of single and multi-body coincidences
and the time of flight is coded by the TDCs on a 16 bit string while the
X and Y impact positions are encoded in two 8bit strings. As a result
for each particle in a coincidence group the (X,Y,t) information are saved
in a compact 32 bit string. The ion-ion correlation can be visualized by
plotting a two-dimensional histogram, in which the time-of-flight of the
first ion is plotted versus the time-of-flight of the second detected ion.
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Figure 5.10: Scheme of the experimental electron-ion extraction and detection system
installed in the ARPES Ion imaging spectrometer.

This histogram, representing two-body correlation, is usually referred as
coincidence map. An example of such bidimensional map is shown in
fig.5.12.

In correspondence of the time-of-flight crossing of two correlated ions an
”island” can be observed. These coincidence islands, in which each dot
represents a coincidence event, contain important information about the
dynamics and kinetics of the dissociation process leading to the correlated
ions. In fact, the slope and shape od such islands are related to the dissoci-
ation mechanism and energetics of the molecular ion photofragmentation[178],
while the intensity is related to the ionization probability of the molecular
species and can be used to determine double photoionization thresholds
and fragments appearing potentials by recording the coincidence maps as
a function of photon energy. In all coincidence experiments a random
background is present in the coincidence maps, arising from false coinci-
dences. These random coincidences events occur in the case of two not
correlated stops signals, or for uncorrelated ion stop and electron start
signals, and depends in general to both electrons and ions counting rates.
Different methods for the false coincidences subtraction can be used in the
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Figure 5.11: Technical drawing of the printed circuit board position sensitive detector of
the ARPES 3D Ion Imaging end station. X direction is represented by the Vertical strips
while the Y direction is represented by the Horizontal strips
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Figure 5.12: A typical coincidence map (bottom) obtained in a photoelectron-photoion-
photoion coincidence experiment. The figure refers to the two body CH+

3 +C2H3O
+ frag-

mentation channel in the VUV double photodissociation of the propylene oxide molecule.
The space coordinates distribution for the two fragments is also shown (top).
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data analysis[179, 180]; an empirical method to reduce false coincidence
contribution is to perform the experimental measurements at sufficiently
low counting rates.
The measurement of the impact point coordinates and the arrival time for
each particle allows to calculate its linear momentum in the laboratory
frame, according to[174]:

pi,x = p sin θ cosφ = k1
m(xi − xg)

ti
(5.5.0.1a)

pi,y = p sin θ sinφ = k1
m(yi − yg)

ti
(5.5.0.1b)

pi,z = p cos θ = −k2(ti − t0) (5.5.0.1c)

where xg and yg are the coordinates of the center of mass of the n-th
PEPIPICO dissociation event (zg coordinate does not enter the equations
if the Wiley–MacLaren time focusing is employed), m is the ion mass
and t0 is the arrival time for an ion with no initial momentum along the
z axis, p is the magnitude of the momentum, θ and φ are respectively
the polar and azimuth angles with respect to the radiation polarization
vector; k1 and k2 are geometrical factors. If a complete two (or more)
body dissociation is detected, we have enough measurements to solve the
system of kinematical equations. In particular, one can calculate the
xg and yg coordinates by applying the linear momentum conservation
law, that is

∑
pi,x = 0 and

∑
pi,y = 0. The knowledge of the center

of mass coordinates allows to transform the measured xi , yi , and ti
coordinates into the linear momenta components following the previous
mentioned equations, and then the laboratory angles and energies can be
computed. Thus, from the momenta distribution in the center of mass
coordinate system it is possible to obtained the Total or Partial kinetic
energy released (KER) in the dissociation process.

KER =
p2

2m
(5.5.0.2)

Moreover, the photofragments angular distribution P (θ), with respect to
the radiation polarization plane, can be obtained from the knowledge of
the ion momenta distribution according to eq.(5.5.0.3)

P (θ) =
σ

4π
[1 + βP2(cos θ)] (5.5.0.3)

However the 2D images measured in this experimental setup appear as
the projection on the plane of the detector, so that an integration of
eq.(5.5.0.3) is needed, i.e. the measured angular distribution I(θ) is given
by

I(θ) =
σ

2
[1 + βP2(cos θ)] sin θ (5.5.0.4)
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where the term sin θ accounts for the projection of the three dimensional
product distribution on the detector plane. A fit with eq.(5.5.0.4) of the
experimental I(θ) is sufficient to obtain the ion angular distributions.
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5.6 IRMPD-VUV action spectroscopy setup

In this experimental setup the target species are prepared in their rovi-
bronic ground states by means of supersonic-jet cooling and then vibra-
tionally excited by IR photons. The multiple absorption of IR-FEL pho-
tons leads to molecular fragmentation. The fragments are then probed
with 10.49 eV VUV photons as a function of the IR wavelength, and the
resulting ionized IRMPD products are analyzed by a TOF mass spectrom-
eter, in order to obtain mass-selected IR absorption spectra. Low vapor
pressure samples are heated in pyrex tube compartment and positioned
in front of a pulsed valve nozzle (0.5 mm orifice, Jordan TOF Products
Inc.). The sample vapors are then seeded in a supersonic-jet generated by
a pulsed valve, using Ar or He, typically at 2-3 bar pressure, as a carrier
gas, and admitted in the vaccum chamber region. This jet of electroni-
cally, vibrationally and rotationally cooled molecules is further collimated
by a skimmer, and directed into the interaction region, where it is crossed
by a pulsed IR FEL beam and a delayed VUV laser beam. A scheme of the
experimental apparatus is shown in fig.5.13. The VUV laser photons are
produced by focusing a 355nm light (3rd harmonic of Nd3+:YAG laser) in
a gas cell containing a 10:1 mixture of, respectively, Ar and Xe gases. The
resulting 3rd harmonic radiation, with wavelength of 118 nm (10.49 eV)
and pulse duration of ∼ 2-3 ns, is refocused into the interaction region
by a MgF2 lens. When a molecular vibrational transition resonates with
the scanned IR frequency, the molecule dissociates through the IRMPD
mechanism. The resulting fragments and parent molecules are then ion-
ized by the VUV laser radiation at the end of each FEL macropulse (6-8
µs), and the resulting ions are detected by a reflectron time-of-flight spec-
trometer, thus allowing recording the mass-selected IR-spectra. In order
to measure reference mass spectra without the IR-FEL pulse at every
VUV laser pulse, the VUV ionizing laser and the pulsed valve operate at
10 Hz, while the FELIX laser operates at 5 or 10 Hz. In the study of
enantioselective interactions in oligomers of chiral molecules (small clus-
ters of enantiomers), a complete set of measurements is usually obtained
for an enantiomerically pure sample and afterwards a second set of mea-
surements is recorded for the racemic mixture. This procedure avoids any
possible contamination of the enantiopure sample.
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Figure 5.13: Schematic representation of the experimental setup for the IR action spec-
troscopy of low-temperature neutral gas-phase molecules. For more details see the text.
Image adapted from ref.[130]
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Chapter 6

Ab initio Methods

All the theoretical calculations presented in this thesis have been per-
formed by Professor P. Decleva and his co-workers of the University of
Trieste. Even if I did not performed the calculations by myself, they have
a key role in the work presented in the following chapters, and thus a
brief presentation of the ab initio methods employed is presented here, in
order to give to the reader a deeper comprehension of the results. A more
completed treatment can be found in many textbooks (see for instance
[181, 182]).

6.0.1 Expression of the wave function

Since the photoionization process is a dipole transition between the ini-
tial and final states, calculation of the cross sections, as well as of the
asymmetry parameters, is related to the calculation of the dipole matrix
elements between these states. Thus, the task of computing photoioniza-
tion observables can be reduced to properly expressing initial and final
state wave functions. While the calculation of the initial bound state
wave function is straightforward, the calculation of the continuum wave
function is extremely difficult, and requires many approximations.

General expression

In the photoionization process open channels are defined as the states
accessible at the given energy E, which satisfy the relation (6.0.1.1).

IPI = EN−1
f − EN

0 < hν (6.0.1.1)

The N-electron final state wave function can be written as (in the so called
close-coupling form[183])

ΨN
EIL =

∑
I′L′

ΨN−1
I′ φEI′L′IL +

∑
k

φNEαk (6.0.1.2)
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(where α ≡ I collectively includes all the additional quantum numbers
necessary to describe the final state).
In eq.(6.0.1.2) the first sum runs over all the possible open channels and
includes the antisymmetrized products of the bound ionic final states wave
function, ΨN−1

I , and single-electron continuum wave function, φEI′L′IL,
and automatically satisfies the boundary conditions in the continuum.
The second summation is expressed entirely in terms of target orbitals and
is necessary to take into account the orthogonalization condition between
the target and continuum orbitals. At long range the final state wave
function has to reduce asymptotically to a linear combination of products
of target states multiplied by a single-particle continuum wave function.

ΨN
Eα

r →∞−−−−→
∑
I′

ΨN−1
I′ φEαI′ (6.0.1.3)

Here I ′ refers to all possible open channels and α = Ilm counts all the
possible products of target states I multiplied by all the angular momenta
lm of the degenerate continuum particle.

First level approximation

At the single channel level, the final continuum wave function is approxi-
mated as an antisymmetrized product of the final ionic state wave function
and the continuum orbital describing the outgoing electron, emitted with
kinetic energy ε.

ΨN
EIL = ÂΨN−1

I ϕεIL (6.0.1.4)

In this independent particle approximation, the wave function of the final
state can be expressed as a single determinant of single-particle functions.

ΨN
EIL = |ϕ1, ..., ϕε, ..., ϕN〉 (6.0.1.5)

This wave function corresponds to a single electron excitation in which
the i-th orbital has been ionized and the i-th electron excited to the con-
tinuum. At this level of approximation there is only the contribution
of the emitted particle to the N-particle transition matrix element and
the contributions from the other electrons will integrate to unity. This is
known as the frozen orbital approximation. Within this approximation
the Koopmans’ theorem is valid, and it is possible to calculate quantities
as the cross sections and dichroic parameters as well as to describe some
specific effects such as oscillations in the asymmetry parameters profiles
(e.g. the Cooper minima). On the other hand is not possible to describe
multiparticle processes, as for instance the autoionization phenomenon.
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Second level approximation

Single particle excitation can be included by representing the final state
wave function as a mixing of the previously described independent particle
functions.

ΨN
Ej =

∑
i

CiJ |ϕ1, ..., ϕε, ..., ϕN〉 (6.0.1.6)

In this way it is possible to include effects like interchannel coupling (in
which a transfer of intensity occurs between one channel and the others)
and autoionization resonances due to discrete single excitations. How-
ever, the appearance of satellite states and further effects related to the
electronic correlation can not be described.

Third level approximation

It is possible to stay at the single channel level, and hence to reduce
the dipole matrix elements to the form 〈ϕε|D|ϕi〉, and still to employ
highly correlated bound state wave functions for the initial state and the
ionic final state, by substituting to ϕi the function φdIF , called Dyson
orbital[184, 185, 186, 187], defined as:

φdIF =
√
N

∫
ΨN
I (1, ...., N)ΨN−1

F (2, ..., N)d2...dN (6.0.1.7)

These orbitals represent a superposition between the N-electron initial
neutral state wave function, ΨN

I , and the (N-1)-electron ionic final state
wave function, ΨN−1

F . All the electron-electron correlation effects (Ini-
tial State Configuration Interactions, ISCI and Final State Configuration
Interaction, FISCI) can be described at the Dyson orbitals level of approx-
imation, the IPs are not simply calculated by the Koopmans’ theorem but
are defined as IPI = EN−1

f −EN
0 . This is an overcome of the single-particle

picture of the photoemission process, and hence we can speak about the
breakdown of the Koopmans’ theorem.

6.1 Computational methods

Once the level of approximation is established, there are several com-
putational methods that can be used to calculate the initial and final
wave functions. In the following text a brief presentation of the methods
adopted in this thesis is reported.
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6.1.1 Hartree-Fock Method

In the Hartree-Fock (HF) method, each electron is described by an or-
bital, and the total wave function is given as an antysimmetrized Slater
determinant. The best set of orbitals is determined by the variational
principle, that is the HF orbitals give the lowest energy within the re-
striction of the wave function being a single Slater determinant. Since the
other electrons are described by their respective orbitals, the HF equations
depend on their own solutions, and must therefore be solved iteratively;
this is the reason why the HF is also called Self-Consistent field (SCF)
method. When the molecular orbitals are expanded in a basis set, that
is a set of functions (called basis functions) that is used to represent the
electronic wave function, the resulting equations can be written as a ma-
trix eigenvalue problem. The elements in such Fock matrix correspond
to integrals of one and two-electron operators over basis functions, mul-
tiplied by density matrix elements. The HF equations in a basis set can
thus be obtained by repeated diagonalizations of a Fock matrix.

6.1.2 Configuration interaction

The HF method usually gives the 99% of the correct energy. The differ-
ence between the exact energy and HF energy is known as the correlation
energy. In the Configuration Interaction (CI) approach, these correlation
effects can be calculated by the use of wave functions that are a linear
combination of Slater determinants. These determinants correspond to
electronic configurations in which electrons are promoted into virtual or-
bitals. Hence, they represent excited states whose contribution to the
total wavefunction of the ground state generally decreases with the order
of excitation. In this model, the wave function can be written as:

φCI = a0φHF +
∑
S

aSφS +
∑
D

aDφD +
∑
T

aTφT + ... (6.1.2.1)

where S, D, T, etc. indicate respectively singly, doubly, triply etc. excited
determinants relative to the HF configuration. Depending on the symme-
try properties of the target system, the linear combination of eq.(6.1.2.1)
can be reduced to a basis of states with the same spatial and spin sym-
metry (Configurational State Functions, CSFs). If the expansion includes
all the possible CSFs of the appropriate symmetry, it represents a full CI
procedure which exactly solves the electronic Schrödinger equation in the
given basis.

6.1.3 Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF)

One of the most famous multideterminantal approaches is the Complete
Active Space Self-Consistent Field (CASSCF) method[188]. It is a spe-
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cific type of Multi Configuration self-consistent field (MCSCF) method in
which the number of CSFs used in the expansion are defined by dividing
the orbitals into three subspaces. In the first subspace, called inactive
space, all orbitals are doubly occupied. The second subspace is termed
as the active space, in which a full-CI expansion is considered. The elec-
trons and orbitals included in the active space are those that contribute
most to the multireference character of the chosen system of study. The
occupation number of the orbitals in the active space will be a noninteger
number between 0 and 2. Finally, the third subspace, that is the vir-
tual space, consists of unoccupied orbitals. The great advantage of this
method is that it decreases the number of CSFs in the CI expansion since
it limits the MC wave function within a specific subset of orbitals rather
than on all orbitals. The CASSCF method cannot be used as a “black
box” method, as a priori knowledge of the chemical system under study
is needed; in fact the choice of the appropriate active space represents the
main difficulty in the CASSCF method. Another limitation of CASSCF is
that the number of electrons and orbitals that can be included in the ac-
tive space are not infinite, since the CI expansion increases exponentially
with respect to the number of electrons and orbitals.

6.1.4 Density Functional theory (DFT)

One of the main problem with the quantum mechanical approach, is that
the complexity of the multi-body wave functions grows dramatically with
the number of particles (a wave function for an N electron system contains
4N variables, three spatial and one spin coordinate for each electron). The
basis for Density Functional Theory (DFT) method is that the ground
state electronic energy is determined completely by a new quantity, the
electron density ρ(r), that is the square of the wave function, integrated
over (N-1) electron coordinates, and each spin density only depends on
three spatial coordinates, independent of the number of electrons; thus
while the complexity of a wave function increases exponentially with the
number of electrons, the electron density has the same number of vari-
ables, independent of the system size. The central principle of DFT is
the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem[189], which states that the ground-state
density, ρ(r), of a system of interacting electrons subject to some external
potential, Vext(r), determines this potential uniquely (up to a trivial con-
stant), from which follows that the electron density uniquely determines
the Hamiltonian operator. The total energy of the the system will then
be a functional of the electron density, and can be written as:

E[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + Vext[ρ(r)] + Vee[ρ(r)] (6.1.4.1)

where T [ρ(r)] is the electrons kinetic energy, Vext[ρ(r)] is the interac-
tion with the external potential, and depends on the studied system,
and Vee[ρ(r)] includes the electron-electron interactions. Although the
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Hohenberg–Kohn approach is in principle exact, the form of the kinetic
energy and electron correlation functionals are a priori unknown, making
this method unpractical. An approximation for the kinetic and electron-
electron functionals was proposed by Kohn and Sham (KS)[190],in which
a fictitious system of N non-interacting electrons is introduced to be de-
scribed by a single determinant wave function in N “orbitals” ϕi. In this
system the kinetic energy and the electron density are known exactly from
the orbitals.

T [ρ(r)] = −1

2

N∑
i

〈ϕi|∇2|ϕi〉 (6.1.4.2a)

ρ(r) =
N∑
i

|ϕi|2 (6.1.4.2b)

VC [ρ(r)] =
1

2

∫
ρ(r1)ρ(r2)

|r2 − r1|
dr1dr2 (6.1.4.2c)

In eq.(6.1.4.2) VC [ρ(r)] is the classical Coulomb interaction part in the
electron-electron interaction potential. The functional form of the total
energy can be now written as:

E[ρ(r)] = T [ρ(r)] + Vext[ρ(r)] + VC [ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)] (6.1.4.3)

We have introduced a new term, the Exchange-Correlation functional
Exc[ρ(r)], that contains the difference in energy between the exact so-
lution of the many-particle system and the approximate non-interacting
electrons system. the actual form of Exc is not known and thus we must
introduce approximate functionals based upon the electron density to
describe this term. There are two common approximations (in various
forms) in use: the local density approximation (LDA)[191], in which the
exchange-correlation energy at a point r is simply equal to the exchange-
correlation energy of a uniform electron gas that has the same density
at the point r, and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)[?],
attempts to incorporate the effects of inhomogeneities by including the
gradient of the electron density. Hybrid functionals improve the total en-
ergy determination by using both the electronic density and the individual
electronic wave functions to compute the total energy. The exchange part
is computed from the electron wave functions and mixed into the LDA
or GGA energy.One of the most commonly used hybrid functional for the
exchange-correlation term is the B3LYP[193]. On the basis of the found
relations the behavior of non-interacting electrons in an effective local po-
tential can be described, in analogy with the Hartree-Fock method, by set
of non-linear equations (the Kohn-Sham equations), in the form:
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[
−1

2
∇2 + Vext(r) +

ρ(r′)

|r− r′|
dr′ + Vxc(r)

]
ϕi(r) = ε1ϕi(r). (6.1.4.4)

The price for the re-introduction of the orbitals is in the computational
cost of solving the Kohn-Sham equations, that scales formally as N3(due
to the need to maintain the orthogonality of N orbitals). One of the main
advantages of DFT is that unlike the Hartree-Fock method, it includes
some electron correlation and is thus much more accurate in the energy
calculations, but at a similar calculation time. On the other hand, the
main limitation of DFT is in the choice of the exchange-correlation func-
tional; many functionals form are available but it is not always clear what
the best choice of functional is for the system of interest.

6.1.5 Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory
(TDDFT)

Time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) is a universal ap-
proach to the dynamical many-body problem. This means that one
can use TDDFT to describe non-stationary situations in matter such
as atoms, molecules, solids, or nanostructures. As the DFT method is
based on the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem, TDDFT rests on the Runge-
Gross theorem[194], which establishes a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the time-dependent electron density and a time-dependent exter-
nal potential. The Kohn-Sham equations are replaced by their the time-
dependent analogue of (12). The time-dependent density follows from
eq.(6.1.4.2) with the time-dependent orbitals replacing the static ones.
The exchange-correlation potential now inherit a time-dependence from
the time dependence of the density. If the time-dependent potential is
weak, it is possible to use the linear-response theory to study the tar-
get system[195]. In particular, within this approximation, TDDFT yields
predictions for electronic excitations and it has become, in this research
area, a standard tool. On the other hand, if the time-dependent potential
is strong, a full solution of the Kohn-Sham equations is required.

6.1.6 Multicenter B-spline static-exchange DFT method

Finite basis sets technique is an important numerical tool in solving quan-
tum mechanical problems. One popular developments in such calculations
is the use of B-splines functions, introduced by Schoenberg[196]. The rea-
son to the popularity of the B-splines is due to the fact that they form
a sufficiently complete basis set with a reasonably small number of basis
functions. B-spline functions are defined as piece wise polynomials and
they bridge the gaps left by standard basis functions, such as Gaussian
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Type Orbitals (GTOs), or Slater Type Orbitals (STOs) or, in the treat-
ment of specific molecular problems. In particular, the description of the
continuum states requires basis sets which could obey to the peculiar con-
tinuum boundary conditions and could reproduce the oscillating behavior
of the wavefunction to infinity. Traditional GTO and STO functions are
not adequate to represent the rapidly oscillating continuum states, since
numerical linear dependencies rapidly come up as the basis set increases.
B-splines, on the contrary, are very flexible functions and can describe ac-
curately both bound and continuum states without running into numerical
dependencies. They produce smooth curves with continuous derivatives
at every point. Since B-splines are defined in a restricted space, usually re-
ferred to as a box, one has to define a certain knot sequence, depending on
the target system. The continuum wavefunctions can be correctly repro-
duce by using a linear grid of points and a sufficient density of B-splines.
The multicenter B-spline static exchange DFT method[197] is based on
the use of these B-spline functions in a simple least-squares formulation
for the determination of eigenvectors in the continuum spectrum. The
method can be summarized in three main steps:

• Standard DFT calculation using the Amsterdam Density Functional
(ADF)[198] program to obtain the ground state electron density.

• Construction of the Hamiltonian matrix in the Linear Combination
of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) basis set, followed by a generalized diago-
nalization for bound states and application of Galerkin[199] approach
for continuum states.

• Dipole transition moments are calculated in order to obtain pho-
toionization observables (photoionization cross section and asymme-
try parameters).

The main advantage of this method is the complete convergence of the re-
sults is obtained with much smaller hamiltonian matrices, that is reflected
in a smaller computational effort and also in the possibility to investigate
systems which are impracticable with other methods. However, the static-
exchange DFT method might be unsuitable when the coupling between
different photoionization channels is large, and TDDFT level results are
expected to be improved with respect to the simpler KS.

6.1.7 Computational approach in the calculation of
the continuum wave function

The method proposed by the group of Professor P. Decleva and presented
in this thesis for the treatment of the continuum employs a basis of ra-
dial B-splines functions multiplied by spherical harmonics to solve the
Schrôdinger equation for the continuum electronic spectrum. B-spline
functions have proven a very powerful choice, because are particularly
suited to tackle with the boundary conditions obeyed by the continuum
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wave-function. Such wave-function does not decay at large distances, but
rather oscillates with well defined asymptotic behavior, and this cannot
be described with canonical basis sets as GTO or STO functions. For
small or highly symmetric molecules the One Center Expansion (OCE)
can be used, which consists to set all the functions on the same origin to
describe the molecular continuum, but becomes impracticable for large or
less symmetric systems, such as chiral molecules. The Linear Combina-
tion of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO)method is then used, which consists of the
OCE supplemented with off-center basis set elements, this makes the im-
plementation of the code more difficult but the algorithm is very efficient
and economic for large systems, so the range of applicability has been
much widened. Concerning the Hamiltonian, the DFT-KS approach is, in
general, a rather accurate and realistic description of the photoionization,
however the agreement with the experiment is not usually quantitative.
On the other hand the TDDFT formalism is much more accurate and a
quantitative agreement with the measurements is often obtained, though
the computational effort is larger with respect to the KS approach. At
the TDDFT level, coupling among different ionization channels is actually
allowed, this is the reason not only for its better performances but also
for its ability to describe properly autoionization (Feshbach) resonances,
an effect completely missed at the KS level.
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Chapter 7

Results and Discussion

7.1 Epichlorohydrin molecule

Epichlorohydrin, or 2-(Chloromethyl)oxirane, is an chlorine derivative of
propylene oxide, belonging to the epihalohydrins chemical class, i.e. any
compound having a halogen on the carbon atom adjacent to an epoxide.
Epichlorohydrin is an extremely versatile chemical intermediate in the
production of epoxy resins and other elastomers[201, 202], in agriculture
to produce biologically active compounds, as well as in the pharmaceutical
industry.

The assignment of the outer valence photoelectron (PE) bands of the
epichloridryn molecule proved difficult since its first valence photoemis-
sion investigation[203]. Many authors, in fact, assigned only three bands
to the photoelectron spectrum in the 10-12.5 eV ionization energy (IE)
region, with the first band (HOMO-1) being well separated from the next
largely overlapped bands. Recent investigations[204, 205] could assign
the correct number of bands to this spectral region, namely four, on the

Figure 7.1: 3D molecular structure of the epichlorohydrin molecule.
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Figure 7.2: Potential-energy curve of (R)-epichlorohydrin for internal rotation of the
–CClH2 group calculated as a function of the C–C–C–Cl dihedral angle, and relaxing
the whole geometry. The maxima of the potential energy correspond to the eclipsed struc-
tures with barriers of 3.12, 2.92, and 5.44 kcal mol−1 respectively. Image adapted from
ref.[205].

basis of theoretical results obtained by ab initio quantum-mechanical cal-
culations. However, the given detailed assignment of the four cationic
electronic states, in terms of photoelectron (PE) bands grouping in the
experimental spectrum, was controversial, namely (24a, 23a)-(22a, 21a) in
ref.[204] and (24a)-(23a, 22a, 21a) in ref.[205]. The intrinsic difficulty of
the spectral description is due to the high density of states of this region
(four PE bands within less than 2 eV) and the further spectral complex-
ity caused by the rotational isomerism, namely possible co-existence of
the different gauche-II, gauche-I, and cis conformers at the experimental
temperatures[204, 205], as shown in fig.7.2.

Moreover, the theoretical description of the photoionization process based
on the single particle picture for these bands proved to be inadequate
since a strong breakdown of the Koopmans’ theorem was found for the
four outermost valence ionizations of this molecule[205]. Therefore, the
present work aims to fully exploit the photoionization dynamics of the
valence cross sections and asymmetry parameters in a large photon energy
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range to shed light into the electronic structure and the description of the
PE spectrum of epichlorohydrin.

7.1.1 Epichlorohydrin : photoionization cross sec-
tions

The epichlorohydrin partial photoionization cross sections, σ(hν), asso-
ciated with the outer valence PE bands observed in the 10 - 19 eV IE
range, have been studied as a function of photon energy with linearly
polarized synchrotron radiation. For this purpose, epichlorohydrin PE
spectra measured at the magic angle (θ = 54.7◦) have been recorded at
selected photon energies in the 14 - 55 eV range. A representative set
of these spectra is reported in fig.7.3. The experimental data acquisition
procedure and the data analysis procedure is described in appendix B.1.

In agreement with previous investigations[203, 204, 205], the photoelec-
tron spectrum exhibits two well separated groups of bands at low and
high ionization energies values, namely the bands 24a - 21a and 20a -
15a, respectively. The relative value of σ(hν) of the ten photoioniza-
tion channels is obtained as the peak area of the associated PE band.
The relative photoionization cross sections of the first four bands 24a-
21a, measured as a function of the photon energy, are reported in fig.7.4,
while the same cross sections obtained for the high IE bands are given in
fig.7.5. The σ(hν) values for all the outer valence ionization channels, as
generally expected for photoionization of valence electrons in molecular
systems, show a large decrease on going from the threshold region (below
15eV photon energy) to several tens of eV above threshold. Although this
general trend is shared by all the valence photoionization channels, the
24a-21a PE bands, differently from the other bands (the 20a-15a group),
show remarkably large changes in their relative intensities, as manifest
in the change of the 10-12.5 eV IE spectral region (see fig.7.3) as the
photon energy is increased from 18.5 eV (spectrum a in fig7.3) to 54 eV
(spectrum f in fig7.3). As shown in fig.7.4, the cross sections σ(hν) of
the 24a-21a bands exhibit different behaviors. The relative intensity of
the HOMO band (24a) (black squares in fig.7.4) has a strong relative in-
creasing with the increase of the photon energy, and the corresponding
photoelectron band, being the second more intense peak at hν = 18.5 eV
(panel a in fig7.3) and about half intensity of the second peak (23a), be-
comes the dominant spectral components at high photon energies (panel
f in fig7.3). The relative intensity of the second band (23a), is the highest
at low energies (red circles in fig.7.4) and decreases considerably at high
photon energies, becoming of the same intensity as the band associated
to the 21a state. The third band (22a, blue triangles in fig.7.4) exhibits
a clear decrease of the relative intensity as the photon energy increases,
since it is much greater than that of the weakest and partially overlapped
fourth band (21a), whilst becomes the weakest band at high energies. The
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Figure 7.3: Outer valence PE spectra of epichlorohydrin recorded at the magic angle, θ
= 54.7◦, and at different photon energies (panels a-f). Spectral fit simulation curve (blue
solid line) and bi-Gaussian fit components (dotted lines), obtained by the global multipeak
fit, are shown with the experimental spectrum (solid thin line).
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Figure 7.4: Experimental relative photoionization cross sections for the four outermost
valence ionizations, 24a - 21a, as a function of photon energy.
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Figure 7.5: Experimental relative photoionization cross sections for the 20a-15a valence
ionizations as a function of photon energy.
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change in relative intensity of the fourth band has the most striking effect
in the valence PE spectrum. A representative low energy photoelectron
spectrum, recorded at hν = 18.5 eV, is reported in fig7.3 (panel a): the
relative intensities of the three overlapped bands, namely (23a), (22a),
and (21a ) show that the fourth band is much weaker than the other
two nearby bands, and is almost totally obscured in the spectrum. It is
now clear why this spectral component eluded observation in the previ-
ous investigations. The high energy spectra (curves c-f in fig.7.3) point
out a much higher relative intensity of the fourth band, which becomes
as intense as the second bands and substantially more intense than the
overlapped third band, as shown in detail in fig.7.4 by the green, red and
blue data points at high photon energies. As a result, all the four photo-
electron bands associated with the first four electronic states can be easily
discernible at high photon energies.
In contrast with the behavior of the 24a-21a group of bands, the high
ionization energy part of the spectrum, namely the 13 - 19 eV IE region,
corresponding to the ionization from the 20a-15a group of molecular or-
bitals, exhibits a rather modest overall change, this being due to the small
relative intensity changes of these valence bands. All these cross sections
display the expected substantial decrease as the photon energy increases
(see fig.7.5) and are not discussed in more detail.
The partial photoionization cross sections, σ(hν), associated with the
outer valence photoemission spectrum of epichlorohydrin have been cal-
culated as a function of photon energy at both DFT and TD-DFT levels.
Since the rotational isomerism due to the internal rotation of the -CH2Cl
group might affect the photoionization process, and thus the photoioniza-
tion observables, the photoionization cross sections, as well as the asym-
metry parameters, have been calculated for all the three stable conformers,
namely gauche-II (g − II), gauche-I (g − I), and cis. Room temperature
(RT) Boltzmann average values of the cross sections and asymmetry pa-
rameters have then been derived to allow a direct comparison between
theory and experiment. The calculated TD-DFT photoionization cross
sections of the four outermost ionizations for the three conformers are re-
ported in fig.7.6 (panels a− d), along with the Boltzmann average curves
(black solid lines). In fig.7.7 the RT Boltzmann average cross sections of
the 24a-21a bands are also reported together, in order to show the relative
intensities theoretically predicted for the first four bands observed in the
experimental photoelectron spectra.

The theoretical results in fig.7.6 point out that the cross sections are not
heavily affected by the rotational isomerism, and only small differences
are visible in the threshold region. It can be seen that at low photon
energies the second PE band (RT curve of panel b) is predicted to have
the highest intensity among the 24a-21a states, whilst the fourth band
(RT curve of panel d) in the same energy region has a considerably lower
intensity than all the other bands. This theoretical finding is more clearly
evident in fig.7.7, where only the RT curves are reported. Interestingly, in
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Figure 7.6: TD-DFT calculated photoionization cross sections of the stable rotamers, g-
II (solid thin line), g-I (broken line), and cis (dotted line), for the outermost valence
ionizations of the epichlorohydrin molecule. The room temperature Boltzmann average
(curve RT, solid thick line), is also reported along with the rotamer cross sections.
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Figure 7.7: Photoionization cross sections calculated at TD-DFT level for the valence
outermost ionizations of epichlorohydrin. The reported curves are the Boltzmann average
of the three stable rotamer cross sections.
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RT, solid thick line), for the four outermost valence ionizations, 24a - 21a, as a function of
photon energy.
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this latter figure the relative intensities pattern becomes dramatically dif-
ferent at high photon energies, where the second band (23a) is the weaker
band of the group while the fourth band (21a) exhibits the largest rela-
tive increase with respect to the low energy region, becoming as intense
as the nearby band (22a) and substantially stronger than the second band
(23a). The comparison of the experimental data with the TD-DFT results
in fig.7.8 points out that the theoretical calculations are in good agree-
ment with the main experimental findings, providing the correct relative
intensities of the first four bands at low photon energies and predicting
the large increase in the 24a/23a and 21a/22a intensity ratios on going
from the threshold ionization region to the high photon energy region.
However, it should be noticed that the strikingly high relative intensity of
the 24a band and the clearly lowest relative intensity of the 22a band at
high photon energies remain unexplained by the theoretical results, since
the 21a and the 23a bands are instead calculated as the most intense and
the weakest bands of the group, respectively. This overall good agree-
ment between TD-DFT calculations and experimental cross sections at
low photon energy, that is in contrast with the remarkable difference at
highest photon energies, is even more evident from the use of a logarithmic
scale in fig.7.8. Addressing this issue, which is related to the CM effect,
is deferred to the next section. The outer valence photoionization cross
sections of epichlorohydrin have also been calculated at DFT level and
are shown in fig.7.9. While cross sections are very similar at high photon
energies, at lower energies, from threshold to approximately 30 eV, the
DFT calculated values are systematically smaller than the TD-DFT ones,
due to screening effects important in the presence of the Chlorine atom.
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Figure 7.9: Photoionization cross sections calculated at DFT level for the valence outermost
ionizations of epichlorohydrin. The reported curves are the Boltzmann avarage of the three
stable rotamer cross sections.
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Figure 7.10: Outer valence photoelectron spectra of epichlorohydrin recorded at the magic
angle θ = 54.7◦ (red curves) and θ = 0◦ (black curves), and at different photon energies.

7.1.2 Epichlorohydrin: photoelectron asymmetry pa-
rameters

The asymmetry parameters β(hν) associated with the epichlorohydrin
outer valence PE bands have been studied experimentally and theoret-
ically as a function of photon energy. Pairs of PE spectra recorded at
θ = 0◦ and θ = 54.7◦, from which the β(hν) values have been derived,
are reported in fig.7.10 for a representative set of photon energies. The
derived experimental β(hν) values of the outermost valence ionizations
24a-21a are reported in fig.7.11 (panels a− d), while the β(hν) values for
the 20a-15a bands are shown in fig.7.12. As in the case of the photoioniza-
tion cross sections, the asymmetry parameters of the first four ionization
bands, 24a-21a, exhibit a much more complex behavior than the 20a-15a
ionization bands group. For such reason only for the 24a-21a bands group
a more detailed discussion will be presented.
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Figure 7.11: Experimental asymmetry parameters for the four outermost valence ioniza-
tions, 24a (black) , 23a (blue), 22a (red), 21a (green), as a function of photon energy
(panels a− d).
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The dynamical behaviors of the photoelectron asymmetry parameters
β(hν) corresponding to the first four photoelectron bands, as shown in
fig.7.11, display clear similarities in the low energy region. All the β(hν)
values are slightly negative or nearly zero at thresholds and rapidly in-
crease with photon energy to reach, at about 30 eV, largely positive values
of approximately +1.0. A steeper increase is observed for the 23a and 22a
channels with a change in slope around 32 eV, where a maximum is lo-
cated which corresponds to a β(hν) values of +1.1 and +1.35 for the 23a
and 22a bands respectively. These two curves are the only ones exhibiting
an oscillatory behavior. This is characterized by a high energy minimum
which is measured for both channels at approximately 43eV (see pan-
els b and c in fig.7.11). Worth noting is the difference between the two
channels in the β(hν) oscillation amplitude, namely the maximum-to-
minimum β(hν) change, these amplitudes being 0.3 and 0.5 for 23a and
22a, respectively. A change in slope in the β(hν) curve at 32eV is also
observed for the other two photoionization processes 24a and 21a. While
the slope change is modest for the 24a channel, the change observed is
instead large in the 21a curve, where a clear plateau appears in the 30 –
43 eV photon energy region with β(hν) = +1.0. This β(hν) parameters
behavior for the 24a-21a bands of can be visually seen in fig.7.10. Here,
isotropic values, i. e. β(hν) ' 0, are measured at 14.5 eV (panel a), as
the spectra recorded at 0◦ and 54.7◦ almost perfectly coincide. On go-
ing from 14.4 to 32 eV, from panel a to panel d, the relative intensities
of these bands in the 54.7◦ spectrum clearly display a gradual increase
which corresponds to the β(hν) monotonic increase quoted in the panels
of fig.7.10 at low energies.
As in the case of the photoionization cross section, in order to understand
the experimentally observed asymmetry parameters behavior, theoretical
calculations at the TD-DFT level were performed for the three most sta-
ble conformers. The results for the 24a-21a states are shown in fig7.13. As
stated in section 2.3.1, the asymmetry parameter exhibits higher sensitiv-
ity as a dynamical photoionization observable than the photoionization
cross section. The presence of the Cooper minimum, in fact, is much
more evident in the behavior of the asymmetry parameters as a function
of photon energy than in the cross section. This is due to the fact that
while the integrated-cross section has no dependence on the relative phase
of the final continuum channels, the asymmetry parameter shows a de-
pendence on the cosine of the relative phase shift in the continuum wave
functions. Such consideration implies that the behavior of the asymme-
try parameter is steadily linked to the nature of the molecular orbitals
involved in the photoionization process. It is thus straightforward that in
order to have a deeper understanding of the photoelectron angular dis-
tribution structure observed in the case of the epichlorohydrin molecule,
the discussion should be focused on the nature of the involved electronic
states and their atomic orbital composition. We shall first consider the
effect of the rotational isomerism on the asymmetry parameters depend-
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ing on the calculated molecular orbital composition for each rotamer, and
then we compare the theoretical Boltzmann averages to the experimental
results. The β(hν) profiles of the four outermost photoionization channels
and their dependency on rotational isomerism can be discussed referring
to the ADF-DFT MO composition reported in ref[205], summarized in
tab.7.1. The curves of panel d in fig.7.13 show no significant differences
with respect to the specific rotamer and no oscillation behavior. This can
be explained from the fact that the 21a MO is the only orbital, among the
outermost MOs considered, with large ring σ-bonding character and no
substantial Cl 3p AO contribution. This is found in all the conformers (see
tab.7.1). All curves a − c fig.7.13, at variance with curves d of the same
figure, show differences due to the conformer molecular geometry and the
associated MOs are characterized by large Cl 3p AO contributions for all
the three rotamers. In the case of panel b of fig.7.13, the β(hν) param-
eters of the three rotamers exhibit a very similar and striking oscillation
behavior with maximum and minimum positions approximately located
at 30 eV and 43 eV, respectively. The oscillation amplitude is the largest
for the g − I isomer and smallest for the cis structure. The involved
MO, 23a, has a largely dominant Cl non-bonding character (Cl 3p lone-
pair, see tab.7.1), and thus it can be stated that the larger the Cl 3p AO
contribution to the MO, the larger the oscillation of the associated asym-
metry parameter. Such large β(hν) oscillations presented in the present
thesis and characterized by a minimum located at approximately 43 eV
photon energy, have been observed and extensively studied in photoion-
izations from non-bonding MOs of symmetric simple molecules containing
the Cl atom and, in attenuated form (partial Cooper minimum) in ion-
izations from σ-bonding MOs involving the chlorine atom[66, 67, 69, 70].
In the present case of epichlorohydrin, as well as in the above mentioned
molecules, the CM effect is associated with the Cl 3p AOs. The calculated
asymmetry parameters of panels a and c in fig.7.13, in the one-particle
picture, refer to ionizations from the 24a and 22a MOs, both of mixed
O 2p (non-bonding)/Cl 3p (non-bonding) character for all the rotamers.
While the 24a MO has a main O lone-pair contribution, 22a MO has in-
stead a Cl 3p lone-pair dominant character, as reported in tab.7.1. The
calculated RT Boltzmann average curves of these two latter channels show
a barely visible and shallow dip at approximately 37 eV, which is clearer
for curve c since it follows a 7-8 eV plateau. It seems that the visibility
of the inflection point of the β(hν) curve depends on the magnitude of
the Cl 3p AO contribution to the MO from which the ionization takes
place. This would be confirmed, for instance, by observing a clear β(hν)
oscillation only for the g − I curve of panel a, which is ascribable to the
significantly larger relative character of Cl 3p AO of g − I than g − II
and cis for the 24a MO (tab.7.1). Furthermore, the difference between
the β(hν) curves of g − I and g − II isomers in panel c can be explained
similarly, since the g − I structure has significantly smaller Cl 3p AO
relative contribution to the 22a MO than g − II. Still, the simple Cl 3p
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Figure 7.13: Epichlorohydrin asymmetry parameters of the stable rotamers, g − II (solid
thin line), g − I (broken line), and cis (dotted line), for the outermost valence ionizations
(panels a − d), calculated at TD-DFT level. The room temperature Boltzmann average
(curve RT, solid thick line), is also reported along with the rotamer asymmetry parameters.

percentage contribution to the relevant MOs is a too crude estimate of
the magnitude of the asymmetry parameter oscillation, and it does not
account for the large difference computed for orbitals 23a and 22a.

Table 7.1: Dominant composition and bonding nature of the 4 outermost DFT Molecular
Orbitals (MOs) for the three stable conformers of epichorohydrin, g − II, g − I, and cis
(The data reported in the table are taken from ref.[205].)

MO g-II g-I cis AOs character

24a 56.4%/22.8% 46.6%/32.5% 54.8%/22.9% O 2p/Cl 3p non bonding (mixed)
23a 80.7% 85.4% 74.4% Cl 3p non bonding
22a 18.8%/68.2% 28.6%/53.7% 17.7%/66.7% O 2p/Cl 3p non bonding (mixed)
21a 78% 71% 74% C-C-O σ-bonding (ring)

The RT Boltzmann average β(hν) curves shown in fig.7.13 are also re-
ported in fig. 7.14 together with the experimental data for comparison.
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In the case of the ionization from the 23a channel (blue curves in 7.14),
which is the only MO of Cl 3p lone-pair character, a large amplitude os-
cillation is calculated in the CM region. The experimental data and the
theoretical curve are in excellent quantitative agreement in the rising part
of the curve up to the maximum at 30 eV (panel b of 7.14). The mini-
mum observed in the experiment at 43 eV is correctly predicted by the
TD-DFT calculation, but the magnitude of the calculated oscillation is
overestimated by a factor of two. For the ionization from the 22a MO (red
curves in 7.14), the comparison between the experiment and theory points
out a remarkable difference, since the oscillation experimentally observed
in the CM region is the largest among the photoionization processes of
epichlorohydrin, and larger than that observed for the 23a MO channel.
This experimental finding cannot be explained basing on the calculated
MO characters since 22a is described as a Cl lone-pair/O lone-pair mixed
orbital and therefore with substantially smaller Cl 3p AO contribution
than 23a MO. As far as the ionizations associated with the 24a and 21a
MOs are concerned, the trends exhibited by the experimental data, as
mentioned above, show a disagreement. In panel a of 7.14) the exper-
imental data show a smooth monotonic increase, whilst in panel d the
asymmetry parameter increase is more rapid and undergoes a change in
slope at 30 eV with a plateau, before rising again at higher energies. The
calculated RT average curves for the two channels are similar, exhibiting
both a change in slope. The agreement between experiment and theory
is excellent in the whole investigated energy range for the 21a MO (green
curves in fig.7.14), while for 24a (black curves in fig.7.14)the experimen-
tal values are systematically larger than the calculated ones in the high
photon energy part of the range, since the experimental values increase
do not display a slope change. The experimental β(hν) behavior, on the
basis of the calculated O lone-pair/Cl lone-pair mixed character of the
24a MO, seems not to be in agreement with the theoretical predictions,
because of the substantial Cl 3p AO contribution to this orbital, which
would suggest observing an effect in the CM region.

A key aspect of the present work is that the CM photoionization dynam-
ics has been investigated for the first time in a chiral molecule, where no
symmetry constraints prevent orbital mixing upon ionization. To under-
stand how the intrinsic asymmetry possessed by chiral molecules affects
their photoionization dynamics, one may refer to the work done by Von
Niessen et al. on the ionization spectra of low-symmetrical unsaturated
oxo-compounds[206]. Here the authors point out how a change of or-
dering between hole-states of equal symmetry is not forbidden, and that
this phenomenon is indeed expected in particular for large molecules of
low symmetry, as in the case of chiral molecules, where orbitals of equal
symmetry will be energetically close. Such reorganization and correla-
tion effects modify the original hole configuration towards a more com-
plicated wavefunction with strong mixing of adjacent orbitals of equal
symmetry. Such phenomenon is a clear evidence of the breakdown of the
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Figure 7.14: Experimental asymmetry parameters for the four outermost valence ioniza-
tions, 24a (black) , 23a (blue), 22a (red), 21a (green), as a function of photon energy
(panels a-d). Asymmetry parameters calculated at TD-DFT level for the four photoion-
ization channels are also reported as Boltzmann average (RT, solid line) of the calculated
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independent-particle model on which the Koopmans’ theorem is based.
The hole-mixing for main ionic states is a quite uncommon behavior, es-
pecially in the outer valence ionization region. In fact, generally an ionic
main state is well approximated by a hole configuration in which the hole
is associated with the respective HF orbital of the neutral ground state,
because for HF hole-configurations the direct coupling matrix-elements
vanish. Mixing different HF hole-configurations occurs only in second and
higher order of perturbation theory and is mediated by 2-hole-l-particle
(2h1p) excitations and higher excited configurations. However, for ener-
getically close orbitals even a small coupling to 2hlp-configurations can
induce an elective hole-mixing for the ionic states. Following the dis-
cussion of Von Niessen et al., the perturbation expansion for the ionic
wavefunction |ΦN−1

p 〉 associated with a specific orbital p is given by:

ΦN−1〉
p = |p−1〉+

∑
q 6=p

αpq|q−1〉+ higher excited configurations (7.1.2.1)

In second order the coefficient αpq, of the admixture of another hole con-
figuration |q−1〉 is given as

αpq =
1

εp − εq

∑
jkl

Vqj[kl]Vpj[kl]
εk + εl − εj − εp

(7.1.2.2)

In eq.(7.1.2.2) the summation runs over unoccupied one-particle states
j and occupied one-particle states k, l. The anti-symmetrized Coulomb
matrix element Vqj[kl] represents the coupling matrix element between the
hole configuration |q−1〉 and the 2hlp-configuration |jk−1l−1〉. The energy
denominators εk+εl−εj−εp represent the (zero-order) energy differences
of the hole configuration |p−1〉 and the 2hlp-configurations |jk−1l−1〉. It
can be seen how in eq.(7.1.2.2) a small energy separation εp−εq may cause
a large mixing coefficient αpq for the considered orbitals p and q. Generally
in the case of outer valence states, the orbital energies εp are usually well
separated from the 2hlp-energies εk+εl−εj so that these denominators are
not small enough to give rise to significant mixing coefficient αpq. How-
ever, a significant contribution may arise when there are one or several
configurations |jk−1l−1〉 which simultaneously have large coupling matrix
elements to both hole configurations |q−1〉 and |p−1〉. Following the argu-
ments presented by Von Niessen et al., it is clear that for large molecules
of low symmetries hole-mixing effects should be quite common. As a con-
sequence, for instance, in photoionization of the epichlorohydrin molecule,
the first four valence PE bands are associated to four Final Ionic States
with strong Configuration Interaction (FISCI) mixing[204, 205]. These
CI wavefunctions, for each ionic state, contain more than one dominant
single-hole (1h) determinant. Employing the single HF determinant for
the ground state, the weight of the 1h determinants in the final wave-
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functions is exactly given by the spectral strength, Rk. The calculated
spectral strengths of the epichlorohydrin molecule at 2h-1p CI level of
theory are reported in Table III of ref[205] and, for convenience, are sum-
marized here in tab.7.2. The value of R24a, for instance, is the weight
in the CI wave-function of the determinant referring to the configuration
with the electron hole in the 24a MO. This single-hole determinant repre-
sents, in the one-electron picture, the final cation state formed by electron
removal from the 24a MO. The information gathered about the single-hole
configuration mixing of the epichlorohydrin ionic state wave-functions as-
sociated with the first four PE bands can allow a deeper understanding
of the dynamical behavior of the corresponding experimental asymmetry
parameters. Each of the four final states 24a-21a is actually characterized
by two dominant single-hole configurations, as evident in tab.7.2, where
the spectral strength values R24a, R23a, R22a, and R21a, are reported for
the lowest lying ionic states, indicated as roots 1-4, of the three conform-
ers of epichlorohydrin. The β(hν) oscillation in the Cl 3p CM region is
solely observed in two channels, namely it is displayed by the experimental
data in panels b and c of fig.7.14 associated with the second and third PE
bands, respectively. For the second band, the ionic state CI wave-function
(root 2 in tab.7.2) of the most abundant conformer g−II (RT Boltzmann
weight of 0.679) has two dominant parts whose weights are R24a= 0.416
(nO/nCl) and R22a= 0.385 (nCl/nO). Both 24a and 22a states have O 2p
(non-bonding)/Cl 3p (non-bonding) mixed character, with larger contri-
butions from O 2p AO for 24a MO and Cl 3p AO for 22a MO (see tab.7.1).
For the second most abundant conformer g−I, which has a RT Boltzmann
weight of 0.276, the CI wave-function is similar but with slightly larger
R24a character. Owing to the FISCI, the asymmetry parameter of this
channel is expected to exhibit only the so-called “partial” CM [tab.7.2]
behavior, since the two dominant configurations have a single-hole in a
MO of mixed character with partial Cl 3p AO contribution. This is ac-
tually observed in the experiment and explains why the large amplitude
oscillation predicted by the TD-DFT calculation, typical of ionization
from pure Cl 3p lone-pair character MO, is not observed. In the case
of the third ionic state, the CI wave-functions (root 3 in Tab.7.2) have
single-hole configurations of R23a= 0.583 (nCl) and R21a= 0.283 (σ-ring)
for the g− II conformer, and R23a= 0.863 (nCl) for the g− I conformer.
Because of the described characters of 23a and 21a MOs the asymmetry
parameter of this channel is expected to exhibit a partial CM effect of
significantly higher intensity than the previous one, due to the relatively
more important role played by the Cl 3p AO through the Cl lone-pair 23a
MO. The observed β(hν) oscillation amplitude of this channel, as already
emphasized, is found to be twice as large as that of the second PE band
(see data in panels c and b in Fig.7.14). As for the fourth PE band, the
CI wave-functions (root 4 in Tab.7.2) have the following dominant single-
hole configurations; R22a= 0.479 (nCl/nO) and R24a= 0.425 (nO/nCl) for
g − II, and R21a= 0.430 (ring), R24a= 0.253 (nO/nCl), and R22a= 0.223
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(nCl/nO) for g − I. According to the strongly mixed nCl/nO character
of the involved 22a and 24a MOs in the single-hole dominant configura-
tions and the dominant R21a term in the CI wave-function of g − I, the
measured β(hν) behavior of the RT sample is expected to still show some
partial CM effect, but of a lesser extent than for the previous cases, and is
indeed confirmed by the change in slope and the plateau in the CM region
of the data of panel d in fig.7.13. In the case of the first PE band, the
expected global effect on the measured asymmetry parameter behavior is
a very small, or even absent, CM effect. This is ascribed to the large value
of R21a in both the CI wave-functions of g− II and g− I, namely R21a=
0.485 (σ-ring) and R23a= 0.313 (nCl) for g−II, and R21a= 0.415 (σ-ring),
R22a= 0.282 (nCl/nO), and R2a= 0.137 (nO/nCl) for g− I. The electron
hole in this dominant configuration is made in the 21a MO which has
a σ-C-C-O(ring) character with negligible Cl 3p AO contribution. The
experimental asymmetry parameter in panel a of fig.7.14, in fact, is the
only curve not showing CM effects among the photoionization channels
(curves a− d).
In summary, the different dynamical behaviors of the asymmetry parame-
ters of the first four PE bands of epichlorohydrin, as well as the difference
between the β(hν) experimental findings and the TD-DFT theoretical
predictions, could be fully discussed and explained in terms of FISCI ef-
fects, related to the breakdown of the Koopmans’ theorem due to electron
correlation effects.
The group of six PE bands in the range 14.7–18.1 eV, namely the 20a-
15a states, corresponds to the ionization of molecular orbitals that are
largely delocalized over the whole molecular skeleton, with practically no
Cl 3p AO contribution, and thus no CM effects are expected. This is
confirmed by the monotonic increase, as a function of photon energy, of
the experimental β(hν) parameters for all the six channels, as shown in
fig.7.12.

In order to confirm our interpretation of the observed asymmetry parame-
ter behaviors, we have computed Dyson orbitals from CASSCF wavefunc-
tions for the relevant individual states, and computed cross sections cou-
pling them to DFT continuum states[207]. β(hν) parameters for the four
outermost PE bands evaluated at the pure DFT, HF and CASSCF levels
are compared in fig.7.15. As expected, results employing HF or CASSCF
Dyson orbitals are very different: HF shows prominent cooper minimum
β(hν) oscillations only for the first and second PE bands. DFT in general
is closer to CASSCF, but the experimental oscillation for the third PE
band is barely visible in the calculated curve (panel c), while it is consider-
able in CASSCF calculation, which is in agreement with the experimental
observation. Due to the relatively limited basis set and CASSCF orbital
space employed, and the lack of electron response in the final continuum
(treated at the DFT level), the agreement is not quantitatively accurate,
but the orbital mixing due to correlation effects is definitively demon-
strated. The treatment of the continuum wavefunction at the TDDFT
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Table 7.2: Dominant spectral strengths Rk for the three conformers of epichlorohydrin
obtained at 2h-1p CI level of theory. Data taken from table III of ref.[205].).

Conformer Root Rtot R24a R23a R22a R21a Ri

g − II 1 0.893 0.039 0.313 0.037 0.485
2 0.917 0.416 0.001 0.385 0.105
3 0.921 0.040 0.583 0.001 0.283
4 0.923 0.425 0.007 0.479 0.003
5 0.911 R20a = 0.804
6 0.910 R19a = 0.892
7 0.911 R18a = 0.801
8 0.896 R17a = 0.808
9 0.888 R16a = 0.804
10 0.875 R15a = 0.841

g − I 1 0.893 0.137 0.042 0.282 0.415
2 0.918 0.526 0.014 0.352 0.014
3 0.922 0.001 0.863 0.034 0.024
4 0.918 0.253 0.001 0.223 0.430
5 0.906 R20a = 0.543, R19a = 0.281
6 0.911 R20a = 0.342, R19a = 0.533
7 0.911 R18a = 0.794
8 0.897 R17a = 0.870
9 0.887 R16a = 0.845
10 0.873 R15a = 0.842

cis 1 0.895 0.220 0.241 0.122 0.293
2 0.919 0.375 0.167 0.319 0.046
3 0.923 0.023 0.452 0.436 0.002
4 0.920 0.300 0.048 0.021 0.545
5 0.907 R20a = 0.266, R19a = 0.609
6 0.917 R20a = 0.3635, R19a = 0.270
7 0.911 R18a = 0.860
8 0.892 R17a = 0.572
9 0.894 R16a = 0.610
10 0.870 R15a = 0.844
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level could lead to a more complete description of final state configura-
tion interaction effects. Preliminary results on the calculated asymmetry
parameters at the Dyson-TDDFT level are reported in fig.7.16, together
with the Dyson-DFT and DFT calculation. Experimental data are also
reported for comparison. The Dyson-TDDFT calculations, where the fi-
nal continuum wave function is treated at the TDDFT level, exhibits a
nice quantitative agreement in the case of the 24a and 21a ionizations
(panels a and d). The asymmetry parameter oscillations are predicted for
both 22a and 23a bands, and the Cooper minimum position is predicted
around 43 eV, in agreement with the experimental evidence. The β(hν)
oscillation amplitude is still overestimated in both cases, even if a signif-
icant change in the relative oscillation amplitude is observed for the 22a
band with respect to the CASSCF theoretical calculations. Similar re-
sults are obtained for the partial photoionization cross sections, as shown
in fig.7.17. These results stimulates further theoretical analysis and high-
lights the complexity of the theoretical treatment of the photoionization
process in case of chiral molecules.
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Figure 7.15: Epichlorohydrin asymmetry parameter for the four outermost bands calculated
at the DFT (dashed line), HF (dotted line) and CASSCF (solid line) as as Boltzmann
average (RT, solid line) of the calculated asymmetry parameters of the three stable g− II,
g − I, and cis rotamers.
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Figure 7.16: Epichlorohydrin asymmetry parameter for the four outermost valence PE
bands calculated at the Dyson-TDDFT (blue solid line) and Dyson-DFT (red dashed line)
level as Boltzmann average of the calculated asymmetry parameters of the three stable
g− II, g− I, and cis rotamers. The experimental values are also reported for comparison
(black dots).
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Figure 7.17: Epichlorohydrin partial photoionization cross section for the four outermost
valence PE bands calculated at the Dyson-TDDFT (blue solid line) and Dyson-DFT (red
dashed line) level as Boltzmann average of the calculated asymmetry parameters of the
three stable g− II, g− I, and cis rotamers. The experimental values are also reported for
comparison (black dots).
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7.1.3 Epichlorohydrin: preliminary results on the
photoelectron dichroism parameter

PECD experiments were performed on the epichlorohydrin molecule, and
the dichroism pramaters, D(hν), associated with the outer valence PE
bands observed in the 10 - 19 eV IE range, have been measured as a func-
tion of photon energy with circularly polarized synchrotron radiation. For
this purpose, epichlorohydrin PE spectra measured at the magic angle (θ
= 54.7◦) with respect to the radiation propagation axis have been recorded
at selected photon energies in the 14 - 30 eV range. At each photon en-
ergy and fixed angle (the magic angle) PE spectra were recorded for the
two different helicities of the CP radiation and the dichroism parameters
were obtained according to eq.(2.5.0.1). The spectra were recorded si-
multaneously by switching the photon helicity for each scanned kinetic
energy point, in order to minimize effects due to changes in photon flux,
sample density or other possible effects affecting the spectra intensities.
The experimental spectral data were acquired in two separate channels
according to the specific radiation helicity. The experiments were per-
formed at the CiPo beamline by the use of the VG-220i end station. The
data, collected during the writing of the present thesis, are under analysis,
and thus only some preliminary results can be reported. In fig.7.18 the
theoretical dichroism parameter of the stable rotamers, calculated at the
DFT level for the first PE band, are shown as a function of photoelectron
kinetic energy. It is evident the much higher sensitivity of the dichro-
ism parameter to the molecular structure with respect to the asymmetry
parameter, as mentioned in Chapter 2, section 5; even small changes in
the internal rotation (different conformers) have a significant effect on the
dynamical behavior of the photoionization observable. The theoretical
room temperature Boltzmann average dichroism parameter (curve RT,
solid thick line in fig.7.18) displays a strong oscillation in the 0-10 eV
kinetic energy region with a minimum at about 5 eV. The surprisingly
large (in particular if compared with the effects observed in absorption
dichroism spectroscopy) dichroism effect of ∼10% expected by the the-
oretical calculations highlights how powerful tool PECD spectroscopy is
in the study of chiro-optical properties of gas-phase chiral systems. The
dichroic effect is expected to be dumped as a kinetic energy greater than
20 eV is reached. Figure 7.19 shows the experimental dichroism param-
eter measured for the first PE band, together with the same parameter
calculated at DFT level for the same photoionization band reported as
Boltzmann average (RT, solid line) of the three stable conformers. In
order to match the experimental data a kinetic energy shift of 3 eV was
applied to the calculated dichroism parameter. A good agreement was
found between the experimental data and the theoretical curve. The the-
oretically predicted dichroic effect of ∼10% seems to be confirmed by the
experimental observations. These preliminary results stimulate a more
complete analysis of the experimental and theoretical data.
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Figure 7.18: Epichlorohydrin dichroism parameters of the stable rotamers, g − II (solid
thin line), g− I (broken line), and cis (dotted line), for 24a state, calculated at DFT level.
The room temperature Boltzmann average (curve RT, solid thick line), is also reported.
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Figure 7.19: Experimental dichroism parameter (markers) measured for the first PE band,
together with the same parameter calculated at DFT level for the same photoionization
band reported as Boltzmann average (RT, solid line) of the three stable conformers. In
order to match the experimental data a kinetic energy shift of 3 eV was applied to the
calculated dichroism parameter.
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7.2 Development of the new two-dimensional

position sensitive electron detector of the ARPES-

TPES end station

Part of the work performed in the Ph.D. project was focused on the up-
grade of the electron detector of the ARPES-TPES end station. The
study of gas phase chiral molecules, which are very often available in very
low amounts as enantiopure species (this is the case when the enantiomer
is not commercially available and need to be synthesized in laboratory),
requires very sensitive, fast and high performance electron detectors, in
order to obtain high statistics spectra with the minimum amount of sub-
stance. Moreover, a detector capable of recording a photoelectron spec-
trum in a short time is highly desired when measuring observables that are
very sensitive to changes in the experimental conditions, such as photoion-
ization cross section or the asymmetry parameters. For these reasons, the
single channeltron detector was replaced by a two-dimensional cross delay
line anode detector. Part of the Ph.D. project involved the installation
and characterization of the new detector, as well as the upgrade of the
acquisition software.

7.2.1 General description of the ARPES-TPES End
Station

The experimental spectra of the OsO4 and epichlorohydrin molecules were
recorded with the ARPES-TPES end station. The ARPES-TPES spec-
trometer, devoted to photoionization experiments on reactive and short
lived species, was described in detail elsewhere[208, 209, 210, 211]. Briefly,
in the spectrometer the samples investigated in this work were introduced
in the ionization region by a 1 mm diameter copper needle. The ionization
region (region B in fig.7.20) is surrounded by two differentially pumped
boxes equipped with two 400 l s−1 turbomolecular pumps(Leybold Turbo-
vac 361C) and N2 purging valves in order to reduce bearing contamination
by reactive species. The vacuum in the chamber housing the two differ-
ential pumped boxes, the light guide from the monochromator, and the
analyzer lens system (region A in fig.7.20) is provided by a 1000 l s−1

turbomolecular pump (Leybold Turbovac 1000). The analyzer section
(region C in fig.7.20) is pumped by a 600 l s−1 turbomolecular pump
(Leybold Turbovac 600). The spectrometer is equipped with a 180◦ elec-
tron energy hemispherical analyzer with a mean radius of 100 mm and
a sector gap of 40 mm. This type of analyzer, with a well-defined focal
plane, is suitable for housing a micro-channel plate based detector. The
analyzer operates in a constant-pass-energy mode and is equipped with
a three-element cylindrical lens positioned between the ionization region
and the analyzer. The lens has an entrance and an exit slits, which are
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typically rectangular slits of 1.2mm×12 mm: such long longitudinal di-
mension of the slit along the photon beam axis allows to maximize the
photoelectron signal. The exit slit of the lens coincides with the entrance
slit of the analyzer. Magnetic shielding of the ionization region, lens sys-
tem, analyzer and detector is achieved by using two continuous layers
of 1-mm-thick µ-metal. The synchrotron radiation enters the ionization
region from a 6 mm diameter light guide mounted perpendicularly with
respect to the axis of the electron input lens; a photon flux monitoring
system is placed on the opposite side after the ionization region. The
electron analyzer sector can rotate with an angular excursion between θ
= 0◦ and θ = 73.5◦. A picture of the ARPES-TPES chamber is shown in
fig.7.21

Sample

hν

Storage ring

A

B

Sample

A

C
D

a)

b)

Photon Flux 

monitoring system

Figure 7.20: a) The cross-sectional view of the spectrometer in the direction of the photon
beam showing the ionization region and the hemispherical analyzer; b) the cross-sectional
view of the sample pumping system of the spectrometer.

7.2.2 General description of the implemented 2D de-
tector

The single channel (channeltron) detector (region D in fig.7.20), used in
previous experiments[212, 213, 214] was replaced by a two dimensional
position sensitive detector, based on the cross delay line technology[215,
216], built in a joint project involving the CNR-IOM institute, ”Sapienza”
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Figure 7.21: The ARPES-TPES end station operating on the Gasphase beamline.

University of Rome, and the Elettra - Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A.. An
exploded view of the detector assembly is shown in fig.7.22. The detector
consists of a 40mm diameter Chevron MCPs stack (Hamamatsu, 60 Ω
impedance) followed by a high voltage decoupling system, based on a
resistive anode, and a printed circuit board (PCB) two cross delay lines
system; this type of system is based on the work by G. Cautero et al.
and is described elsewhere[217, 218]. The assembly is mounted on the
exit plate of the 180◦ electron energy hemispherical analyzer, as shown in
figures 7.23 and 7.24.

The distance from the gold mesh element and the analyzer exit plane is
of ∼1mm. The gold mesh is kept at the accelerating/decelerating (A/R)
voltage of the analyzer’s Herzog plate. The ”front” MCP is usually kept
at +20V with respect to the A/R potential, while the ”back” MCP is set
to +1650 V higher than the ”front” MCP. The resistive anode is at +200
V with respect to the MCPs. The detector voltages are provided by three
floating high voltage bipolar power supplies. The heart of the detector
consists of two ”microstrip” transmission lines in a meander shape. The
position of the charge centroid from the MCPs is calculated by measuring
the times of arrival of the pulses that propagate up to the ends of the
delay line. A ground plane is deposited on the back side of a 630 µm
thick alumina substrate, while the lower meander line is deposited on the
front side. A layer of dielectric material, an intermediate metalization, a
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Figure 7.22: Exploded view of the two-dimensional cross delay line detector assembly
mounted on the ARPES-TPES end station.
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Figure 7.23: The cross-sectional view of the hemispherical analyzer housing the new 2D
detector assembly.

second dielectric layer, and finally the metalization of the second meander
line are deposited on top of the first one. The X and Y start and stop
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Figure 7.24: The 3D cross-sectional view of the hemispherical analyzer housing the new
2D detector assembly.

signals coming from the detector are carried out of the UHV section by
means of four SMA connectors and immediately amplified by four prop-
erly customized preamplifiers, reducing in this way the possibility of noise
pick-up. The signal from the detector is processed by a THR02-TDC ad-
vanced 4-channel time converter, provided by Elettra Sincrotrone Trieste
S.C.p.A.
In its classical configuration the THR02-TDC is configured for a 2D delay
line detector, in such a way that for each detected particle the instru-
ment can compute the XY position and exact arrival time with respect
to a trigger signal, that can be external or internal to the acquisition
system. The THR02-TDC has 4 independent input channels, with four
separate time converters, coupled with four Constant Fraction Discrimi-
nator (CFDs). In fact, the amplitude and width of the pulses coming out
from an MCP assembly can vary appreciably depending, in our setup,
on the distance between the MCP and the anode, on the voltage applied
between them and the counting rate of the events. Moreover, a further
spreading of the pulse width is introduced by the amplifier section, which
always contains a high frequency noise filter; the width of the final pulse
is around 4ns. The use of CFDs in a fast crossover configuration, in-
stead of simple threshold discriminators, is needed in order to measure
delay signals almost unaffected by peak amplitude variations. The start
and stop ECL (emitter-coupled logic) signals coming from the CFDs are
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fed to the Time-to-Digital converter (TDC) devices implemented in the
THR02-TDC. The CFDs receive an analog input which is converted by
the discriminators to a digital pulse, preserving the temporal information;
the task of the TDCs is to establish in which instant the event occurred
and provide a digital representation of the event elapsed time. The TDC
board hosts two ACAM TDC-GPX chips, one for each detector dimension.
The THR02-TDC system hosts an ethernet controlled Altera Cyclone II
FPGA motherboard, which controls the TDCs, handles the flux of events,
controls their logical consistency, elaborates the (x, y, t) coordinates, and
menages the transfer of the digitalized data to the acquisition PC through
a fast PCIe board connection. A scheme of the acquisition system is shown
in fig.7.25.

Preamplifier

STOP Y

Preamplifier

START Y

Preamplifier

STOP X

Preamplifier

START X

CFD

CFD

CFD

CFDDelay

Delay

TDC

TDC

FPGA
PC

(PCIe board)

THR02-TDC

Figure 7.25: Simplified block diagram of the data acquisition system.

The THR02-TDC electronics is controlled in remote by a client-host server
protocol. The ”raw” data are sent to a host PC, which is directly con-
nected to the THR02-TDC electronics through an ethernet bus. A client
PC (the main acquisition computer) receives the analyzed data from the
host PC via a point-to-point connection, without interfering with the data
transfer between the host PC and the THR02-TDC module. The data
exchange between the THR02-TDC, the host computer and the client
computer is managed via a software developed by Elettra-Sincrotrone
Trieste S.C.p.A. based on the LabVIEW programming code. The Lab-
VIEW code responsible for the parameters setting of the THR02-TDC
module and data transfer between host and client PCs, has been inte-
grated in the spectrometer acquisition general software, also based on the
LabVIEW programming code. The software has also been upgraded in
order to efficiently record and process the imaging data produced by the
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two-dimensional detector. The particles hit positions and times recorded
by the cross delay anode are processed by the THR02-TDC hardware
and the host PC software are converted into a bi-dimensional image that
represent the photoelectron spectrum projection on the analyzer’s exit
plane. The image is represented in the software as 1000×1000 temporal
bins matrix. The adopted detector is a 30 mm×30mm cross delay line
and a set of three 29mm×29mm masks is placed between the MCPs and
the resistive anode; such setup correspond to an active image of 800×800
temporal bin out of the 1000×1000 bins sized matrix. Each temporal bin
corresponds to ∼27 ps (30 µm), i. e. the digital time resolution of the
TDCs; the temporal precision (FWHM) is of approximately 3 bins, which
corresponds to a spatial resolution of about 0.1 mm. One dimension of
the 2D image is associated to the kinetic energy dispersion of the electron
beam, while the other dimension is the angular dispersion of the beam.
Through a calibration procedure based on recording photoemission spec-
tra of different gases at different pass energy, the bin time scale can be
converted to kinetic energy scale. The 2D image is analyzed by the ac-
quisition software in the following way: for each kinetic energy scanned
by the electron analyzer a single snapshot image, centered at the selected
kinetic energy, is acquired and integrated in a 1D histogram by selecting
a ROI (region of interest) of 700×700 temporal bin, in order to minimize
the small distortions in intensity and space linearity that occurs at the
detector edges that can affect the resolution of the reconstructed spec-
trum. The temporal bin scale of the 1-D histogram is then converted to
the corresponding energy scale depending on the energy dispersion at the
selected pass energy. The histograms are summed according to their ki-
netic energy and the intensity corresponding at each kinetic energy value
is weighted for the number of times that it has been acquired. The 2D
image histograms are also saved in a matrix and can be analyzed afresh
by a data analysis software based on the Igor Pro programming code. For
each acquisition raw images, the reconstructed photoelectron spectrum,
and the matrix containing all the 1D-histograms are saved. The user can
choose the binning of the images as well as the reconstructed spectrum,
independently from the central kinetic energy step of the energy scan.
The use of a 2D position sensitive detector allowed a significant improve-
ment in the counting rate with respect to a single channeltron. The
active area of the latter was limited by a 1mm×15mm rectangular slit
to 10mm2. In the case of a position sensitive detector no exit slits are
used, and the entire active surface can be exploited. The use of a 40 mm
radius MCPs and a mask of 29mm×29mm increased the active detec-
tion area of a factor ∼84 with respect to the channeltron detector; this
factor is however reduced by the gold mesh transmission (90%) and the
MCP open area ratio of 60%. This factor has been recently improved
by the use of funnel type MCPs, characterized by an open area ratio of
90%, with an improvement of a factor ∼2 in the counting rate. While
in principle a channeltron detector can collect all the impinging particles
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(depending on its efficiency) regardless the events time scale, in a cross
delay lines detector the counting rate is limited by the the propagation
speed of the signal in the two meander lines, namely 10 ns and 12 ns for
the upper and lower meanders respectively. Moreover, a particle hit is
classified as a real event only if all the four signals from the delay lines
are recorded, and if the (X, Y) coordinates time difference fall in a time
window between 3ns and 10 ns, depending on the detector settings. This
data processing produces an non negligible fraction of discarded particle
hits as false events. However, the use of two-dimensional cross delay line
anode detector exhibits several advantages with respect to a channeltron
device. The high spatial and temporal resolution makes it simple to inte-
grate counts over the desired distance along the non-dispersive direction.
The real time direct observation of the projection on the detector of the
particle beam image at the exit plane of the analyzer is an useful tool
to monitor the behavior of the electronic optics, in particular during the
experimental conditions optimization. The most important feature of a
2D detector is the possibility of acquiring entire spectra in a single shot,
by exploiting the energy dispersion of the analyzer; in our case, the energy
range covered by the detector ranges from 0.7eV at a 5 eV pass energy,
to approximately 2eV at 15eV pass energy . The acquisitions can take
place in a single shot mode, exploiting the detector energy dispersion,
or in a scan mode, where lenses and hemispheres potentials are changed
in steps, extending the acquisition over the desired energy range. In the
latter case, single-shot data are scaled and summed, according to the volt-
age settings. The improvements in detection sensitivity, acquisition time
and resolution of such bidimensional detectors are of great importance in
gas-phase experiments, particularly when dealing with very low sample
densities, where the counting rate with conventional devices can be of the
order of 10-50 c/s, such as in the case of transient and reactive species,
as well as for enantiopure chiral samples, were in some cases a very small
amount of sample is available.
The fringing field effects typical of electron hemispherical analyzers has
been partially corrected by the use of a bias electrode positioned in an
asymmetric configuration immediately after the entrance slit, between the
latter and the analyzer inner sphere; in this way the first order focusing
conditions of the analyzer are restored and energy resolution of approx-
imately 30-35meV, 40-45 meV and 60-65 meV respectively at 5 eV, 10
eV, and 15 eV pass energies is achieved in the entire kinetic energy range
investigated.
The ARPES-TPES end station can operate in three different modes: An-
gle Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy mode, Constant Ionic State
Spectroscopy mode and Threshold Phototoelectron Spectroscopy mode,
covering a kinetic energy range from 0.5eV up to 100eV. The experimen-
tal apparatus can be interfaced with the CiPo and Gasphase beamlines of
the Elettra Synchrotron in Trieste.
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7.2.3 Detector implementation and characterization

The 2D detector mounted on the ARPES-TPES analyzer is shown in
fig.7.26. The A/R plate was modified in order to accommodate the detec-
tor assembly. The detector, hosted in a T-piece at the analyzer’s exit (see
fig7.23 and fig.7.24) is mounted on a special aluminum support and kept
in position on the A/R plate by a spring between the support and the
T-piece flange (see fig.7.24). The three-element electrostatic lens has been
modified in a more compact design and all the isolation PEEK (Polyether
ether ketone) spacers responsible for the electric insulation and the inter-
nal alignment of the analyzers elements (lens, inner and outer spheres,
A/R plate etc.) were redesigned.
The 2D detector system (power supplies, acquisition electronics, pream-
plifiers etc.) was tested with both laboratory sources (He lamp) and
synchrotron radiation by recording UPS spectra of noble gases (Ar, He),
N2 and O2, in order to characterize the detector performance, and deter-
mine the energy dispersion functions of the detector, i.e the relationship
between the photoelectron kinetic energy and the impact position on the
detector as a function of pass energy. A linear relation was found of the
type Ek(meV/bin) = a+ b× E0, with a =0.072256 and b =0.15758.
Fringing field effects became evident in phenomena such as the distortion
of the electron beam images at the detector, non linearity in the kinetic
energy scale and lost of resolution. In order to reduce these effects elec-
tron trajectory simulations were performed using the SIMION Ion and
Electron Optics simulator and a deflecting electrode was developed in or-
der to restore the first-order focusing conditions of the analyzer.
Moreover, the experimental apparatus was modified in order to use a new
dichroic setup, were the electrons are detected at the magic angle with
respect to the circularly polarized radiation propagation axis; this latter
setup allows to perform PECD experiments, and thus the experimental
determination of the dichroic parameter D. It is therefore possible with
the same end station to measure all the three photoionization dynamical
observables using linearly and circularly polarized synchrotron radiations
available at Elettra.

7.2.4 Deflecting electrode

After studying the feasibility of the fringing effects corrections proposed in
the literature on our experimental apparatus, we developed a specifically
designed electrode for fringing field correction. The electrode is machined
in aluminum with a trapezoidal profile over a 60◦ arc of circumference, as
shown in fig.7.27. The electrode is mounted on the A/R plate, between the
inner hemisphere and the analyzer entrance slit, and electrically isolated
by two PEEK spacers; a voltage referred to the inner sphere potential can
be applied to the electrode by a home made bipolar floating ±2.5V power
supply. The effect of the shape and position of the deflecting electrode was
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Figure 7.26: Front view of the 2D detector assembly mounted on the ARPES-TPES cham-
ber analyzer. The outer hemisphere has been removed in order to make visible the detector
(in the upper part it is possible to see the squared gold mesh of the detector) and the an-
alyzer’s entrance slit.
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Figure 7.27: The deflecting electrode (green component) developed for the ARPES-TPES
end station analyzer and its mounting in the analyzer.

studied by ray tracing simulations with the SIMION software. In fig.7.28
are compared trajectories of electrons flying in the analyzer without the
deflecting electrode (panel a) and with it (panel b). In absence of the
electrode, due to the fringing field effect in the region where the electrons
experience the transition from the electrostatic lens potential to the 1/r2

potential of the hemispheres, the trajectories are distorted and do not
follow the analyzer mean radius path, as expected in the case of an ideal
analyzer. Moreover, the focal point of the electron beam does not corre-
spond to the exit plane of the analyzer, and a lost in energy resolution is
expected as a result. In principle, the losses in the focusing properties of
the analyzer can be compensated by defocusing the electron beam at the
analyzer entrance by changing the electrostatic lens voltage; however this
implies a significant lost in the analyzer transmission. If we now insert in
the simulations the deflecting electrode after the entrance slit and apply
an attractive potential, the electrons trajectory can be corrected and the
focusing properties of the analyzer restored.

Figure 7.29 shows the effect of the deflecting electrode on the 2D image
of the detector expected by SIMION ray tracing: the electron beam ex-
hibits a better focusing on the detector plane (see panel a) and hence an
improvement in the energy resolution. This is clear in the histograms of
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a)

b)
Figure 7.28: Cross-sectional view of the electron beam trajectories in the hemispherical
analyzer without the bias electrode (panel a) and with the deflecting electrode (panel b)
, with a pass energy of 5eV, central kinetic energy 10eV, particles energy separation 100
meV, optimum focusing lens voltage 20V, deflecting electrode voltage -2.5eV (same voltage
as the inner sphere). It can be seen (panel a) how the electron beam (red) trajectories
in the analyzer does not follow the central trajectory (blue) and is not focused on the
detector due to the distortion of the static electric fields (green). Panel b shows how the
bias electrode acts as a trajectory corrector deflecting the electron beam, thus improving
the energy resolution, focusing conditions and energy dispersion linearity.
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Figure 7.29: Trajectory simulation of an electron beam (Pass energy 5eV, central kinetic
energy 10eV, particles energy separation 100 meV, optimum focusing voltage 20V) in the
ARPES-TPES hemispherical analyzer, with and without the deflecting electrode (red and
black dots/lines respectively). In panel a is shown the projection of the trajectories on the
2D image, while in panel b are shown the image profiles. It can be noted from the image
profiles the dramatic improvement in the resolution in the case of the deflecting electrode.
The best bias voltage of the electrode in this case has been found to be -2.5eV, i.e. the
same potential of the inner sphere, in accordance with the value obtained by ray tracing
simulations.
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the image profiles in panel b where the same peaks integral is obtained.
Hence, with the use of a bias voltage applied to the electrode, an improve-
ment in resolution without a lost in the analyzer transmission is obtained.
The bias voltage of the deflecting electrode and the best (maximum trans-
mission) focusing voltage were optimized with the SIMION programming
code in order to have the best optimum values for the entire kinetic energy
range for different pass energies. The improvement in energy resolution
was also observed experimentally. This is shown in fig.7.30, where the re-
constructed photoelectron spectra of an Ar/N2 mixture (recorded at pass
energy 15 eV and photon energy 50 eV) are compared: it is evident from
the better peak separation in the images, as well as in the spectra, the
significant improvement in the detector resolution gained with the use of
the bias electrode, as expected by the electron trajectories simulations.
The SIMION trajectory simulations, shown in fig.7.31, show how the dis-
tortion in the analyzer electric field generated by the electrode deflects the
electron trajectories towards the inner sphere. As a consequence the elec-
tron trajectories are deflected towards the mean radius of the analyzer.
This bending in the trajectories is confirmed by simulating an electron
that enters the analyzer with an angle of 5◦, as shown in fig.7.32, ob-
taining the same effect as in the case of the chosen bias voltage of the
deflecting electrode. The effect caused by the electrode is thus similar to
the case of fringing filed correction by the use of tilted input lens axis,
with the advantage of a much simpler geometry.
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Figure 7.30: Photoelectron spectra of a Ar/N2 mixture recorded at 50eV photon energy
with 15eV of pass energy, rectangular slits size of 1.2mm×12mm, with the bias electrode
(left panels) and without the bias electrode (right panel). It can be noted the improvement
obtained by using of the bias electrode (kept at the same potential of the inner sphere).
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a) b)

Figure 7.31: Zoom of the Cross-sectional view of a single electron trajectory (dotted line)
in the hemispherical analyzer without the deflecting electrode (panel a) and with the bias
electrode (panel b), with a pass energy of 5eV, central kinetic energy 10eV, optimum
focusing voltage 20V, bias electrode voltage -2.5eV (same potential as the inner sphere). It
can be noted how the bias voltage of the electrode deflects the electron trajectory towards
the analyzer’s mean radius.
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a) b)

Figure 7.32: Zoom of the Cross-sectional view of a single electron trajectory (dotted line)
entering the hemispherical analyzer with an angle of 0◦ (panel a) and with an angle of 5◦

(panel b), with a pass energy of 5eV. The tilted entrance angle of the electron reproduces
the effect of the deflecting electrode.

7.2.5 Software development

The hemispherical analyzer voltages, the analysis of the 2D images from
the cross delay line anode detector, and the THR02-TDC parameters are
controlled via an acquisition software based on the LabVIEW program-
ming code. The original software based on a single channeltron detector
has largely been upgraded in order to be compatible with the new data
format of a two-dimensional detector and was interfaced with the CiPo
and Gasphase beamlines of the Elettra Synchrotron. The main issue in
the software upgrade was the detector signal processing, since a single
channeltron device and a two-dimensional detector have a completely dif-
ferent data format. In the case of a single channeltron, at each scanned
kinetic energy, the analog signal from a counter is acquired through a
PCI board; at each pass energy, only the central kinetic energy electrons
reach the detector and thus for each kinetic energy scanned by the an-
alyzer the correspondent electron signal is recorded, and the photoelec-
tron spectrum is built simply by a one-to-one correspondence between
electron counts and central trajectory kinetic energy. The case of a bidi-
mensional detector is more complex, since for each central kinetic energy
scanned by the electron analyzer, the entire kinetic energies dispersion
of the electron beam, defined by the chosen pass energy, is recorded by
the detector. The data received from the detector are thus in the form
of a 2D image of the spectrum projection on the exit plane of the an-
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alyzer, and they need to be further processed in order to extract the
one-dimensional photoelectron spectrum. The LabVIEW code package
provided by the Elettra-Sincrotrone S.C.p.A responsible of the data ex-
change between the THR02-TDC electronics and the acquisition PC (the
client PC in the host-client protocol) was implemented in the general ac-
quisition software of the ARPES-TPES end station; in this way the data
from the detector are displayed as a 800×800 bin 2D image. The software
can operate essentially in five different modes.

• Continuous time scan: this function is used to monitor in real time
the images at the detector, and is used during the experimental con-
ditions optimization procedure. This function can also be used to
record a fixed portion of the spectrum by simply changing the kinetic
energy of the central trajectory of the snapshot window.

• ARPES mode: this function permits to record the photoelectron
spectra by scanning the desired kinetic energy range at different de-
tection angles. The central kinetic energy of the snapshot is scanned
by the analyzer at fixed pass energy; the central kinetic energy is the
kinetic energy of the electrons that exit at the detector center.

• Constant Ionic State (CIS) mode: this function allows to record
CIS spectra, in which a selected ionization state (constant binding
energy) is studied as a function of photon energy.

• Threshold Photoelectron Spectroscopy (TPES) mode: the collection
energy of the electron spectrometer is tuned to accept electrons of
nominally zero kinetic energy (less than ∼1meV). Unlike in conven-
tional PES where the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is varied,
in the TPES technique the kinetic energy is fixed while the photon
energy is scanned.

• Focusing Voltage Scan mode: in this function it is possible to mon-
itor the detector image as a function of focusing lens potential, in
order to obtain the best focusing curve suitable for the experimen-
tal conditions as a function of pass energy and the selected kinetic
energy range.

Depending on the operating mode the bidimensional image has to be pro-
cessed in different ways by the acquisition software. In the case of the
ARPES mode, in order to reconstruct the photoelectron spectrum, the
software code was written in the following way: a ROI defined by free
cursors on the 2D image is selected by the user and a 1D-histogram (in-
tensity scale of the photoelectron spectrum is built by integrating along
the angular dispersion direction. The image temporal bin x-scale is con-
verted into the kinetic energy scale by the appropriate energy dispersion
conversion formula; the bin is converted to a fixed energy value accord-
ing to the selected pass energy and the scanned central kinetic energy.
Each kinetic energy value is then sorted depending on the energy scale
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Figure 7.33: User interface of the LabVIEW acquisition software of the ARPES-TPES
chamber. It can be noted the 2D image projection of the N2 photoelectron spectrum and
its 1D-histogram as a function of photon energy.

binning chosen by the user and projected on the final spectrum kinetic en-
ergy scale. The histograms of each single image are sorted with the same
procedure and summed; a weighting procedure based on the number of
recorded snapshots ensures the same statistics for each kinetic energy
value of the reconstructed spectrum. This image analysis procedure is
based on the LabVIEW code adopted by the ALOISA beamline of the
Elettra Synchrotron. The final results are: a real time reconstructed pho-
toelectron spectrum, a matrix containing all the histograms and scanned
kinetic energies for a refined post-acquisition analysis. All the acquired
images are also saved. In the CIS mode a ROI is used to select a spe-
cific ionic state and the spectrum is built simply by plotting the signal
integral in each ROI delimited snapshot versus the scanned photon en-
ergy. The same procedure is applied in the TPES mode. In both cases
the raw images and the matrix containing the 1D histograms are saved
for a post-acquisition analysis based on a code written in the IGOR Pro
programming language. The software has been upgraded in order to to
be interfaced with the GasPhase beamline of the Elettra Synchrotron. An
example of the ARPES-TPES acquisition software user interface is shown
in fig.7.33.
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7.3 Osmium Tetroxide

The implemented 2D electron detector system was tested in the measur-
ing of the asymmetry parameter of the valence photoionization process
of OsO44 molecule, using linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. This
molecular system was chosen as experimental model molecule for several
reasons. First of all, mononuclear and polynuclear organometallic clus-
ters containing heavy metals are a class of interesting and technologically
relevant species due to their large use in catalysis[219], the elucidation of
the nature of metal-metal bonding in polynuclear complexes, is of inter-
est both for the rationalization of the relative stability and reactivity of
these complexes, and for the understanding of their ionization and frag-
mentation processes[220]. From a theoretical point of view, the study
of both mononuclear and polynuclear metal clusters poses several chal-
lenges due to their complex electronic structure for the presence of strong
correlation effects and the need of relativistic corrections for the heavy
metal centers[221, 222]. Moreover, osmium tetroxide is a highly corrosive
species, and is thus suitable for testing the performance of the photoelec-
tron spectrometer in extreme conditions, as it will operate in the case of
other reactive species, such as radicals. The OsO4 reactivity required to
operate in a very low sample concentration regime, that is conditions sim-
ilar to those required for investigating enantiopure chiral species. Most
importantly, only one experimental study of the valence photoionization
dynamics of OsO4 is present in the literature[223, 224], where the pho-
toionization cross sections are reported for the first five ionization PE
bands. Although the asymmetry parameter is consider far more sensitive
observable for studying dynamical aspects then relative integral cross sec-
tions, this kind of study has not yet been performed. Our work thus fill
this gap in the photoionization dynamic of osmium tetroxide by report-
ing for the first time the experimental measurement of the asymmetry
parameters for the outer valence ionization channels and performing the-
oretical calculations of both cross section and asymmetry distribution at
the DFT and TDDFT level, highlighting the importance of correlation
in the electronic continuum spectrum. The experimental data acquisition
procedure and the data analysis procedure are described in appendix B.3.

7.3.1 Osmium tetroxide: valence photoionization

The valence PE spectrum of OsO4 recorded at hν = 40 eV and θ = 54.7◦

(magic angle) is reported in fig.7.34. Linearly polarized radiation and
the magic angle of detection avoid including photoelectron angular dis-
tribution effects in studying partial cross sections as a function of photon
energy. The five bands, denoted as features A-E in the figure, are in ex-
cellent agreement with the published PE spectra of OsO4[225, 226], and
exhibit all but band E vibrational structure, which has been suggested
to be mainly due to the ν1(a1) ”breathing” vibrational mode excitation.
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Figure 7.34: Outer-valence PE spectrum of OsO4 recorded at hν = 40 eV and θ = 54.7◦

(magic angle), using 15 eV pass energy, and linearly polarized synchrotron radiation.

Osmium tetroxide has the following valence electronic structure:

(1a1)2(1t2)6(1e)4(2t2)6(2a1)2(3t2)6(1t1)6

The assignment of the five photoelectron bands is reported in tab.7.3.
The first band, A, is assigned to the 2T1 ion state, which corresponds to
the ionizations from the 1t1 MOs, the bands B and C, separated by 0.4
eV, to the spin-orbit components associated with ionizations from the 3t2

MOs with strong contribution of O 2p atomic orbitals (AOs), namely the
2T2 spin-free ion state. The fourth band, D, is assigned to the 2A1 ion
state, while the last band E, includes the remaining outer valence MO
ionizations (2E and 2T2 ion states). Finally, the valence MOs 1a1 and
1t2 are essentially symmetry adapted linear combinations of O 2s AOs,
whose ionizations are energetically not accessed by He-I radiation. This
assignment has been put on a firm basis by a theoretical fully relativis-
tic Xα calculation based on the transition-state method (TS)[227], and
also confirmed by more recent high level ab-initio EOM-SOCCSD calcu-
lations [228].
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Figure 7.35: High-energy valence PE spectrum of OsO4 recorded at hν = 80 eV and θ =
54.7◦ (magic angle), using 15 eV pass energy.

It is possible to note from tab.7.3 that the ∆SCF KS procedure can pro-
vide good estimates of the valence IEs since discrepancies with the avail-
able experimental data are of the order of 0.2 eV, even tough the accuracy
varies with the ionic state considered, and gets worse for the higher-energy
states. Moreover, the KS ∆SCF estimates a spin-orbit splitting of the 2T2

ionic state (bands B and C in Fig.7.34) as large as 0.36 eV, in good agree-
ment with the corresponding experimental one of 0.40 eV, indicating that
spin-orbit effects are rather accurately described at the ZORA-KS level.
The accuracy of the ∆SCF estimates given in this work is, on average,
higher than the TS values reported in ref.[227], and comparable to the
best ab-initio values[228]. Regarding to the AO composition of the ion-
ized orbitals, calculated at the TZP/LB94 level, the results are in broad
agreement with past investigations[224]. In particular, the 1t1 MO is non-
bonding, 3t2 and 2a1 have dominant contributions from the O 2p AOs,
while the metal d orbitals are heavily hybridized with ligands O 2p AOs
in the two innermost MOs 2t2 and 1e of the valence shell, which have a
strong bonding character. This last remark has strong implications in the
departure of the cross-section behavior of ioniation from these MOs from
a pure atomic behavior characteristic of ionizations from atomic Os 5d
orbitals.

The unusual width and shape of band E in the IE region 16.33-16.78 eV,
although comprising two (or three relativistically) ionizations, appears to
be heavily affected by vibronic excitations or alternatively is a consequence
of a strong breakdown of the one-particle picture, with a dense manifold of
satellite states, predicted in ref.[229], which however seems to significantly
overestimate such effects for the outer ionizations, and does not describe
accurately this region. A clear presence of satellites is however seen in
the experimental spectrum at higher energies shown in fig.7.35, where the
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full valence ionization range is reported. The prominent F band centered
at 30.85 eV is clearly assigned to main O2s ionizations, possibly broken
by many-body effects, while two sharp peaks due to Os 4f7/2 and 4f5/2
ionizations, located respectively at 64.65 eV and 67.37 eV (features H
and I) are in the middle of the broad Os 5p3/2 and 5p1/2 peaks (G and
J), observed at 58.80 and 71.98 eV and showing a very large spin-orbit
splitting.

7.3.2 Osmium tetroxide: photoionization cross sec-
tions

The partial photoionization cross sections for the outer-valence orbitals of
OsO4 computed at the DFT and TDDFT level are displayed in fig.7.36,
together with the experimental data from ref.[224]. A general good agree-
ment between the calculated values and the available experimental data
can be observed in the entire photon energy range investigated. Although
the TDDFT approach is expected to be more accurate, it does not over-
come the simpler and computationally cheaper KS method, which is good
in perspective, since a KS treatment of the photoionization dynamics
could be the only feasible approach for the study of more extended polynu-
clear metal clusters. The only noticeable instance where TDDFT is clearly
needed for a quantitative agreement with the experiment is the high-
energy behavior (above 70 eV photon energy) of the cross section for the
ionization of the metal-based d orbitals 1e and 2t2, where the KS profile
is seen to underestimate the experimental intensity. Although the super
Coster-Kronig decay[230, 231] of the 5p→ 5d singly excited state into the
available open continua (5p65dn + hν → 5p55dn+1 → 5p65dn−1 + e−)[223]
can be gathered from the scatter of the experimental points around 50-60
eV, the cross section modulation is much more pronounced in the TDDFT
profiles. This is a clear indication of p-d giant resonant enhancement of
the cross section of this band, coinciding with the Os 5p subshell ionization
energies (2P3/2=49eV, 2P2/2=61eV[232]). This behavior is expected from
molecular orbitals (MOs) having significant Os5d character. Moreover,
the ”double hump”, visible in the experimental cross section for band E
(ionizations from the 1e and 2t2 MOs) and exhibiting an energy separa-
tion close to the spin-orbit splitting of the two 2P thresholds (Os 5p−1),
cannot be reproduced by our non-relativistic TDDFT method. However,
the method can represent (although damped by the convolution proce-
dure) the first few members of the 5p→ nd Rydberg series converging to
the Os 5p threshold, which cannot be resolved in the experimental data
due to their limited energy resolution. We should also point out that our
DFT/ZORA scalar relativistic treatment cannot provide an accurate re-
production of the energy position of 5p −→ nd excitations. This explains
why the agreement of the theoretical predictions with the experimental
data can be expected to be at best semi-quantitative in resonant regions.
Compared to the other outer valence ion states, the partial cross section
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for the ionization from the 2a1 MO (band D of the experimental PE spec-
trum) exhibits a distinctly different behavior, in the predicted magnitude,
as well as for the presence, in the KS profile, of a maximum at around
45 eV photon energy, which is also predicted at the TDDFT level, only
superimposed on modulations due to the decay of the 5p−→ nd excita-
tions. We ascribe this resonant enhancement to the occurrence of a shape
resonance in the t2 continua, and which does not affect the other ion-
ization channels in a noticeable way, in agreement with the experimental
observations[223, 224]. In fig.7.37 are reported the experimental photoion-
ization cross section branching ratios (obtained from the data measured in
this thesis at the magic angle θ = 54.7◦) for the A-E PE bands of OsO4 as
a function of photon energy, together with the same experimental branch-
ing ratios derived from the relative cross sections measured in ref.[224].
It is evident the very good agreement between the two independent sets
of data, this confirming the high accuracy of both experimental measure-
ments. Moreover, in the same figure, the corresponding branching ratios
calculated at DFT and TDDFT level of theory in this work are reported
for comparison, and also show a good agreement with both experimental
data sets.
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Figure 7.36: DFT (dotted line) and TDDFT (solid line) partial cross sections for the outer
valence ionizations of OsO4, compared with the experimental data (circles) taken from
ref.[224].
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Figure 7.37: Experimental and theoretical photoionization cross section branching ratios
for the outer valence ionizations (bands A-E) of OsO4 as a function of photon energy. The
two set of experimental data are from this work (red circles), and derived from Green et
al.[224] (green circles). The theoretical data are obtained in this work and calculated at
different levels of theory, DFT (black broken line) and TDDFT (blue solid line)
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7.3.3 Osmium tetroxide: photoelectron asymmetry
parameters

The asymmetry parameters β(hν) associated with the OsO4 outer valence
PE bands have been studied experimentally function of photon energy in
the 17-90 eV energy range. Pairs of PE spectra recorded at θ = 0◦ and θ
= 54.7◦, from which the β(hν) values have been derived, are reported in
fig.7.38 for a representative set of photon energies.
The experimental β parameters for the outer valence ionizations of OsO4

measured in this work are reported in fig.7.39 together with the calculated
theoretical values. All the curves are characterized by a rise, from neg-
ative values close to the ionization thresholds, to positive values, except
for the 2a1 MO, where a very pronounced oscillation in the asymmetry
parameter profile is observed. The agreement between the DFT/TDDFT
estimates and the experimental β data is overall very satisfactory for all
PE bands, with the exception of narrow energy windows corresponding to
resonant regions: the agreement can be considered quantitative for the E
band (1e−1 + 2t−1

2 ionizations), while the theoretical predictions under-
estimate the experimental β values for the 1t−1

1 (band A) and 3t−1
2 (band

B) ionization, although the shape of the experimental profiles is closely
reproduced by the calculated curves. The agreement between theory and
experiment seems to be less accurate for the 2a−1

1 (band D) ionization in
the threshold region, and the experimental data suggest for this ionization
a more damped β oscillation in the energy interval of the shape resonance,
in somewhat closer agreement with the TDDFT predictions. Above 60 eV
photon energy the experimental β values are instead consistently under-
estimated by both DFT and TDDFT. The high-energy behavior of the
asymmetry parameters profiles are somewhat MO dependent: very flat
for the 1t1 ionization, with a broad maximum in the case of the 3t2 and
for the ionization from the 1e and 2t2 MOs, while damped oscillations are
superimposed on a rising background for the 2a1 ionization.
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Figure 7.38: Outer valence photoelectron spectra of OsO4 recorded at the magic angle θ =
54.7◦ (red curves) and θ = 0◦ (black curves), and at different photon energies (panels a-f).
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Figure 7.39: Experimental asymmetry parameter profiles for the outer valence ionizations
of OsO4 together with the calculated by DFT (broken line) and TDDFT (solid line).
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7.4 Propylene Oxide

Propylene oxide is an organic compound industrially produced on a large
scale, whose main application is in the production of polyether polyols
in making polyurethane plastics[233]. Besides its industrial applications,
propylene oxide is an important model chiral molecule and unique in hav-
ing been characterized in previous experiments for directional and aligning
properties by electrostatic hexapole techniques[235]. In 2016 propylene
oxide has been discovered as the first chiral molecule in space by McGuire
et al. by means of astronomical detection in absorption toward the Galac-
tic center[234]. This important result highlights the relevance of a deep
understanding of radiation-chiral molecule interaction since it has been
suggested that enantiomers of chiral molecules can interact differently
with circularly polarized radiation of define helicity, and that this mech-
anism can potentially generate in space an enantiomeric excess, which is
considered the first step towards the evolution of life on Earth in abiotic
theories[236]. Little is known on the dissociation energetics and dynamics
of chiral molecules in the high energy regimes. This prompted us to in-
vestigate on the formation and dissociation processes of propylene oxide
dications.

7.4.1 Propylene Oxide: dissociation channels and
threshold energies

The fragmentation dynamics of the propylene oxide following single pho-
ton double photoionization were investigated in the 18-37 eV photon
energy range by PEPIPICO spectroscopy with linearly polarized syn-
chrotron radiation. The data acquisition and data analysis procedures
are described in appendix B.2. As an example of the fragmentation pat-
tern of the C3H6O molecule, the mass spectrum recorded at 32eV photon
energy is shown in fig.7.40. The total ion mass spectrum (black solid
curve in fig.7.40) exhibits several mass peaks associated with different
dissociation ion products (the most relevant fragments are highlighted in
the figure), as well as the mass peak of the parent ion, C3H6O+. The ex-
perimental mass spectrum has been compared to a previously published
spectrum[237] (red histogram in fig.7.40), and a very good agreement has
been found.
In fig.7.41 a coincidence map recorded at 37eV photon energy is shown,
together with the the total ion time of flight mass spectrum. The coinci-
dence islands observed correspond to the various two-body fragmentation
channels: for instance, at the crossing of the time of flight of the C2H+

4 ion
(first ion) and the time of flight of the CH2O+ ion (the second ion) a coin-
cidence map can be seen. This indicates that the two ions were produced
in the same fragmentation event. Moreover, the shape and slope (45◦) of
the island suggest that it is a complete two-body dissociation mechanism.
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A similar discussion can be done for other coincidence events.
The analysis of the coincidence maps recorded in the 18–37 eV photon
energy range indicate that double photoionization of propylene oxide, pro-
duces mainly the following two-fragment ion channels:

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → C2H

+
4 + CH2O

+ (1)

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → C2H

+
3 + CH3O

+ (2)

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → CH+

2 + C2H4O
+ (3)

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → CH+

3 + C2H3O
+ (4)

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → C3H

+
6 +O+ (5)

C3H6O + hν → C3H6O
2+ + 2e− → OH+ + C3H

+
5 (6)
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Figure 7.40: Total ions mass spectrum of propylene oxide recorded at 32eV photon en-
ergy (black curve) and its comparison with the NIST[237] reference electron impact mass
spectrum (red histogram). The ion products of the main dissociation channels are also
highlighted.

The relative abundance for each dissociation channel is reported in tab.7.4.
The most abundant fragmentation reaction (∼67% of the total average
yield) is the channel (1) in tab.7.4 arising from the C1-C2 and C2-O bonds
breaking in the C3H6O2+ molecular dication (see fig.7.42). The lighter ion
C2H+

4 (m/z = 28) is the most abundant in the mass spectrum of propylene
oxide published by NIST[237], while the heavier one (CH2O+, m/z = 30)
is also present but with lower abundance, as confirmed by previous exper-
imental results[238, 239]. The second most abundant channel is reaction
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7.4 Propylene Oxide

Figure 7.41: A portion of the mass spectrum and ion–ion time-of-flight correlation of ions
produced by single and double photoionization of propylene oxide at 37.0 eV. The coinci-
dence plot is related to the main recorded fragmentation channels leading to C2H+

4 /CH2O+

and C2H+
3 /CH3O+ product ions. In such type of bidimensional plot, which is typical of

double photoionization experiments, the two time-of-flight values of a couple of ions pro-
duced in the same photoionization event define a point.

(2), with a relative abundance of ∼18%, arises from the same bond break-
ing as reaction (1) but with a hydrogen atom migration from the C2H4

moiety to the CH2O+ moiety. Reactions (3) and (4) in tab.7.4, namely
CH+

2 + C2H4O+ (m/z=14 and m/z=44) and CH+
3 + C2H3O+ (m/z=15

and m/z=43), with relative yields of ∼8% and ∼5%, respectively, are also
related by H-exchange, even if also a direct bond breaking can occur (re-
fer to fig.7.42). In reaction (5), C3H+

6 + O+ (m/z=42 and m/Z=16), an
oxygen atom is lost after the C1-O and C2-O bonds breaking with charge
separation, while reaction (6) in tab.7.4 arises from a similar dissociation
mechanism with a hydrogen atom migration on the oxygen atom, leading
to the two C3H+

5 (m/z=41) and OH+ (m/z=17) fragments. Both chan-
nels are characterized by a very low abundance, ∼2% for channel (5) and
∼0.2% for channel (6).
More information can be thus extracted from a coincidence experiment
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Figure 7.42: Scheme of the possible fragmentation patterns in the VUV double photoion-
ization of propylene oxide based on the results of tab.7.4.

Table 7.4: Product ions of the double ionization of propylene oxide, their average abun-
dance at the photon energies investigated, Kinetic energy released (KER) and the relevant
threshold energies.

Dissociation Average Ea
max, KER Ea

max, KER Ea
max, total Threshold

channel abundance of the of the KER energy
(%) heavier ion (eV) lighter ion (eV) (eV) (eV)

1 C2H+
4 + CH2O+ 66.70 2.3±0.2 2.5±0.2 4.9±0.3 28.3±0.1

2 C2H+
3 + CH3O+ 18.70 2.4±0.2 2.8±0.2 5.3±0.3 29.2±0.1

3 CH+
2 + C2H4O+ 7.84 1.0±0.2 3.1±0.2 4.2±0.3 28.5±0.1

4 CH+
3 + C2H3O+ 5.00 1.5±0.2 4.5±0.2 6.1±0.3 29.0±0.3

5 C3H+
6 + O+ 1.59 1.2±0.2 3.3±0.2 4.7±0.3 29.0±0.2

6 OH+ + C3H+
5 0.17 * * * 32.1±0.3

a: value of the KER at the maximum of the distributions.
∗: too weak to extract the KER distributions.

such as the one performed on the propylene oxide with respect to a simple
ion mass spectrum. At each photon energy, the total counts of ion pairs
(coincidence islands in fig.7.41) triggered by the electrons produced in
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photoionization of propylene oxide in the 18.0–37.0 eV photon energy range. The process
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5 , also observed, has not been reported in the graph because of too
low intensity.

the double photoionization process and detected in coincidence give the
intensity and the cross section of the two-body fragmentation channels.
In order to study the threshold and the energy dependence of the two-
body dissociative channels (see tab.7.4), we have integrated the density
of the ion pair coincidence events, normalized with respect to the total
ion yield, as a function of the photon energy. The results are plotted in
Fig.7.43 for all fragmentation channels of tab.7.4 (except the least intense
one that is reported in the sixth row) while in Fig.7.44 the relative cross
sections for the same channels with their relative threshold energies are
shown separately.

For each open dissociation channel, the threshold energy were determined
by using the Wannier threshold law[240], which has the form:

σ++(E) = σ++
0 (Eγ − IE++)n (7.4.1.2)

in which σ++
0 is the constant of proportionality (σ++

0 = σ++ for (Eγ −
IE++) = 1eV ), Eγ is the photon energy, IE++ is the double photoion-
ization threshold, and n is the Wannier parameter. For systems with high
number of electrons, the threshold law is usually approximated by a lin-
ear function, i.e. n=1[242]. The Wannier function has been applied in
many experimental works in order to extract the double photoionization
thresholds[243, 244, 245]. The appearing potential for the main dissoci-
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7.4 Propylene Oxide

ation channels are reported in tab.7.4. An indirect estimate of the first
double photoionization potential of propylene oxide, which can be com-
pared to the lowest threshold energy of the ion-ion dissociation channels,
can be extracted from the analysis of the core-level photoelectron and
normal Auger spectra, reported by Piancastelli et al.[246]. In fact, the
interpretation of the Auger spectra can be achieved by using a procedure
developed by Cini et al.[247], which is based on the calculation of the
self-convoluted local density of state (LDOS) at the C and O atoms, in
the case of propylene oxide. In this model, the adiabatic DIP is given by
the following formula.

DIP = IEv1 + IEv2 + U (7.4.1.3)

Where IEv1 and IEv2 are the binding energies of the valence orbitals in
which the final holes are located, in the specific case both at the HOMO,
while U is the effective hole-hole interaction energy in the model. For
the adiabatic DIP both IEv1 and IEv2 can be substituted by the value of
10.44 eV (the first ionization energy of propylene oxide from reference 8
in [246]), while U is estimated from Piancastelli et al. to be 10eV in the
case of the C KVV normal Auger spectrum. Considering an additional
energy shift of -1.7eV, necessary to have a quantitative match between
the calculated LDOS Auger spectrum and the experimental one, from
the work of Piancastelli et al. we estimated a double photoionization
threshold of 29.2 eV. Such a result was confirmed by Alberti et al.[248]
in C 1s excitation and ionization of propylene oxide studied by means
of photoabsorption, photoemission, and photoelectron-Auger electron co-
incidence experiments using linearly and circularly polarized synchrotron
radiation. Another method to estimate double photoionization thresholds
has been given by Molloy et al.[249] in the form of an empirical formula
which relates the lowest double ionization energy to the lowest single ion-
ization potential of the same molecules (IE+ in eq.(7.4.1.4)).

DIP = 2.8× IE+ (7.4.1.4)

Equation (7.4.1.4) works surprisingly well for a wide range of closed shell
molecules. Using this ”rule of thumb”, where in our case IE+ = 10.44eV,
again a DIP value of 29.2eV is obtained.
In the experiment presented in this thesis, we directly estimate the first
double photoionization energy as the lowest threshold energy for the
propylene oxide molecule of 28.3±0.1eV (reaction (1) of tab.7.4), which
is in reasonable agreement with the indirect estimate of 29.2eV. More-
over, we identified and measured the threshold energies for each opened
two-body dissociation channel presented in tab.7.4.
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7.4 Propylene Oxide

7.4.2 Propylene Oxide: KER distribution

The KER distributions of the two ion products of the main decay chan-
nels, reported in tab.7.4, have been analyzed as a function of photon
energy [see appendix B.2]. The results are reported in figures 7.45, 7.46,
7.47. An important result is that the intensity of the KER peaks depend
on the photon energy, but their positions and shapes do not change ap-
preciably. It is well known that all microscopic photochemical processes
leading to two-body fragmentations are driven by the dynamics on mul-
tidimensional potential energy surfaces, leading to both ionic and neutral
fragment products which involve avoided curve crossing, saddle points,
and various non adiabatic couplings, determining the opening toward the
exit channels. On the basis of the present experimental findings, some
qualitative considerations on the dynamics associated with the ion-ion
separation coordinates can be made. Particularly, the observation that
the peak position and shape of KER do not change with the photon en-
ergy suggests that the excess energy, that is the difference between the
incident photon energy and the appearance energy of the considered chan-
nel, is distributed either in the internal degrees of freedom of the fragment
ions or in the kinetic energy of the ejected electrons, or both. The KER
peak positions for the various channels are reported in tab.7.4, while in
figures 7.45, 7.46, 7.47 the KERs for reactions (1)-(5) are shown. It was
not possible to determine KER distributions related to product ions of
reaction (6) due to the too low intensity of recorded signals for OH+ +
C3H+

5 coincidences.

The symmetric shape of the KER distributions makes easy fitting by a
simple Gaussian function. This can be considered as a clear indication
that each fragmentation channel involves a well-defined single specific re-
gion on the multidimensional potential energy surface,associated with the
effective intramolecular interaction within the C3H6O2+ molecular dica-
tion frame and responsible for the opening of the various two-body frag-
mentation channels, at all investigated photon energies. Therefore, for all
investigated fragmentation reactions, the excess of the used photon energy
with respect to the double ionization threshold energy should be released
as the kinetic energy of ejected electrons. The only exception is consti-
tuted by the recorded total KER distribution for CH+

3 + C2H3O+ product
ions, shown in fig.7.47 for the investigated photon energy range, and in
fig.7.48 for two selected above threshold photon energies, namely 35.0eV
and 37.0eV. It is evident that these total KER distributions are charac-
terized by a bimodal behavior, previously observed also in the fragmen-
tation of other molecular dications. such as CO2+

2 and C2H2+
2 [250, 251].

In fig.7.48, the data are best fitted (full line) by the combination of two
Gaussian functions (dashed lines), clearly indicating a bimodal behavior,
depending on two possible microscopic mechanisms for the two-body frag-
mentation of this channel. This is an indication that the reaction CH+

3

+ C2H3O+ may occur by two different pathways: in one case (the most
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Figure 7.45: The KER distributions of the C2H+
4 + CH2O+ ( blue line panel a) and C2H+

3

+ CH3O+ (blue line panel b) formed in the double photoionization of propylene oxide, at
different photon energies. The KER distribution for the heaviest ion (black line) and the
lightest ion (red line) of each channel are also reported in function of the photon energy.
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Figure 7.46: The KER distributions of the CH+
2 + C2H4O+ (panel a) and C3H+

6 + O+

(panel b) formed in the double photoionization of propylene oxide, at different photon
energies. The KER distribution for the heaviest ion (black line) and the lightest ion (red
line) of each channel are also reported in function of the photon energy.
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Figure 7.47: The KER distributions of the CH+
3 + C2H3O+ formed in the double pho-

toionization of propylene oxide, at different photon energies. The KER distribution for the
heaviest ion (black line) and the lightest ion (red line) of each channel are also reported in
function of the photon energy.
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Figure 7.48: The KER distributions of the CH+
3 + C2H3O+ formed in the double pho-

toionization of propylene oxide, at two different photon energies, namely 35.0eV (red line)
and 37.0eV (blue line). In the figure, the data (markers) are best fitted (full line) by a sum
of two Gaussian functions (dashed line), indicating a bimodal behavior fingerprint of two
competing microscopic mechanisms.
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important one), the two microscopic mechanisms can involve a direct frag-
mentation of the molecular dication into CH+

3 and C2H3O+ products and
different internal energy states of C2H3O+. In the second mechanism, the
fragmentation can also involve an internal rearrangement of the molecular
bonds of the dication and possible atom migration. Moreover, it should
be pointed out that CH+

3 and C2H3O+ fragments can also be formed in
an electronically excited state. Therefore, two distinct mechanisms oc-
cur for the dynamics along paths in multidimensional potential energy
surfaces of the intermediate dication produced in the double photoioniza-
tion process, accompanied by its breaking in two fragments. Moreover,
from the measured KERs, assuming that the KER is coming simply from
the Coulomb repulsion (being the dominant interaction component), it is
possible to estimate that the main and the less important channels start
from 2.4 and 3.6 Å separation distances between ionic fragments. For the
other ion-ion dissociation channels (reactions 1-5), the same KER analysis
suggests that only one critical distance is operative, intermediate between
two values given above.
For a deeper insight into the dissociation yielding the reaction products
CH+

3 + C2H3O+ it is worth considering the work by Nobes et al.[252]
on the structure and stability of the gas-phase C2H3O+ ion. These au-
thors found that only three different isomers of C2H3O+, shown in fig.7.49,
can be stable and observable species in gas-phase experiments. This was
also confirmed experimentally by Burges et al.[253]. In order of their de-
creasing energetic stability, the most stable is the acetyl cation [CH3CO]+

(structure I in fig.7.49) which is followed by the 1-hydroxyvinyl cation
[CH2CHOH]+ (structure II in fig.7.49), and finally the less stable is the
cyclic oxiranyl cation [CH2CHO]+ (structure III in fig.7.49). The first
two isomers are characterized by a linear structure, while the oxiranyl is a
cyclic isomer with a triangular [C· · ·O· · · C] ring. It has to be noted that
the difference in the relative energy between the most stable acetyl cation
and the two other isomers is not very different. The acetyl cation is 181
KJmol−1 (≈ 1.87eV) more stable respect to the 1-hydroxyvinyl cation,
while the oxiranyl cation is located at 244 KJmol−1 (≈ 2.53eV) above the
more stable acetyl cation[252]. The experimentally measured energy dif-
ference between peak maxima of the two Gaussian functions used to best
fit the recorded KER of the CH+

3 + C2H3O+ channel, is equal to ≈ 2.1 ±
0.3 eV, and corresponds within the quoted error to the difference in the
translational energy of the two possible C2H3O+ ion isomers produced via
two different microscopic mechanisms, following the Coulomb explosion
of the intermediate [C3H6O]2+ dication. Even tough the experimental
value of 2.1 eV is very close to both the energy differences between the
1-hydroxyvinyl cation and the acetyl one, and the oxyranil and acetyl ions
(the energy difference of ≈0.7eV between the oxyranil and 1-hydroxyvinyl
cations is too small to be considered in the discussion), it seems to fit bet-
ter with the formation of the most stable linear acetyl cation with a higher
translational energy content, to which we can associate the KER distribu-
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tions centered at about 6.1eV in fig.7.48, and the formation of the cyclic
oxiranyl isomer, to which we can relate the less intense KER distributions
of fig.7.48 located at about 4.0 eV, which is produced with a lower kinetic
energy respect to the previous one, being ≈2.53eV less stable than the
other. Of course, we cannot exclude completely the possible formation of
the 1-hydroxyvinyl cation, but the fact that its production by Coulomb
explosion of the molecular dication should involve a hydrogen shift toward
the Oxygen atom, resulting in a ring opening, and the fact that the 1.87
eV energy difference in stability between acetyl and 1-hydroxyvinyl iso-
mers, as calculated by Nobes et al., do not fit properly with the difference
in the translational energy characterizing the formation of C2H3O+ ions
from the two different recorded mechanisms, make this hypothesis less
probable.
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Figure 7.49: Semiquantitative energetic schematic diagram showing the two competing
microscopic mechanisms for the unimolecular fragmentation of the intermediate propylene
oxide dication forming the two more probable C2H3O+ isomers of channel (4) in tab.7.4:
the oxiranyl cation (structure III) and the acetyl cation (structure I). In the figure is
reported also the third possible stable isomer, the hydroxyvinyl cation (structure II).
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7.4.3 Propylene Oxide: photoions angular distribu-
tion

The angular distributions measured with respect to the polarization axis
of the linearly polarized synchrotron radiation of all ion pairs of reactions
1-5 have been measured as a function of photon energy. The projection
of the 3D ion distributions on the plane of the MCP (2D images) have
been analyzed, and their best fit allowed to obtained the symmetry pa-
rameter of the ion pair angular distribution. These results are reported in
figures 7.50, 7.51 and 7.52, at selected photon energies, namely 29.7, 30.6,
31.8, 33.5, 35.0, and 37 eV. The red curves in the figures are obtained
as best fit of the experimental data (black dots) using a procedure based
on eq.(5.5.0.4), and satisfying the total angular momentum conservation
condition of the two fragment ions (see appendix B.2). The derived β
values and the associated errors are also reported. Panel b of fig.7.52
shows that at photon energies sufficiently above threshold, i.e. 37.0 eV,
all the dissociation channels exhibit an anisotropic value of β, that ranges
from 0.59 to 0.65, the only exception being the channel C3H+

6 + O+ who
shows an isotropic distribution (β ∼ 0) in the entire investigated pho-
ton energy range (see panel a of fig7.50). This difference is an indication
that channel (5) proceeds with a different mechanism with respect to the
other dissociation reactions, which instead show an anisotropic behavior
of the asymmetry parameter. It is worth noting that the anisotropy in the
angular distribution of the emitted fragment ions can appear only if the
separation of the two ionic fragments in the dissociative double ionization
takes place in a period shorter than the rotational period of the molecular
dication involved in the Coulomb explosion. At variance with reaction
5 the other two-body fragmentation channels, reactions (1)–(4), appear
to be characterized by two different contributions being active in their
respective angular distributions of ion pair products (see figures 7.50,7.51
and 7.52): an isotropic contribution which is dominant near the ionization
threshold (low photon energies) with β ∼ 0, and an anisotropy component
(with ions emission preferentially in a parallel direction with respect to
the polarization vector of the light) increasing as the photon energy in-
creases, reaching the maximum values at 37.0 eV, the highest investigated
photon energy, equal to 0.63 for the C2H+

3 + CH3O+ reaction (panel b of
fig.7.50), 0.59 for channel CH+

3 + C2H3O+ (panel a in fig.7.51), 0.63 for
the channel C2H+

3 + CH3O+ (panel b in fig.7.51), and 0.61 for the channel
CH2O+ + C2H+

4 (panel a in fig.7.52). This observation is an indication
that for reactions (1)-(4) the intermediate molecular dication of propy-
lene oxide at low photon energies, i. e. near threshold (on average up to
about 31.0 eV), should be formed in its ground electronic state charac-
terized by a lifetime longer than its typical rotational period of the order
of 10−10-10−12 s[254] with a consequent isotropic fragment ions emission
by a slow charge separation mechanism (β ≈ 0) in the related recorded
angular distributions. At higher photon energies it should be possible to
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form excited vibronic states of the propylene oxide dication characterized
by shorter lifetimes, that can lead to the opening and progressive increase
of an anisotropic component in the recorded angular distributions. The
experimental setup used in this PEPIPICO experiment can probe a time
window from about 50 ns up to 2.5 µs, depending on the used experimen-
tal set up. Thus, in the absence of evidences in the recorded coincidence
maps of any traces due to metastable dications (see next section), it is
only possible to fix an upper limit of ∼50 ns for the lifetime of the inter-
mediate propylene oxide molecular dication formed in our experimental
conditions. The reaction yielding CH+

3 + C2H3O+, although displays an
increase of the asymmetry parameter as a function of photon energy, is
characterized by a different behavior with respect to dissociation channels
(1), (2) and (3). It can be seen from fig.7.51 (panel a) that the angular
distribution of the ion products of this channel preserves a clear isotropic
character (β ≈0) up to the recorded distribution at a photon energy of
31.8 eV. Such observation is consistent with the bimodal behavior ob-
served in the KER dostributions of the channel, and could be due to two
different microscopic mechanisms involved in the two-body fragmentation
process, as discussed in the previous section.

7.4.4 Propylene oxide: metastable ions

Molecular dications are usually thermodynamically unstable and tends to
dissociate into two singly charged fragment ions because of the coulombic
repulsion which dominates the long range interaction between the two
fragments. However, stable and metastable molecular dications can be
experimentally observed due to the fact that at short range covalent bond-
ing can overcome the repulsive coulombic forces within the molecule. The
interplay between these forces determines the stability of the molecular
dication; the forces are finely balanced in metastable states where molec-
ular dications are stable for nanoseconds or longer and then fragment.
Many metastable molecular dications have been experimentally observed
with the same PEPIPICO techinques presented in this thesis[245, 255,
256, 257].
The typical signature of metastable decay of a doubly charged ion is a
”stripe” of intensity distribution extending across the coincidence map,
from the island of the ion pair to a point on the map diagonal (where the
times of flight of the two ions are equal) that correspond to the flight time
of the doubly charged parent ion. A second branch of intensity extends
upwards from the same diagonal point, making a complementary angle to
the diagonal itself. This pattern forms a “V” shape near the diagonal and
the lengths of the two arms of the ”V” are related to the kinetic energy
released in the charge separation process[258]. The coincidences along the
“tail” are due to the fragmentation of the metastable molecular dication
in the ionization source and acceleration regions of the time-of-flight mass
spectrometer, whereas the coincidences in the “V” are due to metastable
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Figure 7.50: Angular distributions of the C3H+
6 + O+ (panel a) and CH+

2 + C2H4O+

(panel b) channels as a function of the photon energy. Dots intensity in the ordinate axis
are in arbitrary units, and the error bars are omitted for clarity being of the same order
of magnitude of the dot dimensions. On the right side is also reported the anisotropy
parameters referred to related photon energy.
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Figure 7.51: Angular distributions of the CH+
3 + C2H3O+ (panel a) and C2H+

3 + CH3O+

(panel b) channels as a function of the photon energy. Dots intensity in the ordinate axis
are in arbitrary units, and the error bars are omitted for clarity being of the same order
of magnitude of the dot dimensions. On the right side is also reported the anisotropy
parameters referred to related photon energy.
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Figure 7.52: Angular distributions of the CH2O+ + C2H+
4 (panel a) channel as a function

of the photon energy. In panel b a comparison of the angular distributions of ion pair
products formed by main recorded two-body fragmentation reactions (reactions (1)–(5))
following the double photoionization of propylene oxide at a photon energy of 37.0eV is
reported. Dots intensity in the ordinate axis are in arbitrary units, and the error bars are
omitted for clarity being of the same order of magnitude of the dot dimensions. On the
right side is also reported the anisotropy parameters referred to related photon energy.
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Figure 7.53: Panel a: Spectra of coincidences for the double photoionization of CO2 at 44
eV photon energy, where the different areas for the analysis of the lifetime of metastable
(CO2+

2 )∗ dication are indicated as A, B and C. Panel b: density of coincidences between
one photoelectron and two photoions within the areas B and C, as a function of the time
difference t2 − t1. The dotted line represents a Monte Carlo simulation with τ = 3.1 µs
and KER = 4 eV. The image is adapted from from ref.[257].

dissociation in the drift region. The lifetime of the molecular dication can
be derived in several ways: one is to fit the whole intensity distribution
pattern using a Monte Carlo simulation for a chosen set of decay param-
eters. This procedure was adopted in ref.[257], and the result is reported
in fig.7.53.

In the case of propylene oxide dication, such metastable ”tail” in the coin-
cidence map is not observed. In fact, looking at fig.7.41 no clear evidence
of an intensity trace starting at an ion pair and reaching the dication
mass peak at ∼1915 ns (m/z = 29, the half with respect to the singly
charged [C3H6O]+ ion at m/z = 58) is observed. This is also the case at all
other photon energies investigated. The absence of such peculiar structure
clearly indicates that, in the double photoionization of propylene oxide in
the 18.0–37.0eV energy range, the intermediate molecular molecular dica-
tion is a short-lived transient species having a lifetime shorter than 50 ns
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(the minimum time window in our experimental setup). Thus, the quite
intense mass peak visible at m/z = 29 (1915 ns) in figures 7.40 and 7.41 is
more likely to be associated with the CHO+ fragment, which is one of the
most abundant ion products in the single ionization of propylene oxide
(∼55% relative abundance)[238], rather than to the the [C3H6O]2+ dica-
tion since no fingerprint traces of metastable fragmentation is observed,
even if a small percentage of the molecular dication can still overlap with
the CHO+ ion signal.
Although there are no clear evidences of the presence of a metastable
dications, some peculiar metastable fragmentation features are observed
in the coincidence map for the propylene oxide molecule, as shown in
fig.7.54. In the figure four distinct metastable traces can be observed,
labeled as 1 to 4: the first three metastable tails are all converging to the
singly charged propylene oxide ion ([C3H6O]+ ) peaked 5440 ns (m/z =
58) (see the total ion mass spectrum, red solid line in fig.7.54). This is an
evidence of the existence of a metastable singly charged propylene oxide
molecular ion, that dissociates in an ionic product plus a neutral energetic
fragment. This neutral fast fragment is also detected by the 2D position
sensitive detector due to its high impact energy onto the MCP detector.
The presence of a ”tail” and the absence of a ”V” shape feature near the
molecular ion trace points out that the fragmentation of the metastable
ion occurs in the ion extraction region or in the accelerating stage, but
not in the time of flight tube. In the case of trace ”4” the tail converges
to the m/z = 57 peak, i.e the metastable [C3H6O]+ formed by a neutral
hydrogen atom loss that further dissociates into an ion product and a
neutral fragment. Future Montecarlo simulations on the trajectories of
such metastable ions could shed more light into the lifetimes, dissociation
mechanism and energetics of these metastable singly charged ions.
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Figure 7.54: Coincidence map (sum of all recorded photon energies) in the 1800 - 3000
ns time window of propylene oxide. Four metastable traces (label 1-4) can be observed
converging to the [C3H6O]+ and [C3H5O]+ ion signals. The total ion mass spectrum is
also reported (red solid line).

7.5 1-methoxy-2-propanol

The data presented in the next section are part of a research project, to
which a part of the Ph.D. program was dedicated, in an international col-
laboration with Associate Professor V. Zhaunerchyk of the Department
of Physics of the University of Gothenburg. The project was focused
on the study of chiral recognition mechanism in gas phase molecules by
the use of IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy. Vibrational spectroscopy has been
extensively used for the characterization of jet cooled chiral complexes
[259, 260, 261, 262, 263], providing information on local binding sites,
in particular for hydrogen-bonded systems, and can thus allows a better
understanding of the chiral recognition mechanisms. High power far-IR
free electron lasers (FEL) facilities are used in the application of infrared
multi photon dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy to the study of biologi-
cally relevant molecules in the gas phase, particularly in the case of ionic
and protonated species [126, 127, 264, 129].
Recently [265], a new techniques based on IRMPD spectroscopy was de-
veloped and successfully applied to gas phase molecules by ionizing (and
so probing) the molecular dissociation products with vacuum ultravio-
let (VUV) photons and analyzing them with a mass spectrometer. The
resonant absorption of multiple IR-FEL photons induces the molecular
dissociation of the target molecule and its oligomers, then a VUV laser is
used to ionize the fragments, that can be analyzed by their mass. Probing
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these fragments as a function of the IR wavelengths allows the recording
of the vibrational spectrum. This technique shows several advantages in
the study of jet cooled molecular cluster: i) it enables measuring IR spec-
tra for molecules of arbitrary structure, including molecules that do not
contain a chromophore, and ii) the spectra of monomers and oligomers
can be recorded simultaneously.
We have applied IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy in the study of the 1-methoxy-
2-propanol (Meth-Prop) chiral dimers, embedded in supersonic jets, in
order to probe the possibility of this technique in studying the chiral
recognition mechanisms in biomolecules. Vibrational spectra of homochi-
ral (formed by only S-enantiomer units) and heterochiral (formed by
both S-enantiomer and R-enantiomer units) oligomers in the far-IR re-
gion can provide information about their structure, shedding more light on
enantiomer-specific interactions between the moieties. In fact, the spectral
region in the interval of 400 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1, the so called fingerprint
region, usually contains a series of unique absorption bands, thus allow-
ing an unambiguous identification of molecular structures [133, 134, 135].
Moreover, the study of such small protoype molecules in the gas phase
enables combining theoretical calculations with the experimental mea-
surements, which allows a better understanding of the chirally-selective
molecular interactions.

7.5.1 IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy of 1-methoxy-2-propanol

The IR spectra measured for both the enantiopure and racemic mixture
were analyzed using the same procedure. The data acquisition procedure
is described in appendix B.4. A detailed description of the data analy-
sis procedure can be found in ref.[132]. Briefly, the raw IRMPD spectra,
expressed as fragmentation efficiency upon IR photons absorption, were
normalized to the FELIX laser power. In addition to the dimer parent ion,
corresponding to m/z = 180, also the m/z = 119 and m/z = 135 frag-
ments, whose gain spectra match the depletion spectrum of the parent
dimer ion, has been added to the m/z fragmentation yield, in order to im-
prove the data statistics. Spectra recorded at different power attenuation
were corrected for accordingly. The frequency scale has been calibrated
measuring the output wavelength of each FELIX pulse, with an accuracy
of ∼ ±2 cm−1. The spectra have been corrected for background events
measured in absence of IR pulse, i.e. deriving only from VUV laser. The
sample density was checked to be constant in each set of data, using the
integrated mass spectrum for the 1-methoxy-2-propanol monomer (m/z
= 90) when the IR pulse was off.
The experimental IR absorption spectra of the 1-methoxy-2-propanol dimers
in the range of 540 cm−1 - 1510 cm−1 for the enantiopure and racemic
samples are shown in fig.7.56. Both spectra show a large number of vi-
brational bands in the investigated frequency range; the two spectra are
quite similar in this spectral region, though significant differences can be
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Figure 7.55: 3D molecular structure of the 1-methoxy-2-propanol molecule.

observed in the 1320-1500 cm−1 range and more clearly in the spectral
feature around 1084 cm−1, shifted to higher frequencies in the case of
the racemic mixture. The frequency range between 800 cm−1 and 1000
cm−1 is characterized by three strong features, namely at 864 cm−1, 927
cm−1 and 986 cm−1, that are very similar in intensity and frequency in
both spectra. The spectral region 530-750 cm−1 is the one that shows the
most prominent differences between the enantiopure and racemic samples
spectra. In the pure SS dimer spectrum two main vibrational bands are
observed at 566 cm−1 and 587.6 cm−1 respectively. The IR spectrum of
the racemic mixture dimer, in addition to the same two intense bands ob-
served in the case of the enantiopure sample, exhibits a strong vibrational
band peaked at 627 cm−1. Since aliphatic alcohols are flexible molecules,
the 1-methoxy-2-propanol molecule may exist in different conformers and
this gives rise to different patterns in the IR spectra. Hence, in order
to interpret the IR features observed in the experimental IRMPD-VUV
spectra, a theoretical conformational analysis of the homo- and heterochi-
ral dimers has been performed. The Gibbs free energies and Boltzmann
distributions for the lowest energy dimer’s conformers have been calcu-
lated using the G4MP2 method[278]. Only the lowest energy conformers
with a Boltzmann distribution greater than 0.05 at 300 K were taken into
account. The six conformers found for the SS dimer are shown in fig.7.57,
while the five conformers found for the RS dimer are shown in fig.7.58.
Each B3LYP harmonic frequency line has been convoluted with a gaus-
sian function, with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to 1% of
the wavelength. The convoluted theoretical spectra were compared with
the experimental ones, in order to assign conformer-specific features in
the measured spectra, as shown in fig.7.59 and fig.7.60 for the homochiral
case and the homo/heterochiral mixture respectively.
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Figure 7.56: IRMPD spectra of pure enantiopure (red solid line) and racemic mixture
(black solid line) of 1-methoxy-2-propanol dimers.
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Figure 7.57: Stable conformations of the SS dimer calculated with the B3LYP functional.
The reported Gibbs free energies are relative to the lowest energy conformer (SS-I)
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Figure 7.58: Stable conformations of the RS dimer calculated with the B3LYP functional.
The reported Gibbs free energies are relative to the lowest energy conformer (RS-I).
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Figure 7.59: Comparison between the experimental enantiopure sample spectrum (black
solid line) and the calculated harmonic spectra of the lowest energy SS conformers at the
B3LYP level (panel a-h). A scaling factor of 0.98195 is applied to the calculated frequency
scale.
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Figure 7.60: Comparison between the experimental racemic sample spectrum (black solid
line) and the calculated harmonic spectra of the lowest energy RS conformers at the B3LYP
level (panel a-e). A scaling factor of 0.98195 is applied to the calculated frequency scale.
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The theoretical IR spectra of the lowest energy conformers for the SS
dimer are shown in fig.7.59), together with the experimental spectrum of
the enantiopure sample. The spectra of the six conformers are very similar
in the whole range between 1000 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1, while they differ
significantly in the far-IR region, i.e. below 800 cm−1 . By comparing the
theoretical results with the experimental data, conformer-specific spec-
tral features can be identified, if any. The calculated spectrum for the
SS-IV conformer (panel e in fig.7.59) shows an overall good agreement
with the experimental one, reproducing almost all the absorption bands
in the spectrum. Moreover it is the only conformer that can reproduces
the strong features at 1270 cm−1. The S-II conformer (panel b in fig.7.59)
exhibits a strong absorption feature at 1420 cm−1, in accordance with the
experimental results, and a relative strong feature in correspondence of
the broad vibrational band at 690 cm−1. The S-I and S-VI conformers
(panel h and panel a in fig.7.59 are the only two species for which a strong
feature below 600 cm−1 is expected, in agreement with the experimental
spectrum, but the S-VI conformer shows a strong spectral component at
769.8 cm−1, that is not clearly observable in the spectrum, also considering
the relatively good agreement in the peak position between the experi-
mental data and the harmonic theoretical spectra. On the basis of the
previous considerations, it can be stated that the greatest contribution to
the measured IR spectrum of the SS dimer is given by the conformers S-I,
S-II and S-IV. As shown in fig.7.57, in conformer S-I the two 1-methoxy-2-
propanol units are bonded together by a double hydrogen bond, involving
both hydroxyl groups and the two ether oxygen atoms. The two molecu-

lar units present a linear structure, with a ĈCC angle of 110.6◦, while the

ĈOC angle and ĈOH are 110◦ and 108.7◦ respectively. The conformer S-
II is also characterized by a double hydrogen bond, but in this case, while
one of the molecular units is planar, the other unit shows a C3-C2-C1-O
dihedral angle of 57◦, causing an helix-shape hydrogen bond (see fig.7.55
for the carbon atoms enumeration). The SS-IV conformer shows only one
hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl group of one molecular unit and the
methoxy group of the second 1-methoxy-2-propanol molecule. Both the
molecular units in the dimer have a linear structure, but unlike the SS-I
conformer, the dimer is not planar.
All the three conformers are characterized by an intense vibrational band
at 1490 cm−1, arising from the four methyl groups antisymmetric bend-
ing motion. Conformers S-II and S-IV exhibit an intense feature at 1440
cm−1, associated with the C2-C3 stretching coupled with the OH bend-
ing motion, that is not present in the calculated spectrum of conformer
S-I. Only in the case of conformer SS-II a strong absorption features is
expected by theory at 1413 cm−1, arising from the relatively localized C2-
C3 stretching mode, that implies also a strong H-C-O-H in-plane bending
motion, while in the case of the SS-IV conformer this vibrational nor-
mal mode is more delocalized in a C1-C2-C3 antisymmetric strething.
The two intense features observable in the experimental spectrum at 1395
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cm−1 and 1374 cm−1, predicted for all the conformers, are associated with
the C1-C2 stretching mode and the C2-C3 stretching mode respectively.
The strong vibrational band observed at 1337 cm−1 is also reproduced by
all the selected conformers, and can be associated with an OH bending
motion, Due to the fact that the hydroxyl group is involved in the hy-
drogen bond between the two molecular units in the dimer complex, is
expected that this normal mode is very sensitive to the dimer structure.
In fact, a frequency shift of several wavenumbers can be observed in the
harmonic spectra of the various homochiral conformers. The intense peak
at 1300 cm−1 is observed for all the selected conformers and can be asso-
ciated with a H-C-O-H torsional vibration, involving, also for conformer
S-IV, a hydroxyl group in a single hydrogen bond. The strong features
observed at 1270 cm−1 can be reproduced only by conformer S-IV. This
feature is associated with the H-C-O-H torsional vibration of the hydroxyl
group involved in two different hydrogen bonds. This normal mode is thus
characteristic of the single-hydrogen bond structure of this conformer, in
contrast with the double hydrogen bond of conformers SS-I and SS-II.
Even if also conformers SS-V and SS-VI exhibit the same single-bond
structure, the peculiar conformation of the SS-IV dimer can be held re-
sponsible for the clearly evident features in the experimental spectrum.
The last component of the broad band around 1300 cm−1, visible at 1250
cm−1, is common to almost all the conformers and it originates from the
-CH2 twisting motion. All the vibrational progression between 1250 cm−1

e 1320 cm−1 is thus associated with vibrational normal modes that in-
volve the -OH group, and is thus expected to be very sensitive to dimer
structure, and indeed this is the spectral region in which the theoretical
calculations predict the larger differences between the various conformers.
Also the strong absorption band is a common feature in all the conformers.
This feature is associated with C-O stretching involving the C1 carbon
and the oxygen atom of the methoxy group, and in effect the theory shows
a significant frequency shift between the conformers with a double hydro-
gen bond, and the S-IV conformer in which only one of the oxygen atom
in the methoxy groups is involved in a hydrogen bond. The region in the
spectral range 1000-1200 cm−1 shows three intense broad and overlapped
vibrational bands, in agreement with the theoretical harmonic calcula-
tions. The feature at 1157 cm−1 corresponds to a relatively localized C-C
stretching vibration between the C1 and C2 carbon atoms in the case of
the S-I and S-IV conformers, with the two stretching motions of the two
different molecular units being out of phase, while in the case of the S-
II conformers it arises from a C-C-O antisymmetric stretching, involving
the C1-C2 bond and the -OH group, with a difference of 8 wavenumbers
between the two motions in the two molecular units. In addition, both
S-IV and S-II conformers show a series of less intense features between
1130 cm−1 and 1160 cm−1, related to a strongly coupled C-O stretch-
ing at the C2 atom, and C2-C3 stretching modes. All three conformers
are characterized by a strong absorption band peaked at 1225 cm−1, in
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agreement with the experimental spectrum. For all the conformers this
feature is associated with an antisymmetric C-O-C stretching mode, at
the methoxy oxygen atom, that involves a strong deformation of the en-
tire molecular backbone. Also in this case a substantial frequency shift
can be observed for the the S-II conformer. The spectral region 1100-1030
cm−1 is characterized by a strongly coupled C2-C3 stretching vibration,
with a peculiar out of phase motion in the two molecular units for the
S-IV dimer. All three conformers show three strong absorption features
in the region 800-1000 cm−1,that can be associated with the features at
985 cm−1, 926 cm−1 and 860 cm−1 observed in the experimental spec-
trum. The first feature can be attributed to a strong C-O-C symmetric
stretching vibration, the second one to a C-C-O antisymmetric stretching,
strongly coupled with methyl group in C3 antisymmetric bending motion,
and the third feature arising from a C-C-C stretching vibration coupled
with a methyl group bending motion. The strong vibrational coupling of
the normal modes associated with the spectral features observed between
800 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 suggests a strong anharmonic nature of these
vibrational modes [266], that could explain the discrepancy between the
calculated harmonic frequencies and the experimental ones, while a better
agreement is observed in the spectral region 1200-1500 cm−1, this latter
characterized by more localized vibrational normal modes that can be
threatened in the harmonic approximation. The region below 800 cm−1

exhibits two intense broad absorption bands at 560 cm−1 and 690 cm−1

respectively. The latter can be assigned to an out-of-phase OH wagging
motion of the two hydroxyl group of the molecular units in both the SS-I
and SS-IV conformers (at 730 cm−1), and the lower frequency OH wag-
ging involving only one hydroxyl group of the S-II conformer. The band at
560 cm−1 can be attributed to the S-I conformer, which shows an intense
feature at 590 cm−1 arising from an in-phase OH wagging, that involves
both the hydroxyl groups in the double hydrogen bond. Also the small
features at 615 cm−1 in the enantiopure experimental spectrum can be
assigned to an OH wagging of the SS-II and SS-IV conformers. As the
spectral region in the 500-700 cm−1 range is associated with vibrational
modes that involve the hydrogen bond, this spectral region is expected
to be a finger-print region for the different interactions between S-S ena-
tiomers and R-S enantiomers, being the chiral center at the carbon atom
bonded to the OH groups involved in these hydrogen bonds, with thus a
different spatial orientation of the latter. In order to estimate the rela-
tive percentage of each conformer, the experimental spectrum was fitted
with a linear combination of the three selected conformers, minimizing the
root mean square between the experimental data and the theoretical ones.
Furthermore, this procedure allowed to find the proper scaling factor for
the calculated harmonic frequencies. The comparison between the aver-
aged theoretical spectrum and the experimental data is shown in fig.7.61.
A very good agreement is observed between the theoretical calculations
and the experimental spectrum. Almost all the features observed in the
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Figure 7.61: Comparison between the experimental IR spectrum of the pure S enantiomr
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IR spectrum can be reproduced by the harmonic calculations. It is worth
noting that, though an overall good agreement in the frequency position
can be observed, a strong difference between the calculated spectral line
intensities and the experimental relative intensities can be noted; this can
be related to the multi-photon nature of the IRMPD process, in which
the intensity and line profile of the absorption band depend on the IVR
effect efficiency[267].

The IR spectrum of the racemic mixture, shown in fig. 7.56, contains spec-
tral features arising from both the homochiral dimer and the heterochiral
dimer. Although the contribution of the SS dimer can in principle be
estimated in the spectrum, since by definition in a racemic mixture there
is 50% of each of the two enantiomers, the multiphoton nature of the
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IRMPD process makes a quantitative comparison of the relative fragmen-
tation yields difficult to implement, since the IVR efficiency, and hence
the fragmentation yield, do not always follows a linear relation with the
laser power, which was not constant in the whole set of data. However, the
comparison between the pure homochiral spectrum and the racemic mix-
ture spectrum highlights clear differences in various spectral features, that
can be explained on the basis of the various RS conformational structures.
A clear blueshift and peak broadening can be observed in the 1000-1200
cm−1 spectral region in the racemic mixture spectrum respect to the enan-
tiopure one. In 7.60 it can be noticed that only the RS-I (panel e)and
RS-II conformers (panel d) exhibit a series of strong absorption features
that can take into account the observed frequency shifts. Both these con-
formers possess one single hydrogen bond between the methoxy group
of one molecular unit, whose antisymmetric stretching is responsible of
the spectral features at 1092 cm−1, and the hydroxyl group on the other
molecular unit, whose bending motion is coupled with a strong C2-C3
stretching motion giving rise to the spectral component at 1076 cm−1.
The major differences between the two experimental spectra of fig.7.56
can be observed in the 540-750 cm−1; a new intense absorption band can
be seen at 630 cm−1. This feature could be explained by the dominant
spectral component predicted at 657 cm−1 for the RS-III conformer (panel
e in fig.7.60), whose structure is analogue to that of conformer SS-I (as
shown in 7.57 and fig.7.58). Both conformers are characterized by a double
hydrogen bond, but while in the case of the SS-I dimer both the hydroxyl
groups are orientated on the same direction with respect to the molecu-
lar plane identified by the two planar 1-methoxy-2-propanol units, in the
case of the RS-III conformer, because of the configurational inversion at
the C2 chiral center of the OH group in the (R)-1-methoxy-2-propanol
unit, the two hydroxyl groups are facing on opposite sides of the dimer
molecular plane, giving rise to a strong in-phase OH wagging, at a sig-
nificantly higher frequency respect to same vibrational motion observed
for the homochiral SS-I conformer. This phenomenon is a manifestation
of the chiral recognition mechanism, as the different spatial orientation of
the functional groups involved in hydrogen bonds between the two dimer
molecular units, due to the different configuration of the molecules bonded
together in the diasteromeric complex, could lead to different vibrational
modes and hence to fingerprint patterns in the far-IR spectral region, as
observed in the case of the 1-methoxy-2-propanol molecule. An analogous
phenomenon can be observed comparing the OH wagging motion of the
RS-I conformer and the SS-IV conformer, in which the configurational
inversion in one of the the molecular units leads to a strong shift in the
OH in-phase wagging motion, that appears at lower frequencies for the
heterochiral dimer, in agreement with the prominent shoulder at 575 cm−1

over the broad band observed at 560 cm−1 in the case of the homochiral
dimer IR spectrum.
Although the experimental investigation carried on the vibrational spectra
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Table 7.5: Experimental and theoretical frequencies of main vibrational bands. The har-
monic theoretical frequencies are scaled by a factor of 0.98915. All frequencies are reported
in cm−1. Notes: 1 = Involving both monomers, 2 = The two monomers show different
vibrational frequencies for the same vibrational mode.

Mode Exp. SS-I SS-II SS-IV
CH3 asym. bend1 1456 1466 1463 1464

C1-C2-C3 asym. stretch. 1440+1416 14511 1437+14132 1438+1414
+OH bend. (2) 1392

CH2 wagging (3) 1395 1398 1393 1392
CH3 sym. bend (4) 1374 1377 1374.7 1400.3

OH bending (5) 1337 1330.5 1341 1339.4
H-C-O-H torsion (6) 1300 1296.2 1303 1292
H-C-O-H torsion (7) 1270 • • 1272

CH2 twisting (8) 1254 1250 1258 1243.1
C1-O stretching (9) 1209 1205.5 1201 1203.9

C1-C2-O asym. stretch. (10) 1157 1149.9 1147 1153
C2-O stretch. 1144 112.5 1122 1131

+ OCH3 stretch. (11)
C-O-C asym. stretch. (12) 1121 1105 1129+1109 1108

out-of-phase C2-C3 streth. (13) 1084 • • 1080.1
in-phase C2-C3 streth. (14) 1070 1070.3 • 1069.3

C1-C2-C3 bending (15) 1058 • 1052.7 •
C-O-C sym. stretch. (16) 985 969.2 970+963 982

C1-O stretch. 925 916.2 312 914
+ C2-O stretch. (17)

C1-C2-O sym. stretch. (18) 860 853 852.3 845.5
out-of-phase OH wagging (19) 690 729.6 691.3 732.5

in-phase OH wagging (20) 560 590.2 632 639.2

of the 1-methoxy-2-propanol homo- and heterochiral dimers highlighted
clear spectral differences that could be associated with the chiral proper-
ties of the two diastomers (RS- and SS-dimers), the nature of the mul-
tiphoton absorption process, that could lead to frequency shifts, peak
broadening and intensity saturation effects, and the high number of possi-
ble conformers, together with the impossibility of separates the RS-dimer
IR spectrum from the SS-dimer spectrum, makes the interpretation of
the experimental results very challenging. Since the IRMPD-VUV spec-
troscopy is a mass selective techniques, the use of isotopically labeled
molecules in the case of one of the two enantiomer, permits to obtain
separated IR spectra for the all the possible oligomers, and further ex-
periments are thus planned. Moreover, the results obtained stimulates
the improvement of the theoretical methods, in both the conformational
analysis and in anharmonic frequencies calculations.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this work, a joint experimental and theoretical study of photoionization
processes in small gas-phase molecular systems is presented. The empha-
sis was placed on processes occurring in the VUV photon energy regime.
The peculiar properties of synchrotron and FEL radiation were exploited
in order to study the photoionation dynamics, photodissociation and chi-
ral properties of different molecular systems.
The photoionization dynamics for the epichlorohydrin, as a simple pro-
totype of chiral molecule, was investigated for the first time. The β(hν)
asymmetry parameters and photoionization partial cross sections for the
outer valence ionizations of epichlorohydrin have been measured as a func-
tion of photon energy by ARPES in the Cl 3p Cooper minimum region.
The β(hν) dynamical behavior displayed a wide oscillation only for the
second (23a) and third (22a) PE bands, where the oscillation of the third
band was found to be twice larger than that of the second band, while a
β(hν) monotonic increase, although differently structured, was observed
for the first and fourth PE bands. Both the asymmetry parameters and
cross sections have also been theoretically calculated, as a function of pho-
ton energy, at DFT and TD-DFT levels, for the three stable molecular
conformers of epichlorohydrin, and the corresponding Boltzmann average
curves, derived at room temperature, could be properly compared to the
experimental data. The dynamical behavior of asymmetry parameters for
the PE bands calculated at TD-DFT level were found in partial agreement
with the experimental results. While the low energy behavior was accu-
rately reproduced, important disagreement were found in the region of the
Cooper Minimum, although, at variance with DFT, its energy position,
notably the minimum in β(hν) displayed at 43 eV, was predicted in excel-
lent agreement with the experiment. The most important deviations were
found in the high energy behavior, namely the lack of β(hν) oscillation in
the third band, while that in the second was predicted of amplitude twice
larger than the observed one. A similar effect was also seen in the case
of the photoionization cross sections: the qualitatively good agreement
achieved in the low photon energy region deteriorates at higher photon
energies, in particular for the second and third PE bands. This findings
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were consistently interpreted as clear evidence of FISCI correlation effects
not accurately described by Kohn-Sham DFT orbitals, due to orbital mix-
ing upon ionization, favored by the absence of symmetry constraints in
a chiral molecule like epichloridrin. This interpretation has been further
confirmed by correlated ab initio CASSCF/Dyson orbital calculations. It
is expected that what observed here is a peculiar effect in the photoioniza-
tion dynamics of chiral molecules containing second row or heavier atoms.
The study of the photoionization dynamics in chiral molecules, although
the data are still under analysis and hence are not reported in this the-
sis, is continuing on other oxirane derivatives containing heteroatoms, in
particular the β(hν) and σ(hν) observables were also measured for the
methyl thiirane molecule and a similar dynamical behavior was observed
in the Cooper minimum region. Parallel to the experimental activity, an
improvement of the theoretical methodology is carried on, with the aim
of giving a more accurate description of the final state effects observed in
the photoionization of such chiral systems.
The double photoionization in the VUV energy region of a simple chiral
molecule of astrochemical interest (the propylene oxide) was studied by
Photoelectron-Photoion-Photoion Coincidence Spectroscopy with the use
of linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. The main two-body dissocia-
tion channels were identified and the double ionization threshold energy
of 28.3 ± 0.1 eV of for the propylene oxide molecule was estimated for the
first time. The threshold energies, the related branching ratios, the KERs
and the photofragment angular distributions were determined for all the
different ionic products as a function of the photon energy. The observed
bimodality in the measured KER distribution for the CH+

3 + C2H3O+

channel suggests that the formation of the CH+
3 ion may involve two dif-

ferent microscopic mechanisms in the Coulomb explosion fragmentation
dynamics of the intermediate C3H6O2+ dication. Further experiments
performed using isotopically labeled precursor molecules could clarify the
relative importance of the competing different pathways. Moreover, the-
oretical efforts will be done by our group in order to calculate the energy
and structure of dissociation ion products to provide additional infor-
mation on the dynamics of the charge separation reactions following the
double photoionization event. The results obtained on the propylene oxide
are of interesr not only for its atrochemical importance, but also because
such data on the molecular dication energetics, and nuclear dissociation
dynamics are mandatory information for further experimental and theo-
retical investigations of the interaction between chiral species and linearly
or circularly polarized light.
The chiral recognition mechanism in 1-methoxy-2-propanol oligomers was
studied by IR-FEL based IRMPD-VUV spectroscopy. The vibrational
spectrum of both the SS-dimers and RS-dimers were measured and com-
pared. Significant spectral differences can be observed in the low wavenum-
bers region (below 600 cm−1), suggesting a different chiral-specific interac-
tion mechanism in the two diastereomers that is reflected in the fingerprint
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region of the spectrum, a spectral region extremely sensitive to the molec-
ular structure. The experimental results were compared with theoretical
harmonic spectra calculated at the DFT-B3LYP level for different con-
formers. The comparison highlighted a possible manifestation of a chiral
recognition mechanism, as the different spatial orientation of the func-
tional groups involved in hydrogen bonds between different dimer molec-
ular units, due to the different configurations of the molecules bonded
together in the diasteromeric complex, can lead to different vibrational
modes, and hence to fingerprint patterns in the far-IR spectral region.
Further investigations performed by using isotopically labeled enantiomers
can lead to more conclusive considerations, since the two possible dias-
tomers (SS- and RS- dimers) can be identified by different masses.
Finally, a position sensitive cross delay line anode detector and a bias
voltage deflecting electrode where developed for the ARPES-TPES end
station. The upgraded experimental apparatus was used in the study
of the photoionization dynamics of the OsO4 tetraoxo compound. The
asymmetry parameter and photoionization cross section branching ratios
of the outer valence ionizations of OsO4 has been measured as a func-
tion of photon energy by linearly polarized synchrotron radiation. The
photoionization dynamics was calculated by the time-dependent density
functional theory (TDDFT) that is implemented in a linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO) scattering code, which uses a basis set of B-
spline functions. The theoretical results have been compared with the
available experimental data and a very good agreement has been found.
In conclusion, the photoionzation processes involving small gas-phase
molecules have been studied with advanced light sources, and new exper-
imental and theoretical data on the dynamics, dissociation and molecular
interaction mechanism were obtained for the chosen molecular systems.
The experimental work performed in this thesis lead to a significant tech-
nological advancement in the electron detection system of the ARPES-
TPES end station, as well as provided a strong motivation for developing
more efficient theoretical models describing the photoionization process
in chiral molecules.
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Appendix A

Differential photoionization
cross section

The following discussion is based on ref.[55]. The Hamiltonian perturba-
tion term H ′ on a N-electron system interacting with an electromagnetic
radiation can be approximated (in the weak field limit) as:

H ′ =
N∑
i=1

− e

mc
(pi ·A(ri, t) + A(ri, t) · pi) (A.0.0.1)

Here A(ri, t) is the vector potential of the incoming wave and p = −i~∇
is the momentum operator.
The Hamiltonian in eq.(A.0.0.1) can be simplified considerably: first we
can choose the Coulomb gauge for A, which fixes the divergences as ∇ ·
A = 0. Furthermore now p and A commute, and the first and second term
in eq.(A.0.0.1) can be combined. The field A(ri, t) can be represented as
a superposition of monochromatic plane waves, in the form:

A(ri, t) =
∑
k,ω

ε̂kak,ωe
(iωt−ikr) + c.c. (A.0.0.2)

In eq.(A.0.0.2) k and ω are the wave vector and angular frequency of the
incident radiation, and ε̂k its polarization unit vector. ak,ω = c

√
2π/ω is

an expansion coefficient. A third approximation can be done if we consider
that in general the wavelength of the absorbed radiation is much greater
than the typical atom/molecule size (for instance, in the methane molecule
the C - H distance is∼ 1Å and the wavelength corresponding to the energy
to overcome the first ionization limit is ∼ 985Å), and hence if we expand
the exponential term in eq.(A.0.0.2) using the Taylor - McLauren series

eikr = 1 + ikr + · · · (A.0.0.3)

we note that |k · r| << 1 and only the first term can be considered,
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i.e. the unity. This simplification is known as the electric dipole (E1)
approximation. The differential transition probability, between the initial
state of energy E0 and the final state Ef , can be then calculated according
to eq.(A.0.0.4).

dW = 2π|FEf,E0|2δ(E − E0 − ω)df

(A.0.0.4a)

FEf,E0 = −1

c

N∑
i=1

ak

∫
Ψ∗E0(x1...xN)(εk · Pn)ΨEf (x1...xN)dx1...dxn

(A.0.0.4b)

Where the δ(E−E0−ω) Dirac delta function expresses the energy conser-
vation law. Being the cross section defined as the transition probability
per unit incoming photon flux density, it can be directly derived from
eq.(A.0.0.4).

σ(ω) =
π2

ωc
|Df,0|2δ(E − E0 − ω)df (A.0.0.5a)

Df,0 =

∫
Ψ∗0(x1...xN)(εk · Pn)Ψf (x1...xN)dx1...dxn (A.0.0.5b)

In eq.(A.0.0.5) Df,0 is the electric dipole transition matrix element. In
the long-wave approximation the ”velocity” form of Df,0 of eq.(A.0.0.5)
can be equivalently written in its ”length” form.

Df,0 = ω

∫
Ψ∗0(x1...xN)(εk · rn)Ψf (x1...xN)dx1...dxn (A.0.0.6)

It follows that (pointing out that the term 1/c in (A.0.0.5) is the fine-
structure constant α in a.u.)

σ(ω) = 4π2αω|Df,0|2δ(E − E0 − ω)df (A.0.0.7)

The expressions derived are valid in both the bound-bound transition and
photoionization cases. For the latter case the transition will be from an
initial bound state, ΨN

0 , to a final state characterized by a well defined
ionic bound state, ΨN−1

I , and a photoelectron with a well defined asymp-

totic momentum k. Thus, the final state, Ψ
(−)
Ik , is characterized by the

quantum number I, the momentum k, and the boundary conditions of the
incoming wave (indicated by the symbol (-)). The scattering theory[56]
tells us the form of the asymptotic boundary conditions for a multichannel
continuum wave function, i.e. a plane wave associated with the final chan-
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nel considered plus incoming spherical waves in all channels, as described
in eq.(A.0.0.8).

Ψ
(−)
Ik (rN−1, r)

r →∞−−−−→ 1

(2π)
3
2

[
ΨN−1
I expikI ·r +

noc∑
I′

ΨN−1
I′

exp−ikI′ ·r

r

]
(A.0.0.8)

Here ΨN−1
I′ are the wave functions that describe the final ionic states I ′

and noc is the number of open channels at ω. The electron wave function
ΨEIL (where L is the angular momentum) in the (x, y, z) coordinate
system can be expressed in polar coordinates (r, ϑ, φ) by the use of a
partial wave expansion of the form

ΨEIL =
∑
I′L′

ΨN−1
I′ REI′L′IL(r)YL′(r̂) (A.0.0.9)

where YL′(r̂) are spherical harmonic functions, and REI′L′IL(r) is the ra-
dial part of the partial wave, whose asymptotic behavior can be expressed
as a linear combination of irregular spherical Bessel functions.

REI′L′IL(r)
r →∞−−−−→ fl′(kIr)AI′L′IL + gl′(kIr)BI′L′IL (A.0.0.10)

Multiplying by the A−1 matrix leads to K-matrix normalization

Ψk
EIL =

∑
I′L′

ΨEI′L′A
−1
I′L′IL K = BA−1 (A.0.0.11)

and multiplying by (1 + iK−1
l ) we get the so called S+-matrix boundary

condition.

Ψ
(−)
EIL =

∑
I′L′

Ψk
EI′L′(1 + iK)−1

I′L′IL (A.0.0.12)

Finally, a transformation from the angular momentum to the linear mo-
mentum conditions gives the final form of the wave function.

Ψ
(−)
Ik =

∑
L

CLkΨ
(−)
EIL (A.0.0.13a)

CLk =
1√
m
il exp−iσl Y ∗L (k̂) (A.0.0.13b)

The dipole matrix elements computed from the continuum wave function
ΨEIL is then defined by
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DEILγ =

∫
ΨEILD1γΨ0 (A.0.0.14)

and can be transformed to the linear momentum asymptotic boundary
condition in the same way as ΨEIL.

D
(−)
Ikγ =

∑
L

CLkD
(−)
EILγ (A.0.0.15)

Because calculations are best performed employing full point group sym-
metry and symmetry adapted angular functions χlhλµ, so that L ≡ lhλµ.
another transformation to the angular momentum basis Ylm is needed.

D
(−)
Ikγ =

∑
lm

Y
lmD

(−)
EIlmγ

(A.0.0.16)

The dipole operator in the laboratory frame (LF), D1mr has to be ex-
pressed through its component in the molecular frame (MF), D1γ by the
use of a rotation matrix R1

γmr .

D1mr =
∑
γ

D1γR
1
γmr (A.0.0.17)

Here the LF(Z’, X’, Y’) coordinates system is rotated to the MF(X, Y,
Z) coordinate system ; this rotation is define by the Euler angles Ω =
(α, β, γ), where α and γ are the polar angles which define the photon
orientation in the MF. Furthermore we assume the LF Z’ axis defined by
the electric vector E in the case of linearly polarized light (LP), for which
mr = 0, or by the photon propagation direction in the case of circularly
polarized light (CP), for which mr = ±1.

We can now write the differential form of the cross section in eq.(A.0.0.7)
(normalized to the energy Dirac delta function)as:

dσI(ω)

dkdω
= 4π2αω|D(−)

Ikγ|
2 =

= 4π2αω
∑

lmγl′m′γ′

Yml(K̂)Y ∗m′l′(K̂)R1
γmr(Ω)R1∗

γ′mr(Ω)D
(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′

(A.0.0.18)

Here

YmlY
∗
m′l′ = (−1)m

∑
L

√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)

4π

(
l′ l L
m′ −m M

)(
l′ l L
0 0 0

)
YLM(K̂)

(A.0.0.19)
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where M = m-m’, and

R1
γmrR

1∗
γ′mr = (−1)γ

′mr
∑
J

(2J+1)

(
1 1 J
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)(
1 1 J
mr −mr 0

)
RJ
γ−γ′,0(Ω)

(A.0.0.20)

RJ
M0(αβγ) = (−1)M

√
4π

2J + 1
YJ,−M(β, α) (A.0.0.21)

Finally, we obtain

dσI(ω)

dkdω
= 4π2αω(−1)mr

∑
LM

ALMYLM(K) (A.0.0.22)

where ALM(k,mr,Ω) is equal to

ALM =
∑

lmγ,l′m′,γ′

(−1)m
√

(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)

4π

(
l′ l L
m′ −m M

)
(
l′ l L
0 0 0

)
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′(−1)γ

∑
J

(2J + 1)

(
1 1 J
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)
(

1 1 J
mr −mr 0

)
(−1)γ−γ

′

√
4π

2J + 1
YJ,γ′−γ(β, α) =

=
∑

lmγ,l′m′,γ′

(−1)m+γ′ l̂l̂′L̂Ĵ

(
l′ l L
m′ −m M

)(
l′ l L
0 0 0

)
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′

∑
J

(
1 1 J
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)(
1 1 J
mr −mr 0

)
YJ,γ′−γ(β, α) (A.0.0.23)

with l̂ =
√

2l + 1).

At this point, it should be stressed out that the dynamical part of the
cross section, i.e. the dependence on the photon energy, is only in the
Dlmγ term, in fact it depends on the initial and final states and on the
Coulomb phase shift σl. All the other terms in the expressed equations
are geometrical factors. The integral cross section is then obtained by
integrating over all emission direction k̂
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∫
YLM(k̂)dk̂ = δL0δM0

√
4π (A.0.0.24a)

σ(Ω) =

∫
dσ

dk
dk̂ = 4π2αω(−1)mr

√
4πA00 (A.0.0.24b)

and the total cross section for randomly oriented molecules is obtained by
averaging over Ω.

1

8π2

∫
Rj
m′m(Ω)dΩ = δj0δmm′

(A.0.0.25a)

1

8π2

∫
A00(Ω)dΩ→ δj0δλλ′

(A.0.0.25b)(
l l 0
m −m 0

)(
l l 0
0 0 0

)√
(2l + 1)2

4π
= (−1)l−m(−1)l

1√
4π

=
(−1)m√

4π
(A.0.0.25c)(

1 1 0
λ −λ 0

)(
1 1 0
mr −mr 0

)
= (−1)1−λ(−1)1−mr 1

3
=

(−1)1+mr

3
(A.0.0.25d)

Finally

σ =
4

3
π2αω

∑
lmγ

|D(−)
lmγ|

2 =
4

3
π2αω

∑
lhλµγ

|D(−)
lhλµγ|

2 (A.0.0.26)

We can now calculate the differential cross section in the LF frame by re-
expressing the k̂ vector in the MF frame through the rotation matrices,
and afterwards averaging over all the molecules orientations Ω.

YLM ′(k̂) =
∑
M

YLM(k̂′)RL∗
MM ′(Ω) (A.0.0.27a)

RL∗
MM ′(Ω)RJ

γ−γ′,0(Ω) = (−1)γ−γ
′ ∑
KQQ′

(2K + 1)

(
L J K
M ′ γ′ − γ Q′

)(
L J K
M 0 Q

)
DK
Q′Q(Ω)

(A.0.0.27b)

where M ′+γ′−γ+Q′ == and Q = −M . From equations (A.0.0.22) and
(A.0.0.23) we can derive
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(−1)mr
∑
LM ′

ALM ′(k,Ω)YLM ′(k̂) = (−1)mr
∑
LM

ĀLM(k,Ω)YLM(k̂′)

(A.0.0.28)

ĀLM =
∑
M ′

ALM ′R
L∗
M ′M(Ω) =

∑
lmγl′m′γ′

(−1)m+γ
∑
M ′

(
l′ l L
m′ −m M ′

)(
l′ l L
0 0 0

)
√

(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)

4π
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′

∑
M ′

(2J + 1)

(
1 1 J
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)
(

1 1 J
mr −mr 0

)
(−1)γ−γ

′∑
K

(2K + 1) (A.0.0.29)

(
M ′ J K
M ′ γ′ − γ Q′

)(
M ′ J K
M 0 −M

)
DK
Q′,−M(Ω)

in which M ′ = m−m′ and Q′ = γ − γ′ −M ′. It follows that

ĀLM(k,Ω) =
∑

lmγl′m′γ′

(−1)γ+1

(
l′ l L
m′ −m M

)(
l′ l L
0 0 0

)
√

(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)

4π
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′

∑
JK

(2J+1)(2K+1)

(
1 1 J
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)
(

1 1 J
mr −mr 0

)(
L J K

m−m′ γ′ − γ Q

)(
L J K
M 0 −M

)
DK
Q′,−M(Ω)

(A.0.0.30)

It is now possible to average over all the molecular orientations Ω.

1

8π2

∫
ĀLM(k,Ω)dΩ = ĀL0(k) ≡ AL(k) =

=
∑
lmγ

(−1)mγ
′
(

l l′ L
−m m′ M

)
(
l l′ L
0 0 0

)√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)

4π
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′(2L+ 1)(

1 1 L
−γ γ′ γ − γ′

)(
1 1 L
−mr mr 0

)(
L L 0

m−m′ γ′ − γ 0

)(
L L 0
0 0 0

)
=

=

√
2L+ 1

4π

∑
lmγl′m′γ′

(−1)m+γ

(
l′ l L
−m m′ M

)
(
l l′ L
0 0 0

)√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)(2L+ 1)D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′
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(
1 1 L
−γ γ′ γ − γ′

)(
1 1 L
−mr mr 0

)
(A.0.0.31)

in which m−m′ = γ−γ′. We then expand AL(k) in Legendre polynomials.

AL(k)YL0 =

√
2L+ 1

4π
AL(k)PL(cos θ) (A.0.0.32)

From which

dσ

dk
= παω(−1)mr

∑
L

ALPL(cos θ′) (A.0.0.33)

(θ′ is referred to the LF frame)

AL(k) = (2L+ 1)

(
l l′ L
mr −mr 0

) ∑
lmγl′m′γ′

(−1)m+γ

√
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1))

(
l l′ L
0 0 0

)(
l l′ L
−m m′ m−m′

)
(

1 1 L
γ′ −γ γ − γ′

)(
1 1 L
−mr mr 0

)
D

(−)
lmγD

(−)∗
l′m′γ′ (A.0.0.34)

The term (
1 1 L
−mr mr 0

)
implies that 0 ≤ L ≤ 2, i.e. L can be only equal to 0, 1 and 2. Moreover,
in the case of LP light mr = 0 and the term(

1 1 L
0 0 0

)
is non-zero only for even values of L. This implies that only the terms A0

and A2 are non-zero in eq.
eqrefeq:theo42. Integrating this equation for P0 = 1

σ =

∫
dσ

dk
sin θdθdφ = παω(−1)mrA0

∫
1 sin θdθdφ =

= 4π2αω(−1)mrA0 ⇒
σ

4π
= π2αω(−1)mrA0 (A.0.0.35)

and

dσ

dk
= παω(−1)mrA0

(
1 +

A1

A0

cos θ +
A2

A0

P2(cos θ)

)
(A.0.0.36)
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Here P2(cos θ) = 1
2
(3 cos2 θ− 1) is the second-order Legendre Polynomial.

If we define

b1 =
A1(mr = 1)

A0

(A.0.0.37a)

b2 =
A2(mr = 0)

A0

(A.0.0.37b)

We can obtain the differential photoionization cross section

dσ

dk
=

σ

4π

[
1 +mrb1 cos θ + (−1

2
)mrb2P2(cos θ)

]
(A.0.0.38)
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Appendix B

Data acquisition and data
analysis

B.1 Epichlorohydrin

The vapor was admitted in the interaction region by an effusive source
through a nonmagnetic hypodermic needle. The sample was kept at room
temperature (23 ◦C) during the measurements, and the gas rating was ad-
justed to set a constant pressure of ∼1.0 x 10−6 mbar in the ionization
chamber. For signal normalization purpose, the incident photon flux was
recorded, along with the photoelectron signal, with two different methods,
namely as current of a silicon photodiode (IRD-AXUV-100) set as beam
stopper after the interaction region, and as current of the gold coated re-
focusing mirror mounted at the entrance of the ionization chamber. The
measurements were performed in the 13 eV – 54 eV photon energy range
and required various runs, and were carried out using both the Normal
Incidence Monochromator (NIM) and the Spherical Grazing monochro-
mator (SGM) of the beamline. The partial photoionization cross sections
for the outer valence ionization channels of epichlorohydrin were measured
as a function of the photon energy by recording photoelectron spectra at
the magic angle and fixed photon energies. The spectra were corrected
by the spectrometer transmission function, as appropriate, taking into ac-
count the change in electron detection efficiency due to the different value
of the electron kinetic energy and the selected constant pass energy value.
For this purpose, photoelectron spectra of two reference gases, He and Ar,
were recorded at different kinetic energies and pass energies, 5 eV and 10
eV, to determine the spectrometer transmission functions. The experi-
mental relative values of the epichlorohydrin valence cross sections were
obtained in a large photon energy range by combining low energy and
high energy measurements taken by the NIM and SGM, respectively. To
properly merge the two sets of data together, epichlorohydrin PE spectra
were recorded at 32.5 eV and 34.5 eV photon energies by both the NIM
and SGM, using the same experimental conditions. Furthermore, the PE
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B.1 Epichlorohydrin

spectrum of the first four PE bands of epichlorohydrin was systemati-
cally acquired at the photon energies 22.5 eV (NIM range) and 34.5 eV
(SGM range) and at 0◦ detection angle, as reference spectra, to moni-
tor possible small changes in the experimental conditions over time, and
eventually correct the relative cross section values and estimate errors in
measuring these observables. The asymmetry parameters were obtained
from the peak areas of the considered band obtained at θ = 0◦ and θ
= 54.7◦, respectively. The peak areas at the two different angles were
referred to the same photon flux and molecular target density. The er-
rors on the epichlorohydrin β values were estimated by measuring, with
the same experimental procedure, well known asymmetry parameters of
reference gases, namely Ar, He and O2, in a wide photon energy range
and exhibiting a large variety of β values[268, 269, 270]. The relative val-
ues of σ(hν) and β(hν) parameters were obtained by extracting from the
spectrum the relative intensities of the single PE components in terms of
peak areas obtained by the global multipeak fitting procedure described
below [Global Multipeak Fitting Package implemented in the IGOR PRO
data analysis program (WaveMatrix).]. The background contribution was
systematically removed from all the spectra, by fitting the measured back-
ground spectrum (without sample) with an arctangent function plus a
linear function (χ-square fitting mrthod), and subtracting the latter from
the epichlorohydrin spectrum. The obtained net spectra where analysed
by the global multipeak fitting method by dividing the spectra in two not
overlapping regions. The first group of four bands, the 24a - 20a compo-
nents in the 10.0 -13.0 eV IE range, could be analyzed separately from the
other bands. These four bands exhibit a variety of shapes and intensities,
as well as different extent of overlap. In order to describe their envelopes
and ionization potentials precisely and consistently, a program was de-
veloped which efficiently curve fits the spectral data. Because all bands
have an asymmetric shape, with longer tail on the high IE side (right
side), an asymmetric Gaussian was adopted, namely a set of bi-Gaussian
functions were used for the spectral deconvolution. Such an asymmetric
function is made of two half Gaussian functions which share the summit
of the peak. Four parameters fully define the function, the location of the
summit (the vertical IE value E0), the standard deviations σl and σr of
the left and right half Gaussian functions, and the scale factor δ. This
method [271, 272] has been fruitfully applied to analyze experimental PE
spectra[273, 274]. The PE spectra recorded at all the photon energies,
and at 0◦ and 54.7◦ detection angles, were included in the global fit, si-
multaneously. The four fit parameters defining the PE band positions,
namely the vertical IEs, were considered differently. The IE of the first
band (24a MO) was set as free parameter in each PE spectrum, whilst the
positions of the other three bands were defined as relative IEs referred to
the first HOMO PE peak and considered equal in all the spectra, since the
relative positions of the PE bands are actually constant in all the spectra.
The eight left and right standard deviation free parameters, which define
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B.2 Propylene oxide

the peak shape of the four PE bands, were considered constant in all the
spectra, namely each peak preserves its own shape (σl and σr values) on
changing the photon energy and the angle of detection. The scale factors
δi of the four bands were set as free fit parameters and specific for each
PE spectrum. The global multipeak fit method thus allowed the photo-
electron band relative intensities to be measured in terms of peak areas,
and provided a systematic method to measure the σ(hν) and β(hν) pa-
rameters, for the valence photoionization processes of epichlorohydrin as
a function of photon energy.
The six PE bands at higher energies, the 20a – 15a spectral components,
were analyzed by a simpler procedure, since all these bands share, with
good approximation, the same peak shape. The whole set of the PE
experimental spectra, namely recorded at all the investigated photon en-
ergies and the 0◦ and 54.7◦ detection angles, were simultaneously involved
in the global multipeak fit analysis. Similarly to the first group of bands,
the six peak positions were referred to the vertical IE of the HOMO band
and considered as six free fit parameters, whose values are preserved in
all the spectra. Here, only two standard deviation free parameters, σl
and σr, were sufficient to accurately describe the peak shape of the six
bands. This peak shape was considered constant, being not significantly
affected by the change in photon energy and angle of detection. The six
scale factors, δi, were defined as free fit parameters and specific for each
PE spectrum. The best fit scale factors δi and the standard deviations σl
and σr, obtained by the global fit spectral analysis, allowed to measure
the photoionization observables β(hν) and σ(hν) as a function of photon
energy also for the high energy PE bands of epichlorohydrin. The high
flexibility of the Global MultiPeak Fitting Package of IGOR PRO allowed
us to provide the bi-Gaussian function as external (user-defined) model
fit function to curve fit a large set of multicomponent experimental PE
spectra, simultaneously, and to define the nature, constraints, and links to
freely chosen experimental data subsets of the fit parameters, according
to the description given above. The large change in relative intensity of
the first four PE bands, observed in the investigated photon energy range,
was fruitfully used, by means of the global multipeak fit analysis, to shed
more light in this crowded PE spectral region.

B.2 Propylene oxide

The experiments on the double photoionization of propylene oxide were
performed at the CiPo beamline of the Elettra Synchrotron by the use of
the ARPES 3D ion imaging end station. The operating pressure of the
ARPES end station was kept constant and set at the 10−7 mbar range.
The high intensity energy tunable synchrotron light beam crosses at right
angle an effusive molecular beam of propylene oxide molecules. Product
ions and photoelectrons produced by each double photoionization event
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B.3 Osmium tetroxide

are detected in coincidence. The monochromatic synchrotron radiation
was scanned in the 18.0-37.0 eV range. The detection axis of the time-
of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer was set perpendicular to the the hori-
zontal polarization plane of the linearly polarized radiation. The Normal
Incidence Monochromator (NIM) of ther CiPo beamline allows to cover
the entire investigated energy range with a resolution of about 2.0–1.5
meV. The use of the NIM geometry was adopted to reduce spurious ef-
fects, due to ionization by photons from higher orders of diffraction. The
adoption of the NIM at the “CiPo” beamline, together with the emission
spectrum of the electromagnetic wiggler allows to probe a lower photon
energy range with respect to the linearly polarized light available at the
“GasPhase” beamline.
During the experiment, the incident photon flux, the gas pressure, and
the ion yields for each investigated channel were monitored and acquired.
Each channel ion yield is normalized for the total ion yield in order to
obtain the branching ratios as a function of the photon energy. The
effusive molecular beam is produced by a 1.0 mm inner diameter stain-
less steel needle nozzle fed by a racemic mixture (99% nominal purity,
Sigma Aldrich). A needle valve was placed between the glass cylinder
containing the propylene oxide and the nozzle to optimize the molecular
beam source pressure. The two-body fragmentation dynamics could be
analyzed by using the momentum matching procedure, in which a filter
to discriminate true coincidences related to each recorded fragmentation
channels, produced by Coulomb explosion of the intermediate propylene
oxide molecular dication, is applied. Such momentum matching filter al-
lows the analysis of the ion coincidences by isolating only pulses due to
true double coincidences. To do so the following analytic condition has
been applied:

s ≤

√
p2
x1,2 + p2

y1,2 + p2
z1,2

|p1|+ |p2|
(B.2.0.1)

where px1,2, pz1,2, and py1,2 are the sum of projections of p1 and p2 momen-
tum vectors of the final ion pairs produced by the two-body fragmentation
processes. In the present presented data analysis we used a value of S ≤
0.1, which is an empirical factor which is the result of a compromise
between a good statistics of the recorded signal and the background sub-
traction. Following such a procedure we were able to extract the ion KER
distributions, the angular distributions, and the relative cross sections for
each of the measured two-body dissociation channel.

B.3 Osmium tetroxide

The experimental measurements were taken at the Gasphase Photoe-
mission beamline of the Elettra synchrotron radiation source (Trieste,
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B.4 1-methoxy-2-propanol

Italy). The valence photoelectron (PE) spectra of the OsO4 molecule were
recorded at fixed photon energies spanning the 17-90 eV range and us-
ing the ARPES-TPES end station. The analyzer, equipped with the new
developed 2D detector and deflecting electrode, was operated in constant
pass energy mode, selecting 10 and 15 eV pass energies, respectively for
PE spectra recorded at low and high photon energies, namely below and
above 22 eV. The molecular vapor generated by the solid OsO4 (Sigma-
Aldrich, purity ≥ 99%), kept at constant room temperature (24◦C), was
admitted in the interaction region through a nonmagnetic hypodermic
needle. The pressure in the ionization region could be kept below 1.0
x 10−6 mbar. The PE spectra were measured as a function of photon
energy at two different detection angles with respect to the polarization
plane of the linearly polarized radiation, namely at θ = 0◦ and θ = 54.7◦.
The asymmetry parameter β(hν) was derived according to the equation
β(hν) = R - 1, where R is the ratio between the peak areas of the se-
lected PE band obtained at the two different angles, R = I(0◦)/I(54.7◦).
The background spectrum was recorded as a function of photon energy
at both detection angles and subtracted from the corresponding OsO4

PE spectra, in order to remove its spurious contribution. The accuracy of
the β(hν) parameter measurements was checked by measuring well known
asymmetry parameters of Ar and He, as reference data. The spectrometer
resolution used at 10 eV pass energy was 45 meV (FWHM), as measured
by recording atomic peaks of Ar. All PE spectra were energy calibrated
against the known IE values of N2 and Ar.

B.4 1-methoxy-2-propanol

The experiment on the 2-methoxy propanol was performed at the FELIX
free electron laser facility at Radboud University (Nijmegen, The Nether-
lands). The far-IR and mid-IR spectra of the 1-methoxy-2-propanol di-
asteromeric dimers were measured using VUV-IRMPD spectroscopy in
the 520 cm−1 - 1540 cm−1 spectral region. In an IRMPD experiment,
the target molecules are confined in a small interaction region which is
crossed by the tunable IR radiation. When the IR frequency υi coin-
cides with the energy of a transition from the vibrational ground state
to an excited vibrational level, resonant absorption of the IR pulse takes
place. Between two or more IR excitation pulses Intramolecular Vibra-
tional Redistribution (IVR) effect [275] takes place, redistributing the
acquired internal energy over different vibrational modes. If the process
is performed in absence of collisions, as in the case of supersonic jets, the
acquired IR multi-photon internal energy leads to molecular dissociation
as it exceeds the fragmentation energy threshold. The IVR process that
takes place between two IR photons absorption can be more or less ef-
ficient, depending on the nature of the excited vibrational states. This
implies that the multi-photon IR spectra can be not equivalent to the cor-
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B.4 1-methoxy-2-propanol

responding spectra recorded using single IR photon absorption; spectral
lines can be broadened and shifted, and line intensities can differ from
those predicted by the calculated IR spectrum. In the experimental setup
the target species are prepared in their rovibronic ground states by means
of supersonic-jet cooling and vibrationally excited by IR photons. The
multiple absorption of IR-FEL photons leads to molecular fragmentation.
The fragments are then probed with 10.49 eV VUV photons as a function
of the IR wavelength, and the resulting ionized IRMPD products are an-
alyzed by a TOF mass spectrometer, in order to obtain mass-selected IR
spectra. The enantiomerically pure S-(+)-1-methoxy-2-propanol sample
(purity≥ 98.5%) and the racemic mixture (purity≥ 99.5%) were obtained
commercially from the Sigma Aldrich company. The heated sample com-
partment (T = 323 K) was positioned in front of a pulsed valve nozzle (0.5
mm orefice, Jordan TOF Products Inc.). A complete set of measurements
was first performed for an enantiomerically pure sample and then for the
racemic mixture. This procedure avoids any possible contamination of
the enantiopure sample. The 1-methoxy-2-propanol vapours were then
seeded in a supersoic-jet generated by a pulsed valve, using Ar (at 2 bar
pressure) as a carrier gas, and admitted in the vaccum chamber region.
The jet of electronically, vibrationally and rotationally cooled molecules
was further collimated by a skimmer, and directed into the interaction re-
gion, where it was crossed by a pulsed IR FEL beam and a delayed VUV
laser beam. The VUV laser photons were produced by focusing 355nm
light (3rd harmonic of Nd3+:YAG laser) in a gas cell containing a 10:1
mixture of, respectively, Ar and Xe gases. The resulting 3rd harmonic
radiation, with wavelength of 118 nm (10.49 eV) and pulse duration of ∼
2-3 ns, was refocused into the interaction region by a MgF2 lens. When a
molecular vibrational transition resonates with the scanned IR frequency,
the molecule dissociate through the IRMPD mechanism. The resulting
fragments and parent molecules are then ionized by the VUV laser radi-
ation at the end of each FEL macropulse (6-8 µs), and the resulting ions
are detected by a reflectron time-of-flight spectrometer, allowing recording
the mass-selected IR-spectra. In order to measure reference mass spectra
without the IR-FEL pulse at every VUV laser pulse, the VUV ionizing
laser and the pulsed valve operated at 10 Hz, while the FELIX laser oper-
ated at 5 Hz. Different spectra in different spectral regions were recorded
at different FELIX laser power attenuations, namely 0 dB, 3 dB, 5 dB
and 8 dB.
The molecular structures optimization and the vibrational frequency cal-
culations were performed using the Gaussian 16 package[276]. The geom-
etry optimization of the (S)-1-methoxy-2-propanol and (R)-1-methoxy-2-
propanol monomers were performed with the MOPAC program[277] using
the PM6-D3H4 method. A conformational analysis of the dimers struc-
tures were performed by randomly changing all rotable torsions in the
optimized (S)/(R)-1-methoxy-2-propanol monomers. The random dimer
structures were initially optimized using the PM6 method, and only the
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structures with an electronic energy below 300 KJ/mol were submitted
to a further optimization at the DFT level using the ωB97x-D functional.
The lowest energy conformer were submitted to another optimization cy-
cle using the Tight optimization criterion (RMS force < 10−5), and fre-
quencies were calculated. The electronic energies, and accordingly the
Boltzmann populations, of the optimized dimer conformers were calcu-
lated by the G4MP2 method[278]. Harmonic frequencies were calculated
for the lowest energy conformers at the DFT level, using the B3LYP func-
tional and the 6-311++G∗∗ basis set.
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